OFFICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL

November 13, 2020
VIA EMAIL
Benjamin Davidson, Esq.
Law Offices of Benjamin Davidson, P.C.
8383 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 830
Beverly Hills, CA 90211
Email: bdavidson@bendavidsonlaw.com
Re:

Deposition Subpoena for Production of Business Records to University of Southern
California re Case No. BC709376

Dear Mr. Davidson:
This letter and the accompanying records, bates-stamped USC00001 through USC000488,
constitute the University of Southern California’s (USC) objections and production of documents
in response to the deposition subpoena for production of business records dated Sept. 18, 2020 in
connection with Los Angeles Superior Court Case No. BC709376 (the “Subpoena”). Pursuant to
the email correspondence received from you and from Mr. Adam Zaffos on November 12, 2020,
USC is producing these objections and documents to you directly and exclusively, and through
electronic delivery.
GENERAL OBJECTIONS
Any document that USC produces or makes in response to the Subpoena is produced subject to all
objections of competence, relevance, materiality, propriety, admissibility, and any other objection
on any ground that would require the exclusion of the document or other item, or any portion of
the document or other item, if offered into evidence. All such objections are continuing in nature,
incorporated into each specific response to the Subpoena’s specifications, and are expressly
reserved and may be interposed in connection with any motion or at the time of any trial. The fact
that USC agrees to produce documents or provide information in response to any particular
Subpoena request is not intended and shall not be construed as a waiver by USC of any objection
to such request or of any general objection made in this Subpoena response.
No incidental or implied admissions are intended by USC’s response to the Subpoena. The fact
that USC agrees to produce documents or other items in response to a particular Subpoena request
is not intended and shall not be construed as an admission that it accepts or admits the existence
of any facts set forth in, or assumed by such request, or contained in any such documents or other
items, or that any produced document or other item is admissible in evidence.
USC objects to the Subpoena and each of the Subpoena requests to the extent that they encompass
documents protected by the attorney-client privilege and/or the work-product doctrine. USC further
objects to the Subpoena and each of its requests to the extent they (a) seek irrelevant information
not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence; (b) seek cumulative
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evidence; (c) are overbroad and unduly burdensome; (d) seek confidential, proprietary or trade
secret information; (e) seek information that, if disclosed, would constitute an unwarranted invasion
of personal privacy, and (f) seek information equally accessible to the parties or information within
the public domain. All such objections are continuing in nature, incorporated into each and every
response below, and are expressly reserved and may be interposed in connection with any motion
or at the time of any trial.
This response represents USC’s diligent and best efforts to respond to the Subpoena based upon the
factual investigation done by USC to date. There may exist additional documents responsive to the
Subpoena that are not within the present knowledge of, or reasonably available to, USC, or that
USC has not yet located, identified, or reviewed. USC will continue to produce responsive
documents if and when such materials are located, identified, or reviewed; however, this response
to the Subpoena should not be construed as an admission or representation by USC that additional
responsive documents or other information do or do not exist.
USC RESPONSE TO SUBPOENA REQUESTS
SUBPOENA REQUEST NO. 1:
Any and all DOCUMENTS that RELATE TO any investigations made by USC CONCERNING
HAO LI’s representations during ACM SIGGRAPH Real-Time Live on August 1, 2017.
RESPONSE TO SUBPOENA REQUEST NO. 1:
USC objects to Request No. 1 to the extent that it requests information, the disclosure of which
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of the affected persons’ constitutional, statutory and/or
common law rights to personal privacy and confidentiality. USC further objects to Request No. 1
on the ground that the terms “investigations” and “representations during” are vague and
ambiguous. USC further objects to Request No. 1 on the ground that it seeks documents protected
by the attorney-client privilege and/or the work-product doctrine. Subject to the General
Objections stated above, which are incorporated by reference as though fully set forth herein, and
without waiving any of them, USC responds that it will produce all responsive, non-privileged
documents within its possession, custody, or control.
***
Please give me a call or email me if you have any questions about USC’s response and objections
to the Subpoena.
Best regards,
Michael J. Stephan
Enclosures
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INTRODUCTION
The USC Office of Research and the USC Research Misconduct Investigation Committee
assigned to review this matter have reviewed allegations of research misconduct on the part of
Dr. Hao Li, Ph.D., Associate Professor in the Computer Science Department, Viterbi School of
Engineering and Director of the Vision and Graphics Lab, Institute for Creative Technologies,
University of Southern California. He began his employment with USC in August, 2013. In
addition to his role at USC, Dr. Li has served as Founder and CEO of Pinscreen Inc. since 2015.
Pinscreen is a computer animation company focused on avatar development. The company
website claims to develop “the most advanced artificial intelligence driven personalized
avatars”. Their website further claims to generate a personalized 3-D avatar in seconds.
On July 11, 2018, the Vice President of Research and the Office of Ethics and Compliance met
with Dr. Iman Sadeghi, Ph.D., at which time he presented allegations of falsification and/or
fabrication on the part of Dr. Li regarding two submitted manuscripts, an abstract submission
and a live technology demonstration. Dr. Sadeghi was employed by Pinscreen as Vice President
of Computer Graphics from February 2, 2017 through August 7, 2017 at which time he was
terminated by Dr. Li. Dr. Sadeghi claims his termination was an act of whistleblower retaliation
regarding the falsification of avatar generation capabilities developed by Dr. Li and his team
(Att. 1). On June 11, 2018, Dr. Sadeghi filed a complaint with the Superior Court of California,
County of Los Angeles alleging multiple counts of fraud, violation of employment law and
contracts, wrongful termination, assault and battery, and research misconduct. A Second
Amended Complaint was filed on October 5, 2018. This lawsuit is pending.
On or about July 14, 2018, an Inquiry Panel was charged by USC to review the allegations for
credibility and to carry out an initial review of evidence. The Inquiry Panel interviewed the
Complainant on November 9, 2018, and the Respondent on September 25 and October 26,
2018. An Inquiry report was drafted and sent to Dr. Li for comment. Dr. Li responded to the
Inquiry Report on January 24, 2019 (Att. 3).
The final inquiry report (Att. 2) was forwarded to the USC Provost on January 29, 2019 and
approved January 30, 2019. An Investigation Committee was charged by USC with the
investigation on or about February 26, 2019.
SUMMARY OF ALLEGATIONS
Four allegations of research misconduct were identified based on the Amended Report and
further information from Dr. Sadeghi. The four allegations reviewed by the Investigation
Committee are as follows:
1. Dr. Li knowingly and intentionally fabricated data, and/or instructed others to do so, in a
manuscript submitted to SIGGRAPH 2017, a manuscript submitted to and published in
2
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SIGGRAPH Asia 2017, and an abstract to SIGGRAPH Real-Time Live 2017 by representing
manually prepared avatar hair shapes as being automatically generated.
2. Dr. Li knowingly and intentionally falsified data, and/or instructed others to do so, in a
manuscript submitted to SIGGRAPH Asia 2017 by representing manually “fixed” avatar
eye color, while the paper represented that eye color generation was accomplished
through technology he developed based on advances in deep learning.
3. Dr. Li knowingly and intentionally falsified claims, and/or instructed others to do so, in
an abstract submitted to SIGGRAPH Real-Time Live 2017 (Heretofore referred to as RTL
abstract)by stating newly developed technology would be presented, when, in fact, Dr.
Li and his team did not have the ability at the time to demonstrate these claims.
4. Dr. Li knowingly and intentionally falsified a presentation, and/or instructed others to do
so, made at SIGGRAPH Real-Time Live demonstration 2017 (heretofore referred as RTL
2017) by claiming the demonstration to be a real-time presentation of newly developed
computer graphics technology to create an avatar in a matter of seconds from a single
photo, when in fact the avatars were manually created and pre-loaded.
This report of the committee refers only to allegations 3 and 4. The committee continues to
review allegations 1 and 2.
FUNDING AND JURISDICTION
Dr. Li, as full-time faculty member at USC, received the following funding for the work
presented in the abstract for, and the presentation at, SIGGRAPH RTL live:
•
•

Office of Naval Research, Award No. N00014-15-1-2639; to USC, Dr. Hao Li, P.I. (Att. 4)
U.S. Army Research Laboratory under contract W911NF-14-D-0005; to USC Institute for
Creative Technologies, Randy Hill, P.I. (Att. 4)

The RTL abstract is entitled “Pinscreen: Creating Performance-Driven Avatars in Seconds”.
However, Dr. Li represents himself solely as associated with the University of Southern
California. The work presented at SIGGRAPH RTL is a public presentation developed from the
published work cited below. (Att. 6, 7)
•

2017.
Avatar Digitation From a Single Image For Real-Time Rendering. SIGGRAPH Asia. 36 (6).

This work cites the above two mentioned grants, awarded to USC.
are authors on both the SIGGRAPH Asia
paper as well as the RTL abstract. All were USC Graduate students at the time of the above
under Dr. Li’s supervision.
also an author on both, was a former Masters student
under Dr Li’s direction as a BSc Student in 2014. As author, Dr. Li is credits himself both to
Pinscreen and USC in the SiIGGRAPH Asia paper and the RTL Presentation, and solely USC In the
RTL abstract.
3
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SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND
The area of research in question is computer graphics. Computer graphics is a sub-discipline of
computer science that focuses on capturing, storing, rendering, and manipulating digital images
and video. The objective is to use computer hardware and software (in the form of algorithms
and data structures) to create virtual environments that are reflective of the real world or that
portray imaginary worlds. In fact, computer graphics have been used to produce visualizations
of phenomena (e.g., computer-generated visualizations of a black hole bending
spacetime) before such phenomena were actually observed in the real world; graphics have
also been used to help create very realistic artificial worlds (e.g., in video games, movies,
amusement parks, etc.).
Doing all of this is very challenging in a number of ways. The desired levels of detail mean that
massive amounts of information need to be processed, very often in extremely short time
spans. This requires optimizations both in the hardware and in the software. Since modern
hardware is capacious and fast but ultimately bounded in its ability to perform computations,
computer graphics researchers devote a lot of attention to developing improved software
techniques for processing the needed information. The objective often boils down to driving up
the quality at an acceptable cost. For example, in certain applications, this may mean, cutting
down the time to render an image from weeks to hours; in other applications, it may mean,
generating and processing series of high-quality images nearly instantaneously as the relevant
information for them becomes available.
Dr. Li’s own work has focused on such problems. Specifically, he has worked on such
computationally expensive tasks as 3D human digitization from 2D artifacts (e.g., photographs),
animation of digitized human faces, and developing models and algorithms that enable
rendering of real world-like hair. Being able to drive down the computation time while
improving the quality of the rendered results is a critical goal of this line of research, and is at
the heart of this case.
RESPONDENT (Full Curriculum Vitae for Dr. Li, Att. 8)
Dr. Li started at USC in August, 2013 as Assistant Professor. In October, 2015 he co-founded
Pinscreen where he has held the position of CEO to date. In August, 2016 he became Director
of the USC Institute for Creative Technologies, Vision and Graphics Lab. Dr. Li became Associate
Professor (with tenure) in the USC Computer science Department in May, 2019.
Dr. Li lectured graduate level courses in the USC Computer Science Department and was a guest
lecturer for numerous other computer science courses at USC.
At the time of the investigation Dr. Li oversaw 13 post-doctoral trainees and has mentored 9
additional trainees here at USC.
At the time of this investigation Dr. Li held two active awards, one a corporate grant as well as a
grant from the Office of Naval Research.
4
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1. ACM SIGGRAPH (Association for Computing Machinery’s Special Interest Group on
Computer Graphics and Interactive Techniques) is made up of members involved in a
wide variety of fields, including scientific research, computer graphics research, software
development, scientific visualization, digital art, interactive technology, game design,
visual effects, graphic design, computer science, education, engineering, film and
television production, and more (AMC SIGGRAPH website).
2. SIGGRAPH is the world’s largest conference on computer graphics. It takes place once a
year in a city somewhere in the U.S. or Canada, and is attended by tens of thousands of
computer graphics professionals. SIGGRAPH claims to be one of the most highly
respected venues for the presentation of new computer graphics technology and
research (AMC SIGGRAPH website).
3. Real Time Live (RTL) is a showcase of new technology to the SIGGRAPH community of
scientists, developers and enthusiasts. A panel of judges awards a best-in-show based on
the presentations given during the 1.5 hour showcase.
4. In order to qualify for entry into the 2017 RTL show an abstract needed to be submitted
in April and approved by SIGGRAPH for the mid-summer conference.
Observations:
5. For SIGGRAPH RTL 2017:
a. Dr. Li’s group submitted their abstract (Att. 12) on the 4/4/2017 deadline;
b. Reviewers’ comments were available on 5/17/2017 (Att. 13);
c. Dr. Li’s abstract was accepted on 6/02/2017;
d. The RTL demonstrations were held on 8/01/2017.
6. The submitted and accepted abstract states:
i. “With this fully automatic framework for creating a complete 3D
avatar from a single unconstrained image, users can upload any
photograph to build a high-quality Head model within seconds…”
ii. “This system integrates state-of -the-art advances in facial-shape
modeling, appearance inference, and a new pipeline for singleview hair generation based on hairstyle retrieval from a massive
database, followed by a strand-to-hair-strip conversion method…”
iii. “This live demonstration shows that compelling avatars and
animations can be generated in very little time by anyone, with
minimal effort.”
7. The abstract and presentation were based on work described in a paper entitled
“Avatar Digitization From a Single Image For Real-time Rendering” submitted to
SIGGRAPH Asia on May 23, 2017.
8. Along with the abstract, the following video was submitted:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OZ2O3SXF0tE
9. No computer code was submitted along with the abstract, since code submission
is not required for abstracts.
10. On May 17, 2017 Dr. Li received reviewer comments regarding the SIGGRAPH RTL
2017 abstract (Att. 13). In general, the reviewers were impressed at the speed of
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the technology, but expressed concern regarding the overall avatar image quality,
specifically as it relates to hair shape reconstruction and eye socket fitting.
11. The SIGGRAPH RTL 2017 Presentations (heretofore referred to as RTL 2017) can be found
on YouTube at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hpuEdXn M0Q. The portion of this
video relevant to this report can be found from 31:06-40:18.
12. On July 7, 2017 Dr. Li and others in his group participated in the RTL virtual rehearsal. At
this time the SIGGRAPH RTL crew asked Dr. Li and others extra bandwidth or special
equipment was needed to ensure that the Real-Time presentations would be executed
smoothly. (Att. 14).
13. At the outset of the August 1, 2017 RTL presentations the moderator states; “All the
presentations tonight will demonstrate amazing technology rendering beautiful graphics,
and interactively controlling them in real-time live. Like I said, real-time, nothing prerendered, nothing pre-recorded.” (RTL 2017 01:32)
14. Dr. Li’s group was introduced, informing the audience that they would be demonstrating
the creation of “performance-driven avatars in seconds” (RTL 2017 31:27 )
15. Dr. Li introduces the production by stating “We are going to show you how to build a
high-quality 3D avatar from a single image, fully rigged and animatable…” (RTL 2017 32:
32)
16. Dr. Sadeghi, presenting on behalf of Pinscreen, further states “we’ve been working on
developing a fully automated pipeline to create a 3D avatar from a single image in a
matter of seconds. And today I’m going to show you how it works.” (RTL 2017 32:55)
17. Dr. Sadeghi continues to take a picture of himself with the computer camera, he waits 6
seconds while a progress bar rapidly moves across the screen and then presents the 3D
avatar to the audience’s applause.
18. He further illustrates animation, mesh, and skeletal view, and states that the avatars are
“fully rigged, ready to be used in VR, games and animated movies.” (RTL 2017 33:55).
19. Dr. Sadeghi claims to instantly generate three other instantaneously generated avatars
from single stored images.
20. “We run multiple neural networks and pixel-wise optimizations to calculate hairstyle,
geometry of the hair, polystrips, the facial geometry, textural map, the lighting, eye
color, and so-on.”
21. No information is presented to the audience that this is merely an illustration or “movie”
of the technology or that the presentation has been pre-“cached” (recorded) for ease of
presentation or to avoid any internet bandwidth issues.
22. There is no evidence during the presentation that there was any internet connectivity
issues or that Dr. Li’s team attempted their live presentation and then reverted to a
cached presentation as a last resort.
Analysis:
23. At the request of the USC Office of Research, Dr. Li provided access to the code utilized
to run the RTL 2017 demonstration. This code was housed on GitLab, an online code
repository. It was not publicly accessible.
24. The Complainant and presenter of the code, Dr. Sadeghi, has stated that this was the
code that he presented and the only code available to present (Att. 14)
7
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25. At the request of the Committee, USC hired an outside, independent consulting firm to
analyze this code in relation to the Dr. Li’s claims, the allegations at hand, and the RTL
presentation. The consultant’s report (“Report”) is attached. (Att. 11)
26. The summary of findings from this Report are as follows:
a. The Demo Software does not include functionality for creating a 3D avatar from
an image, either fully automatically or otherwise.
b. The Demo Software includes at least eleven pre-built, pre-stored avatars. Four of
these avatars – “Iman”, “Hao”, “JohnRoot”, and “Christobal” – were displayed by
Dr. Sadeghi during the Demo.
c. The Demo Software allows the user to take a picture using an attached webcam.
No matter what picture is taken with the webcam, the rtl-app will then display
the pre-built “Iman” avatar.
d. The Demo Software also allows the user to select a previously captured picture
file. If the name of the picture file corresponds to one of the pre-built avatars
(e.g.,“JohnRoot.jpeg”), then the app displays the corresponding pre-built avatar.
If the name of the picture file does not correspond to one of the pre-built
avatars (e.g.,“GeorgeEdwards.jpg”), no avatar is displayed.
e. The Demo Software is designed to mislead the viewer. For example, the Demo
Software includes a “progress bar” that appears to show the progress of an
underlying computation to generate an avatar, when in fact there is no
corresponding underlying computation and the progress bar simply fills up
according to a timer. (Att. 11, P.2)
27. Specifically, the Report finds:
a. The C# source code of the Demo Software shows that the first feature presented
in the demo – the ability to generate an avatar in a few seconds from a webcam
picture – did not actually exist in the software.
i. After the user has taken a picture the function GenerateAvatar is called
(line 24).
ii. At line 96, the function SetAvatar is called with the hardcoded
parameters avatarData[“Iman”].Texture, “Iman”.
iii. At line 125 the SetAvatar function displays a progress bar on the screen.
The progress bar’s update function at line 70 shows that the progress bar
is filled based on a timer, not based on the actual progress of any
underlying computation.
iv. Git repository logs indicate that specific efforts were made to make the
progress bar more believable: code was added to the file on July 22,
2017, with the commit comment “replace Trump animation, make
progress more natural”. This revision caused the progress bar to increase
at a variable speed, rather than increasing at a uniform speed.
v. At line 202, a lookup is performed to retrieve an avatar Transform
object from a collection of pre-built avatars. In this case, the value of the
name parameter is “Iman” so the avatar named “Iman” is retrieved.
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pre-record the presentation as a “fallback” plan in the event internet connectivity
became problematic. (Att. 3; P. 8). Dr. Li stated that not only was this an acceptable
practice, but encouraged by conference organizers. The Committee rejects this
argument based of the following:
a. In an email provided to the Committee by Dr. Hao Li, the RTL 2018 chair explains
that it is valid for presenters to prepare “cache” as a fallback plan, and to
perform their cache with explanation in case of some troubles.” (Att. X)
b. The YouTube video provides no evidence that there were any technical
difficulties in the presentation or any other presentation during the RTL 2017.
c. In an email conversation with Dr. Grace (Att. 14), Dr. Sadeghi, the RTL presenter
of the technology expressly states:
i. “There were no connectivity issues and all presentations were supposed
to be in Real-Time and Live.”
ii. “In fact, SIGGRAPH RTL crew asked during the RTL Virtual Rehearsal, on
July 7, 2017, if extra bandwidth was needed or special equipment to
ensure that the Real-Time presentations would be executed smoothly.”
iii. “Pinscreen had no alternative code other than the
https://gitlab.com/pinscreen/rtl-app.git for its avatar generation demo.”
iv. “Pinscreen intentionally misrepresented these manually prepared and
pre-built avatars as autogenerated and in Real-Time.”
28. Dr. Sadeghi further testified that there was no code available at the time that had the
capability to do that which was being presented at RTL 2017.
i. “There was no alternative code that would be able to actually
autogenerate the avatars since Pinscreen did not have the capability:
The actual autogenerated avatars would take around 90 seconds and
would likely result in inaccurate hairstyles.” (Att. 1, Paragraphs 184-188)
Dr. Sedeghi confirmed this assertion in an e-mail conversation with Dr.
Grace (Att. 14)
29. Skype conversations between Dr. Li and his team confirm Dr. Sadeghi’s testimony and
illustrate the fact that the technology was unable to accomplish what they were claiming
at the time of the RTL 2017 abstract submission.
a. One week before the RTL abstract submission regarding the RTL Demo Dr. Li had
a discussion with 9 members of his team. (Att. 1, P.135)
i. [03/27/17] Li: the issue is we don’t have time we should start the
collection asap
Items are:
1)classification
we have never done this before, so no idea how long that will take
2)we dunno if handpicked are good
3)we still need hair rendering
4)we also need some tracking
it’s basically one day per task
if we don’t parallelize it, there is no way we can make it
even if we fake things there is no time
10
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1

Plaintiff Dr. Iman Sadeghi (“Sadeghi”) alleges the following against defendants Pinscreen,

2 Inc. (“Pinscreen”), Dr. Hao Li (“Li”), Yen-Chun Chen, Liwen Hu (“Hu”), Han-Wei Kung
3 (“Kung”), and Does 1-100 (collectively “defendants”).
4
5

6 Attorneys for Plaintiff
DR. IMAN SADEGHI
7

CASE SUMMARY
1.

Sadeghi holds a doctorate in Computer Science/Computer Graphics from the

6 University of California, San Diego (“UCSD”). He developed, published, and patented a novel
7 digital hair appearance framework for Walt Disney Animation Studios’ movie Tangled and has

8

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

9

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES—CENTRAL DISTRICT

10

8 presented his work in prestigious scientific forums. After having worked at Google as a Software
9 Engineer for more than five years, Sadeghi was solicited by Pinscreen to join the company’s

1 promised Sadeghi that Pinscreen would never fabricate its results in public representations.
2

6.

Li broke this promise on August 1, 2017, when Pinscreen and Li publicly

3 mispresented fabricated avatars on the stage of ACM’s SIGGRAPH 2017 Real-Time Live
4 (“RTL”) to an audience of thousands.
5

7.

7 violations, and other unlawful practices, Pinscreen illegally terminated Sadeghi, on August 7,
8 2017, within Sadeghi’s first working hour after Pinscreen’s fabricated demo at RTL.

27
28

12 physical injuries requiring medical attention, physical therapy, and psychotherapy.

12

12

13

13 California, Santa Barbara (“UCSB”) and was employed at Pinscreen as an intern during the

14 Officer (“CEO”) of Pinscreen.

14 contract and engaged in other unlawful conduct, such as withholding business expense

15

Sadeghi earned his B.Sc. degree in Computer Engineering in 2006 and graduated

12

13 first in class from Sharif University of Technology. Shortly after, Sadeghi started graduate school

13

14 summer of 2017.

14 at the University of California, San Diego (“UCSD”) in the field of Computer Science.

14

15

15

In 2007, Sadeghi was awarded the Grand Prize in UCSD’s Rendering Competition.

15

16 Sadeghi’s personal property.

16 Stanley Kim (“Kim”), a co-founder and a board member of Pinscreen; Jens Fursund (“Fursund”),

16 Rendering is the process of automatically generating the appearance of digital objects using

16

17

Sadeghi brings this action to vindicate his legal rights, and more importantly, to

17 Pinscreen’s Chief Technical Officer (“CTO”); Dr. Jaewoo Seo (“Seo”); Dr. Koki Nagano

17 computers. In 2008, Sadeghi collaborated with Walt Disney Animation Studios (“Disney”) on hair

17

18 benefit the public; to preserve the integrity of scientific research; to safeguard Computer Science,

18 (“Nagano”); Dr. Lingyu Wei (“Wei”), also known as Cosimo Wei; Shunsuke Saito (“Saito”);

19 Computer Graphics, ACM and SIGGRAPH communities; and to protect Pinscreen’s employees

Following the wrongful termination, Pinscreen committed additional breaches of

24.

33.

Li praised Sadeghi and told him, “I do believe that you will bring a lot to the

29.

In 2010, Sadeghi worked at Industrial Light & Magic (“ILM”) and became

[…]

3

39.

4

40.

6

12 conference reviewers, and was referred to as “primitive” in Pinscreen’s own statement. (Exhibits

12

Hair Appearance

12

12 CTO, Fursund. (Exhibits D13, D14, D15, D16)

12

13 C4, C5, D1, D2, D3)

13

During his employment at Pinscreen, Sadeghi significantly improved the quality of

13

13

73.

[January 22, 2017] Sadeghi: “Autogenerated hair?”

14

14 Pinscreen’s avatars and digital hair appearance (i.e. hair rendering, or hair shading) from “below

14

15

74.

[January 22, 2017] Li: “Yes”

15 involved in data fabrication, academic misconduct, labor law violations, immigration law

15 the SIGGRAPH standard” to well above.

15

16 violations, and unlawful practices that Sadeghi learned about only after resigning from Google and

16

17 joining Pinscreen.
18

75.

27

Sadeghi joined Google as a Software Engineer on August 15, 2011 and gained

27 Seattle, dining with Li in Santa Monica, a remote video conference call with Fursund who was in

27

27

27

28 experience with Robust Software System Architectures, Reliable Scalable Distributed Systems,

28 Denmark, as well as a phone conversation with Zuberi. Li’s continual attempts to persuade

28

6

1

158.

[May 22, 2017] Li: “We spent 1 day on it. that s a o;t [sic]”

2

Pinscreen misrepresented other manually prepared data as automatically generated

3

159.

[May 22, 2017] Li: “lot”

3

4 in its submission including, on information and belief, the “focal length” estimation, a sub

4

160.

[May 22, 2017] Nagano: “The gamma or something is only off for dark values”

4

5

5 component of face shape estimation, and “hair segmentation,” a sub component of hair shape

5

161.

[May 22, 2017] Li: “What s [sic] the current ETA?”

5

131.

[April 18, 2017] Li: “Ahahaha”

132.

[May 17, 2017] Li: “So basically I need to create 3D hair models for 100 people”

8

133.

[May 17, 2017] Li: “Or get 3D modelers to do it”

[…]

6

6 estimation. (Exhibits E19, E21)
[…]

8
9

148.

[May 19, 2017] Hu: “Anther [sic] thing missing is the hair segmentation”

8

149.

[May 19, 2017] Hu: “Now the current automatic segmentation results are not

9
10

11

11

12 “3 hours” for an artist to create a hair shape and the cost would be “100 Euros.” Pinscreen

12

12

In the submission, Li also misrepresented Pinscreen’s speed of avatar generation as

12

13 Li claimed that it was crucial to the success of Pinscreen to get into these conferences for industry

13 misrepresented these hair shapes as automatically generated, when in fact they were created

13

13 “seconds,” which is a speed that Pinscreen was still unable to achieve nearly four months later, for

13

14 exposure. Li stated that scientific publications and technical presentations would result in media

14 through this lengthy and expensive manual process. (Exhibit E11)

14

14 its SIGGRAPH RTL public demo, on August 1, 2017, where the true speed of avatar generation

14

14

144.

[May 18, 2017] Li: “Okay so I m [sic] generating all the avatars”

14

15 coverage by technology news outlets, such as TechCrunch, and will substantially “increase the

15

15

15 was around a minute and a half. (Exhibits E12, E27)

15

15

145.

[May 18, 2017] Li: “We need someone to manually fix all the eye colors”

15

16 valuation of the company.” Li later claimed similar statements, writing “TechCrunch coverage

16

16

16

16

16

16

17 should be our target.” (Exhibit E10)

17

17

17 with manually prepared hair shapes created by Leszek to SIGGRAPH RTL.

17

17

18 SIGGRAPH Real-Time Live ("RTL”) submission on April 4, 2017.

18

18

19

10

11
12
13
[…]

18

18

18

Pinscreen also fabricated the process of estimating the eye color in the submission.

18

19

19

19

19 Performance-Driven Avatars in Seconds”; co-authored by Li, Saito, Wei, Sadeghi, Hu, Seo,

19 On May 18, 2017, five days before the submission deadline, Li stated that Pinscreen’s eye color

19

20 SIGGRAPH Asia Technical Papers submission on May 23, 2017.

20

20

20

20 Nagano, Fursund, Yen-Chun Chen, and Stephen Chen; containing fabricated avatars with

20 estimation was “total shit,” “completely random” and ordered Pinscreen employees to “manually

20

21

21

Pinscreen misrepresented manually prepared data as automatically generated in its

SIGGRAPH 2017 Real-Time Live Submission

22
23

24 “even if we fake things there is no time,” and that for the hair reconstruction (i.e. hair shape

24

25

25 estimation) “we probably have no choice but to cheat.” (Exhibits E3, E7)

25

22

23

Pinscreen misrepresented the speed of its avatar generation of around a minute and

115.

21

In preparation for SIGGRAPH RTL submission, due on April 4, 2017, Li wrote on

23 multiple team threads, on March 27, 2017, that “the issue is that we don’t have time,” and that

24 webcam in its SIGGRAPH RTL public demo on August 1, 2017.

22 SIGGRAPH RTL public demo on August 1, 2017.

26 half as around 5 seconds in its SIGGRAPH RTL public demo on August 1, 2017.

26

116.

[March 27, 2017] Li: “Even if we fake things there is no time”

26

27

27

117.

[March 27, 2017] Li: “The reconstruction part we probably have no choice but to

27

Pinscreen misrepresented manually prepared data as automatically generated in its

28 cheat”
18

21

134.

21 manually prepared hair shapes; published on ACM Digital Library:

21 fix all the eye colors” for the avatars. Pinscreen then fraudulently claimed in the publication that

21

22

22 “several key components, such as […] eye color recognition, are only possible due to recent

22

23 Leszek’s hand-made hair shape for Haley Dunphy’s avatar. (Exhibit K2)

23

23 advances in deep learning.” (Exhibits E6, E16, E17, E18, E19, E20)

23

24

24

24

121.

Pinscreen’s technology has been and still is, nearly a year and a half after the

26
27

125.

https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=3107546
SIGGRAPH Asia 2017 Technical Papers Submission

126.

Pinscreen revised its previously rejected submission to SIGGRAPH 2017 Technical

128.

For the resubmission, Pinscreen was asked to present 100 avatars for 100 input

Li commissioned artists to manually prepare hair shapes for the requested avatars
22

VERIFIED AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
USC000035
Dr. Iman Sadeghi v. Pinscreen Inc., et al.

On May 22, 2017, one day before the submission deadline, Li ordered the team, on

[May 22, 2017] Li: “We are late by 6 hours”

164.

23

24 professor, disrespected academics and was involved in data fabrication and various academic

24

27

27 Technical Papers submission on May 23, 2017; SIGGRAPH RTL public demo on August 1, 2017;

27 Sadeghi.

27 for an explanation on “why the quality is so improved comparing [sic] with previous submission”?

27 that Sadeghi’s approach for “Semantic Constraints could add biggest contribution” to the

27

Brand-New Avatar: Avatar generated from a brand-new input image, e.g. an

28 as well as business representations to investors including, on information and belief, Softbank.

28

28 Pinscreen’s official response stated that “in this submission, hair shading has been significantly

28 publication. Li also considered Sadeghi’s approach to be a competitive edge and stated “we need

28

28

68.

1

171.

11

82.

Sadeghi would not have resigned from Google to join Pinscreen if Li had not

12

VERIFIED AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
USC000024
Dr. Iman Sadeghi v. Pinscreen Inc., et al.

13

VERIFIED AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
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14
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1

1 RTL audience, in writing, on July 20, 2017, when he proposed on “PinscreenTeamAll” Skype

1

2

Li considered SIGGRAPH Real-Time Live (“RTL”) as the “best event at

2 thread that Pinscreen would “give the people the feeling the avatar is not pre-built” and that “we

2

3 Fursund, Sadeghi, Sun, Yen-Chun Chen, and Li; containing fabricated avatars with manually

3 SIGGRAPH,” “the hardest thing to get in,” and “the only show that matters at SIGGRAPH.” Li

3 should give them a sense that it is computing.” In reality, the avatars were pre-built and pre-

3

4 prepared eye colors, hair colors and hair shapes; published on ACM Digital Library:

4 claimed that RTL gets “much more visibility than papers” and emphasized that “there will be

4 computed. Li’s decision to fabricate data in a public presentation was in violation of the law and

4

5

172.

https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=31310887

5 TechCrunch at SIGGRAPH RTL.” (Exhibits E10, E23)

5 his promise to Sadeghi. (Exhibit E26)

5

6

173.

After the filing of the complaint, the Los Angeles Times reported, on June 20,

6

SIGGRAPH 2017 Real-Time Live Public Demo

VERIFIED AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
USC000026
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Pinscreen’s SIGGRAPH Asia 2017 Technical Paper; titled “Avatar Digitization

2 from a Single Image for Real-Time Rendering”; co-authored by Hu, Saito, Wei, Nagano, Seo,

174.

175.

However, as Pinscreen approached the RTL public presentation date of August 1,

7 2017, on information and belief, Li realized that Pinscreen would not be able to deliver on Li’s
8 inflated claims put forth in the submission, months earlier on April 4, 2017, despite Pinscreen

9 since Pinscreen’s app produces inferior results compared to Pinscreen’s representations. The

9 employees’ long hours and hard work. Li stated, on June 29, 2017, that he was “really worried that

6

180.

[July 20, 2017] Sun: “Plus with many images, if we fake the loading time, it can

7 add up”
8

[July 20, 2017] Li: “I think file load is reasonable because it give [sic] the people

10

[July 20, 2017] Li: “If it s [sic] just loaded it s [sic] not impressive”

11

12

12

13

13

14 Pinscreen’s avatar generation would take around a minute and half to execute which was, on

14

14

15 information and belief, comparable to the performance of competitors such as Loom.ai. (Exhibits

15

15

16 E12, E24, E27)

16

16

17

17

Additionally, the accuracy of Pinscreen’s hair shape estimation was far from Li’s

17

17

18 Sun, Kung, Seo, Yu, Xiang, Stephen Chen, Zhou, and Sadeghi to fabricate the Hair Polystrip

18

18

On May 23, 2017, Sadeghi confronted Li regarding the data fabrication and

18

18 inflated claims in Pinscreen’s RTL submission, since each purportedly automatic hair shape had

18

18

19 Patch Optimization process stating “we spent 1 day on it,” that is a lot, and that “if in an hour it’s

19

19 academic misconduct committed in Pinscreen’s SIGGRAPH Asia 2017 Technical Papers

19

19 been manually prepared by the freelance artist Leszek.

19

19

20 not working, let’s do it manually and give up on it. I don’t think we can make it automatic.”

20

20 submission. Li stated that he wanted “Pinscreen to be the first” in research and the industry. Li

20

20

The allocated time for Pinscreen’s RTL demo was 6 minutes, and Li planned to

20

20

21 (Exhibit E8)

21

21 claimed that by the time of the conference, in November of 2017, Pinscreen would have had a

21

21 show multiple avatar generations within 2 minutes. Sadeghi suggested that “if we don’t generate a

21

On July 22, 2017, upon returning from his anniversary vacation, Sadeghi met other

21

22 public product launch and would have achieved Li’s embellished claims in the submission.

22

22 brand-new avatar,” the avatar can be cached. Pre-caching results, i.e., computing them beforehand

22 Pinscreen employees at a scientific conference in Hawaii. Sadeghi tested Pinscreen’s avatar

22

23 Sadeghi asked Li, “what if for unforeseeable reasons we don’t have everything by then?” Li

23

23 and storing them for quick access, is a common custom and practice while presenting technical

23 generation and reported on “PinscreenTeamAll” Skype thread that it took around a minute and

23

24 promised Sadeghi that Pinscreen’s data fabrication would be limited to nonpublic representations

24

24 demos with limited time. However, scientific ethics require that the fact that an element is pre-

24 half. Sadeghi’s report also indicated that the automatically estimated hair shape was not accurate

24

25 and never shown in public and stated:

25

25 cached should always be disclosed. (Exhibit E25)
26

[May 22, 2017] Saito: “Is the patch optimization working now?”

22

[May 22, 2017] Nagano: “There are several issues in error computation and we are

23

155.

[May 22, 2017] Hu: “There is another bug”

27

156.

[May 22, 2017] Li: “>_<”

28

154.

24

[May 22, 2017] Yen-Chun Chen: “@Hao Li asking @Koki Nagano Liwen [Hu]

25

[…]

26

25
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[…]

26

169.

[May 23, 2017] Li: “We won’t present something we don’t have”

26

27

170.

On May 23, 2017, Pinscreen, under Li’s leadership, submitted fabricated avatars

27

28 with manually prepared eye colors, hair colors, and hair shapes to SIGGRAPH Asia.
26
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27
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28
28
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184.

25 and represented a different hairstyle. (Exhibit E27)

25

While Sadeghi was away on vacation, Li decided to misrepresent pre-cached

26

26

27 avatars as real-time during Pinscreen’s public demo at SIGGRAPH Real-Time Live, on August 1,

27

28 2017, to an audience of thousands. In Sadeghi’s absence, Li revealed his intention to deceive the

28

179.

29
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[February 4, 2017] Li: “Just a bunch of academic loosers [sic] ”

185.

[July 22, 2017] Sadeghi: “The creation took ~90 seconds.”

28
31

VERIFIED A

USC000014 287

View the Original Full Report at http://sadeghi.com/USC-Report

Li would embellish Pinscreen’s technical capabilities in scientific research

claims, and if the employees eventually failed, he would order them to fake the deliverables.
100.

Li discussed ways to “tweak data to get the results we want” and referred to data

fabrication as “faking things,” “cheating,” “shitty cheating,” and “doing it manually.” Li mandated
data fabrication by stating that he “doesn’t think we can make it automatic,” that “we probably
have no choice but to cheat,” and that he thinks “it’s the only way.” (Exhibits E2, E3, E4, E5, E6,
E7, E8)
101.

[June 29, 2017] Li: “I’m really worried that nothing will work by tje [sic] rehearsal

and we have to [sic] some shitty cheating again.”

102.

Li’s Skype profile with Skype ID “hao.li.ethz”:

28

27
30
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99.

submissions and then use deadline pressure to overwork the employees to achieve his inflated

27
16
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9

[July 20, 2017] Li: “We should give them a sense that it is computing”

183.

The title that Li had chosen for the RTL demo, months earlier on April 4, 2017,

13 was “Pinscreen: Creating Performance-Driven Avatars in Seconds.” In reality, however,

16

178.

15

VERIFIED AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
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98.

8

182.

11

12

15

177.

In preparation for Pinscreen’s SIGGRAPH Asia 2017 publication, on April 18,

6

10

11 cheating again.” (Exhibit E5)

14 avatar is inferior to its prior fabricated representations. (Exhibits K1, K2)

176.

91.

7

181.

9 the feeling the avatar is not pre-built”

10 nothing would work” by the RTL rehearsal and that Pinscreen would have to do “some shitty

13 (right). Pinscreen’s actual automatically generated hair shape, hair color, eye color and overall

152.

22

26

12 avatar produced by a third party more than a year after the submission using Pinscreen’s app

153.

21

Li’s and Pinscreen’s Data Fabrication and Academic Misconduct

25

11 hair color, and hair shape in the submission (middle) to Pinscreen’s actual automatically generated

28

96.

97.

26

10 following figure compares one of Pinscreen’s fabricated avatars with manually prepared eye color,

27

20

22

25 misconduct. (Exhibit E1)

9

26 does the thing work?”

19

21 demonstrate dynamic lighting during its SIGGRAPH 2017 RTL demo. (Exhibit D17)

26 2017, Saito, who later became a first author of the publication, told Li, through Skype messages,

17

25

18

20 overnight until after sunrise the next morning, on July 14, 2017, which enabled Pinscreen to

25

16

24 testing a new approach”

17

19 Spherical Harmonics (“SH”). In order to make sure that the issue was resolved, Sadeghi worked

24 estimated hair shapes. (Exhibit D4)

15

23

16

18 hour shift, alongside Nagano, to investigate an issue with computation of lights described by

26 improvement in the submission was so significant that the conference reviewers asked Pinscreen

14

22

Additionally, Sadeghi provided assistance and guidance to other Pinscreen

17 employees. For example, the day before his personal anniversary vacation, Sadeghi worked an 18-

25 the quality of Pinscreen’s avatars. This submission was consequently accepted. The quality

13

28 to “manually pick up hair color” for the avatars. Pinscreen then fraudulently stated in the

Sadeghi also innovated an approach to use Deep Convolutional Neural Networks

24 implemented a variation of his published hair appearance framework which significantly improved

81.

12

27 nothing that can guess hair color.” Subsequently, Pinscreen’s CTO, Fursund, was assigned the task
24

After joining Pinscreen, Sadeghi gradually realized that Li, although an assistant

Hair Shape
90.

Sadeghi would not have resigned from Google to join Pinscreen if Li had not

11

26 submission. On May 18, 2017, five days before the submission deadline, Li stated, “we also have

In addition, Pinscreen fabricated the process of estimating the hair color in the

23

Pinscreen’s Submission to
SIGGRAPH Asia on May 23, 2017
[Accepted]

Pinscreen’s Submission to
SIGGRAPH on January 16, 2017
[Rejected]

26 misrepresented and concealed Pinscreen’s data fabrication and academic misconduct from

10

25

VERIFIED AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
USC000037
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23 curliness, etc.) from the input image in order to enhance the accuracy of the automatically

25

For instance, Pinscreen misrepresented manually prepared hair shapes as

[May 22, 2017] Li: “If in an hour it s [sic] not working let s [sic] do it manually

24
146.

22 and Artificial Intelligence (“AI”) to obtain Semantic Constraints for the hair (e.g. hair length, hair

For the SIGGRAPH Asia Technical Papers submission, on May 23, 2017, Sadeghi

24 Public Relations (“PR”) event. (Exhibits B11, G)

76.

[May 22, 2017] Li: “And give up on it”

[May 15, 2017] Li: “Let s [sic] do it manually for now”
23

21

88.

26 automatically generated in its SIGGRAPH RTL submission on April 4, 2017; SIGGRAPH Asia

[May 22, 2017] Li: “I don’t think we can make it automatic”

[May 15, 2017] Li: “The colors”

15

20

23

25

167.

[May 15, 2017] Li: “Or we just do it manually for SIGGRAPH Asia for now”

14

19

22 Reality] applications.” (Exhibit D1)

24 manually prepared hair shapes as automatically generated.

165.

[May 15, 2017] Li: “Our eyes are wrong”

95.

18

21 hair models” and that they “seriously doubt if the quality is good enough for games or VR [Virtual

23 for Pinscreen the next day on February 2, 2017, per Li’s request to have Sadeghi on board for a

Speed of Avatar Generation: The time it takes to generate an avatar in real-time.

166.

[May 15, 2017] Li: “We need to use a Deep Neural Net for that”

13

16

17

20 “a lot of disturbing artifacts (e.g. in regions around the silhouette) can be observed in almost all

22 2017, and stated that his last day at Google would be on February 1, 2017. Sadeghi began working

17

138.

During Sadeghi’s meeting with Li, on March 9, 2017, Li stated that Sadeghi was

15 team” and that Li “couldn’t be happier” with Sadeghi’s employment.

16

19 reviewers stated that the quality of Pinscreen avatars were “below the SIGGRAPH standard,” that

21 January 25, 2017, and a sentimental farewell letter to his colleagues at Google, on January 26,

80.

87.

14 “one of the most important hires for Pinscreen,” that Sadeghi “brought structure and energy to the

Pinscreen’s submission to SIGGRAPH Technical Papers, on January 16, 2017,

18 conference reviewers, was the poor quality of Pinscreen’s avatars. One of the conference

20 the company as its VP of Engineering. Sadeghi sent out his resignation letter to Google, on

Pre-Cached or Pre-Built Avatar: Avatar that has been previously generated.

12

168.

86.

17 prior to Sadeghi’s employment, was rejected. One of the reasons for the rejection, given by the

On January 23, 2017, after reasonably relying on Li’s representations, and after

19 months of negotiation, Sadeghi accepted an offer from Pinscreen and signed the contract to join

Relevant terminology to this complaint includes the following:

65.

8 technology works.” However, third parties have produced evidence that Li’s proof is inadequate

8

Li also deceived Sadeghi by intentionally concealing that Li and Pinscreen were

9

66.

7 2018, that Li told its reporter, on a phone interview, that Pinscreen’s app is “proof that Pinscreen’s

7

79.

Leadership
94.

67.

11

139.

VERIFIED AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
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6

18

16

[…]

136.

135.

[May 22, 2017] Li: “We almost don’t hzve [sic] time to produce results and write

17

15

13

[…]

[May 22, 2017] Li: “I need it to see if we shoudn’t [sic] do something else?”

163.

8

[…]

16

14

12

[…]

162.

7

Face Appearance: The process of automatically generating the appearance of the

9 have automated that which he had merely fabricated means that Li has committed academic

13

11

[May 18, 2017] Li: “It s [sic] completely random”

137.

26

127.

[May 19, 2017] Hu: “So I think we need [sic] manually refine them”

151.

64.

10

9 the paper”

150.

17 “PinscreenTeamAll” Skype thread, including Saito, Nagano, Wei, Yen-Chun Chen, Hu, Fursund,

[May 18, 2017] Li: “The eye color is total shit”

[May 18, 2017] Li: “I would say let s [sic] do them manually for now”

28

25

26

28
21
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10
141.
142.
143.

27

25 Papers and resubmitted it to SIGGRAPH Asia Technical Papers, on May 23, 2017.

27 images. (Exhibit E13)

28
20
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Pinscreen’s submission to SIGGRAPH 2017 RTL; titled “Pinscreen: Creating

22 submission, incapable of automatically generating hair shapes with intricacies demonstrated in

25

28
19
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124.

9 always very good”

10

11

On April 4, 2017, Pinscreen, under Li’s leadership, submitted fabricated avatars

6

7

9
10

11 shapes for all avatars presented in the submission. On March 30, 2017, Li stated that it would take

12 accepted, Pinscreen would have sufficient time to actually develop the claims before publication.

[May 22, 2017] Li: “TechCrunch coverage should be our target”

9

7

Among other misrepresentations in the submission, on information and belief, Li

10 commissioned a freelance artist, located in Germany, named Leszek, to manually prepare the hair

11 that “it has been working great.” Li claimed that should Pinscreen’s fabricated submissions be

The facts and terminology in this section (paragraphs 56 through 70) are not reasonably in
dispute and are based on information and belief.

Eye Color*: The process of automatically estimating the eye color from the input

63.

9 Pinscreen’s hair reconstruction (i.e. hair shape estimation) was poor enough that Pinscreen

26

25

1

62.

18 image. This process has been fabricated by Pinscreen.

10

[May 22, 2017] Li: “Will you guys have it in an hour?”

2

3

4

10 stated that Pinscreen had been practicing the strategy of “Fake it ‘til you make it” and declared

The following diagram demonstrates subprocesses of Pinscreen’s avatar generation
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157.

2 […] as the one used for hair color classification.” (Exhibits E18, E21, E22)

3

5

147.

56.

9
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1

2

4 do it.” (Exhibits E14, E15)

5

7

[May 15, 2017] Li: “I think it s [sic] the only way”
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1 submission that “the eye color texture is computed using a similar convolutional neural network

Li stated, on April 18, 2017, “then I have an artist create 100 hairs ahahaha,” and

3 on May 17, 2017, “basically, I need to create 3D hair models for 100 people or get 3D modelers to

4

6

140.

28

8
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1

2

3

Under Li’s leadership, Pinscreen intentionally misrepresented manually prepared

114.

28

7
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1 and misrepresented them in the submission as automatically generated.

2

17

Pinscreen misrepresented pre-cached avatars as real-time and brand-new from the

23 Pinscreen repeatedly fabricated avatars in various representations, including by misrepresenting

1

16 Professional Conduct.” (Exhibit E41)
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Li’s claim that the presented avatars and their hair were automatically generated

22 was a brazen lie. Even up to six months after Li’s initial presentations to Sadeghi, Li and

24 face from the estimated face shape (coral area) and eye color.

28

15 Misconduct,” by USC’s official policy and are in violation of ACM’s “Code of Ethics and

111.

21

23

5

14 data falsification are classified as “Research Misconduct,” and instances of “Scientific

110.

20

22 Pinscreen’s digital hair appearance.

4

13 falsification, which are also universally condemned as academic misconduct. Data fabrication and

108.

19

21 hair color. As an expert in hair rendering, Sadeghi significantly improved the quality of

3

12 practice is universally recognized by academic ethics codes as data fabrication and data

109.

Hair Appearance† or Hair Rendering†, Hair Shading†: The process of

20 automatically generating the hair appearance from the estimated hair shape (turquoise area) and

23

2 Gosling’s and Hailey Dunphy’s avatars with Sadeghi: (Exhibit E11)

11 data as automatically generated in various scientific and business presentations. This dishonest

28 representations to the investment firm Softbank.

19

22

27 hair rendering framework: (Exhibits A2, A3, A4)

[…]

Hair Color*: The process of automatically estimating the hair color from the input

17

21 an obelisk ( † ), is within Sadeghi’s expertise and was significantly improved by his contributions:

28 the liabilities of the other defendants.

122.

8

14

Face Shape or Face Reconstruction, Face Fitting: The process of automatically

61.

16 image. This process has been fabricated by Pinscreen.

20 among the ones that Pinscreen has misrepresented. The Hair Appearance subprocess, marked with

27 the other defendants’ knowledge, consent, and approval. Each of the defendants is responsible for

123.

7

13 been automatically generated (“autogenerated”), to which Li responded “yes.” (Exhibit C1)

15

19 technology which are relevant to this complaint. Subprocesses marked with an asterisk ( * ) are

26

8

6

12 avatars. Sadeghi specifically inquired of Li as to whether the hair of the presented avatars had

60.

14 estimating the shape of the face (coral area) from the input image.

18

25

7

5

13

Pinscreen is a software start-up specializing in automatically generated animated

17 Loom.ai, ObEN, and FaceUnity.

24

6

4

12 has been fabricated by Pinscreen multiple times.

Pinscreen’s Technology and Terminology 1
55.

16 3D face models, called avatars, using only an input image. Competitor companies include

26

Leszek’s Skype profile with Skype ID “spawnie76”:

3

15

25

120.

2

14

23
24

8

1

13 had increased to more than $100 million. (Exhibits B1, B11)

22

26

7

Sadeghi created the most comprehensive product description and roadmap for, on

8 Pinscreen Emoji, is a term Sadeghi coined and popularized within the company. (Exhibit D12)

12 after the investment agreement with Softbank Venture Korea (“Softbank”), Pinscreen's valuation

21

25

6

93.

7 information and belief, Pinscreen’s main product at the time, Pinmojis. Pinmoji, which stands for

[December 26, 2017] Li: “”

20

24

[…]

6

[December 26, 2017] Li: “I can discuss again with the board, but I would like to

72.

19

26 messages, in November of 2016. Pinscreen’s solicitation of Sadeghi included dining with Kim in

118.

Sadeghi improved Pinscreen’s core infrastructure through his contributions to its

5 Interface/User Experience, and Mobile Apps Framework. (Exhibits D6, D7, D8, D9, D10, D11)

51.

9 access to Sadeghi’s expertise and experience in digital hair appearance and software engineering.
10

18

25 approached Sadeghi and invited him to join the company, which Li followed up through Facebook

9

Infrastructure
92.

4 System Architecture, Software Code Health, Software Codebase Structure, System Security, User

52.

54.

17 offer you for the polar bear heart: 165K + 2.3%”

24 Netherlands, Li, the CEO and co-founder of Pinscreen, and Fursund, the CTO of Pinscreen,

8

3

16

26 SIGGRAPH 2012 and SIGGRAPH 2013. (Exhibits A9, A10, A11)

7

2

15

[…]

25 research from his Ph.D. dissertation, in the field of rendering and appearance modeling, at

6

1 to make sure that people cannot easily implement it.” (Exhibit D5)

14 effect” of company’s Series A round of financing on Sadeghi. (Exhibits B5, B11, B20, G)

[…]

20

24 from UCSD in Computer Science/Computer Graphics. Later, Sadeghi presented his scientific

When Sadeghi questioned Li about these misrepresentations, for instance on March

After
Sadeghi’s Contributions to
Pinscreen’s Hair Appearance

8

13 Pinscreen over a four-year vesting period, plus additional stock options to “counteract the dilutive

Li’s and Pinscreen’s Solicitation of Sadeghi

26 patent on the framework filed by Disney. The following figure features some of the results of the

113.

The following diagram compares the quality of Pinscreen’s avatars before and after

Before
Sadeghi’s Contributions to
Pinscreen’s Hair Appearance

7

12 contract stated that Pinscreen shall provide Sadeghi equity awards equal to 2.3% ownership of

[…]

18
19

[August 7, 2017] Li: “I think you have charisma, you bring a lot of people to work

25 most reputable conference in the field of Computer Graphics. Sadeghi is also a co-inventor of the

9 9, 2017, Li claimed that they were “not important” because the submissions were “not public.” Li

5

[January 19, 2017] Li: “”

17

[August 7, 2017] Li: “As a person I really think you bring the most to this

In early October of 2016, during a scientific conference in Amsterdam,

24 society and the organizer of annual conference SIGGRAPH, widely recognized by experts as the

8

89.

3 Sadeghi’s contributions to Pinscreen’s digital hair appearance: (Exhibit D3)

[January 19, 2017] Li: “Please sleep over it”

[August 7, 2017] Li: “You bring a lot of positive energy and did a lot of things that

36.

37.

On information and belief, in doing the acts alleged, each of the defendants were

7 re-submitted to SIGGRAPH Asia 2017 Technical Papers.

2

6
A strong justification for Sadeghi’s reasonable reliance on Li’s misrepresentations

46.

16

35.

38.

26 the agent, principal, employee, or alter ego of one or more of the other defendants and acted with

6 prepared hair shapes as automatically generated. This submission was eventually rejected and later

1 improved using a variant of Sadeghi 2010 (used in Disney’s Tangled) and […].” (Exhibit D2)

4

Sadeghi’s reliance on Li’s representation was a substantial factor in causing him

47.

15

23

25

[April 18, 2017] Li: “Then I have an artist create all 100 hairs”

85.

8 was that Li, on information and belief, was and is an assistant professor at USC. Li’s claims to

14

18

24 the defendants.

130.

7

13

Even on the last day of Sadeghi’s employment at Pinscreen, on August 7, 2017, Li

16

26 February 2, 2017 to August 7, 2017.

129.

84.

6 damage.

12

34.

15 praised Sadeghi and told him:

25 Sadeghi was employed by Pinscreen in the County of Los Angeles, in the State of California from

31.

5

14

17 brought us so far.”

5

Sadeghi was damaged by being fraudulently induced to give up his employment at

4 wrongfully terminated from Pinscreen.

13 chance.” (Exhibits B6, B8, B9, B14, B15, B16)

24 complaint, resided in Marina del Rey, in the County of Los Angeles, in the State of California.
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83.

3 Google which income and benefits were unsubstituted once Sadeghi was retaliated against and

12 thrilled with the possibility of having you,” as well as “we love to work with you if there is a

26

4

2

11

9
50.

25 immigration law violations.

On April 18, 2017, Leszek shared his manually prepared hair shapes for Ryan

1 concealed Pinscreen’s labor law violations and immigration law violations from Sadeghi.

10

9 B12)

24 results (data fabrication), academic misconduct, fraud on investors, labor law violations, and
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8 13, 2017, Li stated that, the “avatar hair reconstruction is shit.” In practice, the quality of

Sadeghi supervised individual employees, coordinated multiple teams, and planned

[…]

119.

Shortly after Sadeghi joined the company, Li contradicted his prior claims on

7 Pinscreen’s technology, including the hair component as “shit” or “complete crap,” and on March

9

[…]

1

78.

6 multiple occasions. For instance, on March 1, 2017, Li evaluated various components of

11 product launches and deliverables for Pinscreen. Sadeghi’s direct reports included Pinscreen’s

23

3

5

10

22

[…]

4 Pinscreen has “high quality hair.” (Exhibits C2, C3)

9

21

On information and belief, Pinscreen is, and at all times mentioned was, a

Prior to Sadeghi’s signing the contract with Pinscreen, Li had further

3 that Pinscreen has built “a technology that is state of the art,” and on January 19, 2017, that

11

22
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77.

2 misrepresented Pinscreen’s technical capabilities. For example, on December 26, 2016, Li claimed

10

21 together, you motivate people. People like you as a person.”

12.

1

Sadeghi’s Contributions

20

5

On information and belief, Li persuaded Sadeghi to join Pinscreen in order to gain

11

19 company.”

4

A manually prepared avatar misrepresented as automatic.
A pre-cached avatar misrepresented as brand-new and/or in real-time.

Li’s and Pinscreen’s Fraud and Deceit of Sadeghi

71.

10 misconduct which, if discovered, could be subject to draconian punishment.

23

3

8

11 before Sadeghi’s contributions, was far from “high quality,” as confirmed by SIGGRAPH

22 as good friends. (Exhibits A7, A8)

2

Relevant components of Pinscreen’s technology include the following:

10 repeatedly resorted to fabricating it. Additionally, Pinscreen’s hair rendering (i.e. hair appearance),

21 Facebook and LinkedIn. Sadeghi and Li stayed in touch over the years and referred to each other

1

·
·

7 capabilities to Sadeghi and intentionally concealing its numerous illegal practices from him.
57.

On January 22, 2017, before Sadeghi had signed the contract to join Pinscreen, Li

20 of Computer Graphics. During the same year, Li requested that Sadeghi connect with him on

SIGGRAPH 2017 Technical Papers Submission

6

7

11 sent him, through Facebook messages, two examples of purportedly automatically generated

19 acquainted with Li. On information and belief, Li was attending graduate school also in the field

VERIFIED AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
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Fabricated Avatar: Pinscreen’s avatar fabrication included:

Li deceived Sadeghi by intentionally misrepresenting Pinscreen’s technical

5

6

Input Image: Digital photograph of a person used to generate the output avatar.

18

112.

69.

4

5

8

70.

3

4

Hair Shape* or Hair Reconstruction*, Hair Fitting*: The process of

Sadeghi worked at Disney during 2008 and 2009 and developed a novel hair

20.

2

3

58.

23 Association for Computing Machinery (“ACM”), is the world’s largest scientific and computing

When confronted by Sadeghi regarding the data fabrication and academic

1 image from the webcam, which cannot be pre-cached and has to be generated in real-time.

2

59.

22 framework at the Association for Computing Machinery’s SIGGRAPH conference. The

5.

1

9

21 rendering framework for the production of the movie Tangled. In 2010, Sadeghi presented the

2

Pinscreen misrepresented manually prepared data as automatically generated in its

8 (Exhibits B8, B21)

11 automatically estimating the shape of the hair (turquoise area) from the input image. This process

20

Shortly after joining Pinscreen, Sadeghi realized that under Li’s leadership,

107.

7 employment and wrote that “after four years, he [Sadeghi] will get all of” his stock option shares.

10

19 Science/Computer Graphics on the topic. (Exhibits A1, A2)

5 research submission, among other misrepresentations, Pinscreen had misrepresented manually

Pinscreen misrepresented manually prepared data as automatically generated in its

6 Additionally, on February 18, 2017, Li re-emphasized on the long-term vision for Sadeghi’s

Li wrote on November 8, 2016 and December 26, 2016 that Pinscreen’s valuation

18 rendering (i.e. digital hair appearance) and received his M.Sc. degree in Computer

4 submission, submitted on January 16, 2017, prior to Sadeghi’s employment. In that scientific

106.

4 employees,” “as we move to the next rounds of fundings [sic] and growth, the value of the

11 informed Sadeghi that the company’s valuation was $57.5 million. Li stated on June 17, 2017 that

On information and belief, Does 1-100 participated in the wrongful acts alleged, are

On June 11, 2011, Sadeghi was ceremonially honored when he received his Ph.D.

Li repeatedly implied long-term plans for Sadeghi’s employment. For instance, on

3 build a successful company together,” “we hope that you join our journey, being part of the first

10 was $30 million. During a phone conversation on February 21, 2017, Pinscreen’s counsel

23 liable for those acts, and knew and participated in one or more of the specific acts committed by

30.

53.

2 December 18, 2016, Li wrote to Sadeghi, “I believe we can do amazing work together and […]

After claiming that “for startup at our stage the biggest benefit is in stock options,”

22

25.

1

5 company is likely to increase significantly, so you would be joining at a great time now.”

In response to Sadeghi’s concern for potential risks, Li stated “I don’t think there

11 Li offered Sadeghi $165,000 in salary and 2.3% of Pinscreen’s shares. Sadeghi’s employment

21 Pinscreen’s partner at Lux Capital investment firm.
19.

49.

8 what [sic] the other companies, not only in terms of impact but also financially.” (Exhibits B10,

10

20 Dr. Jun Xing (“Xing”); Kyle Morgenroth (“Morgenroth”); and Bilal Zuberi (“Zuberi”),

THE PARTIES

6

[December 26, 2016] Li: “Tell me a number”
[December 26, 2016] Li: “But we would love to work with you if there is a chance”

19 Carrie Sun (“Sun”); Stephen Chen; Ronald Yu (“Yu”); Sitao Xiang (“Xiang”); Yi Zhou (“Zhou”);

3 Pinscreen included fabricated and falsified results in their SIGGRAPH Technical Papers

105.

[December 26, 2016] Li: “How can I hire you?”

45.

23

Sadeghi is an individual who, at all times relevant to the verified amended

Li offered Sadeghi the “leadership role” of “VP of Engineering” and described it as

4 deliverables,” and to “oversee the technology development of everyone and push it to the next

7 are any risks” for Sadeghi in joining Pinscreen, and that “I’m quite sure the reward is bigger than

[December 26, 2016] Li: “I think we can increase a bit”

43.
44.

11

22
11.

48.

3 would be to “make sure other people work,” “coordinate teams and also ensure efficient

5 level.” (Exhibits B18, B19)
[December 26, 2016] Li: “However, I think if you join us, you would bring a lot of

42.

9
10

11 really want you to join us.” Li also stated that “we have been really impressed by you and are very

21 unlawful practices.

In reliance on Li’s fraudulent misrepresentations to him, Sadeghi resigned from

2

10

41.

7 energy with you”
8

1

2 “potentially having a more important role than CTO.” Li told Sadeghi that his responsibilities
[November 8, 2016] Li: “Join us!”
[December 1, 2016] Li: “We all want you to join, we are working out [sic] on a

5 good offer”

9 in exceptional potential, knowledge and leadership.” Li told Sadeghi that he thinks Zuberi “likes
10 you a lot;” Fursund “thinks u [sic] are awesome;” and Kim and Zuberi “really like you and we

20 and investors, while preventing Li, Pinscreen, and other defendants from engaging in further

4.

1

On information and belief, Pinscreen employees considered Li a role model when it

Pinscreen’s other employees and affiliates relevant to this complaint include

7

1 Sadeghi to join Pinscreen lasted until late January of 2017. (Exhibits B1, B2, B3, B4, B7, B12,
2 B13, B17)

6 founded Pinscreen in 2015, and solicited Sadeghi to join Pinscreen’s leadership in 2016.

8 company,” “I think if you join us, you would bring a lot of energy with you,” and that “you bring

[April 18, 2017] Li: “Please meet Iman [Sadeghi], the guy behind all the hair

[June 1, 2017] Li: “We have the best hair rendering guy”

23 illegal practices, including deliberately misreporting purportedly scientific experiments or their

Li’s data fabrication and academic misconduct was a deception of the public, fraud

104.

On information and belief, Kung was and is a full-time student at University of

18.

27.

28.

22 Pinscreen’s infrastructure and avatars, Sadeghi gradually discovered Li’s and Pinscreen’s various

5 an advantage in the competitive market by attracting millions of investor dollars to the company

9 aided and abetted Li in misrepresenting Pinscreen’s avatar generation results.

17.

Li later introduced Sadeghi as “the guy behind all the hair rendering tech for

8 rendering guy.” (Exhibits A5, A6)
9

On information and belief, Li received his M.Sc. from Universität Karlsruhe in

5 2010, became an assistant professor at University of Southern California (“USC”) in 2013, co26.

7 Disney and DreamWorks” and, on information and belief, referred to Sadeghi as “the best hair

21 Google and joined Pinscreen as its VP of Engineering. While working to improve the quality of

4 resulted in scientific publications, technical demos and news articles, which have given Pinscreen

8 came to conducting scientific research, including the ethics of it. These employees knew about and

6

32.

4 2006, received his Ph.D. from Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich (“ETH Zurich”) in

5

15 reimbursements, withholding the check for penalties for late wage payments, and damaging

10.

3

4

20

9.

2 inventor of five patents filed by Google.

3

19 technical claims.

Defrauding Sadeghi, Pinscreen, through Li, knowingly misrepresented Pinscreen’s

1 and Deep Convolutional Neural Networks. Among other achievements, Sadeghi is also a co-

2

11

18 misrepresenting manually prepared avatars as automatic, which is at the heart of Pinscreen’s

3.

23.

1

10 rendering tech for Disney and DreamWorks (incl. Tangled)”

17 Pinscreen’s and Li’s unlawful conduct involved a variety of fraudulent activities including

3 of conduct, and a betrayal to academics. On information and belief, these fabrications have

7

9 damages as alleged herein occurred in the County of Los Angeles.

16 avatar generation capabilities to Sadeghi and concealed its various illegal practices from him.

2 on company’s actual and potential investors, violation of the universally accepted scientific code

6 and away from its competitors. (Exhibit E9)

Venue is proper in this Court because Pinscreen resides, transacts business, and has

13 University of Southern California (“USC”), is one of the co-founders and the Chief Executive

USC000014

103.

22.

8 offices in the County of Los Angeles, and most of the unlawful practices that caused Sadeghi’s

12 3D face models, called avatars, using only a photograph of a person. Li, an assistant professor at
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1

7

Sadeghi’s Qualifications

28 Delaware corporation with its principal place of business in the County of Los Angeles in the

26

6 requirements for the unlimited jurisdiction of this Court.

FACTS RELATED TO CAUSES OF ACTION

27

25

5 claim as well as the amount in controversy, as delineated within this verified complaint, meet the

11

28 publications, which Li considered to be crucial for Pinscreen’s industry exposure and success. Li

24

This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter because, on information and

4 California, or otherwise intentionally avails themselves of the California market. The nature of the

10

27 misconduct, Li asserted that Pinscreen would achieve its inflated claims in time for subsequent

23

JURISDICTION AND VENUE
21.

3 belief, each defendant is either a resident of California, has sufficient minimum contacts in

On information and belief, Hu was and is a full-time student at USC and was

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

22

2

On information and belief, Li and Yen-Chun Chen are married.

1. Fraudulent Inducement of Employment
Contract by Intentional Misrepresentation
2. Fraudulent Inducement of Employment
Contract by Intentional Concealment
3. Battery
4. Violation of Cal. Labor Code § 1102.5 Retaliation Against Whistleblowing
5. Breach of Employment Contract
6. Breach of Implied Contract for Research
Integrity
7. Wrongful Termination in Violation of
Public Policy
8. Intentional Interference with Contract
9. Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress
10. Negligent Hiring, Supervision or Retention
11. Violation of Cal. Labor Code § 2802
12. Violation of Cal. Labor Code § 203
13. Breach of Constructive Bailment
14. Invasion of Privacy
15. Violation of Cal. Unfair Competition Law
(UCL), Bus. & Prof. Code § 17200 et seq.

21

8 of Pinscreen.
15.

VERIFIED AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR
DAMAGES AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF:

Plaintiff,
v.

20

On information and belief, Yen-Chun Chen, also known as Frances Chen is, and at

7 California and was and is the Chief Financial Officer (“CFO”), co-founder, and a board member

16.

12

19

1

On information and belief, Li is, and at all times mentioned was, an individual

14.

6 all times mentioned was, an individual residing in the County of Los Angeles in the State of

9

11

14 PINSCREEN, INC., a Delaware Corporation;
DR. HAO LI, an individual;
15 YEN-CHUN CHEN, an individual;
LIWEN HU, an individual;
16 HAN-WEI KUNG, an individual;
and DOES 1-100,
17
Defendants.
18

5

11 employed at Pinscreen as an intern during the summer of 2017.

Case No.: BC709376

13

13.

3 residing in the County of Los Angeles in the State of California and was and is the Chief

10

Pinscreen is a software start-up specializing in automatically generating animated

8.

2

On the day of the wrongful termination, various defendants committed multiple

11 the battery, Sadeghi has suffered severe physical, mental, and emotional distress as well as

2.

9

1 State of California.

4 Executive Officer (“CEO”), co-founder, and a board member of Pinscreen.

In retaliation for Sadeghi’s objections and whistleblowing regarding Li’s data

6 fabrication, academic misconduct, fraud on investors, labor law violations, immigration law

10 other torts against Sadeghi, including assault and battery and invasion of privacy. As a result of

10 leadership.

11 DR. IMAN SADEGHI, an individual,

17
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Attachment 3
Date: 1/24/2019
To: Yannis Yortsos, Randy Hall, Dan K. Shapiro, the Scientific Misconduct Inquiry Committee,
Cyrush Shahabi, Mahta Moghaddam, Gaurav Sukhatme, and Randy Hill.
From: Hao Li
Re: Preliminary Inquiry Findings
Dear Dr. Yortsos, Members of the Scientific Misconduct Inquiry Committee, Dr. Hall, Mr.
Shapiro, Dr. Shahabi, Dr. Moghaddam, Dr. Sukhatme, and Dr. Hill:
I have received and read your report regarding the Preliminary Inquiry of Mr. Sadeghi’s allegations
of fabrication and/or falsification against me. It goes without saying that I am deeply disappointed
and that the Committee recommended a full investigation under USC’s Policy on Scientific
Misconduct.
Let me be very clear: there was absolutely NO fabrication and/or falsification from either our teams
at USC or Pinscreen at any point in time. Nor did I or anyone associated with me mislead the
public or the scientific community. It is my firm belief that Dr. Iman Sadeghi, who we have filed
a motion to dismiss against, because his claims have no merit, approached USC simply to gain
leverage in his shakedown lawsuit. Although I understand that USC must treat any complaint
seriously, regardless of the source, it should take into account that Dr. Sadeghi’s actions are driven
by an ulterior motive of personal profit, rather than any legitimate concern for scientific integrity.
That being said, I will provide answers to all the concerns outlined in the January 8 Preliminary
Inquiry Report (the “PIR”). In addition to my own rebuttal, I have attached receiving email
exchanges, reports, and letters from top ACM SIGGRAPH leadership (SIGGRAPH Conference
Chair, SIGGRAPH Real-Time Live Chair, SIGGRAPH Real-Time Live Committee) as well as
recognized independent 3rd party experts (ACM SIGGRAPH Technical Papers Committee) who
possess domain knowledge and are qualified to assess the authenticity of my research. Given the
limited time provided to respond to the PIR, one of these responses (Prof. Dr. Etienne Vouga) may
come shortly after the deadline of January 24, 2019, but I have attached the other ones to this
response. I request that all submissions be considered, as this inquiry has a direct and tangible
impact on my livelihood, my reputation, and my future with USC and, potentially, Pinscreen itself.
These submissions will be of great assistance in providing the technical backdrop to demonstrate
that not only did nothing improper occur, but it would have been impossible for it to occur. USC’s
inquiry committee and its legal representative Dan K. Shapiro acknowledged during the earlier
hearings that they lack domain knowledge in the field of Computer Graphics and Computer Vision,
which is in my opinion critical in making a fair assessment of this inquiry. The third-party
materials will assist in bridging that gap.
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1.

Response re: SIGGRAPH / SIGGRAPH Asia 2017 Technical Papers Submission.
a.
Proposed inquiry re: whether Pinscreen manually created 100 hairs following
testing.

With respect to the SIGGRAPH and SIGGRAPH Asia 2017 submission, the PIR first stated the
following:
“In the rebuttal submitted by Dr. Li in connection with the rejected SIGGRAPH 2017
paper, he claims that he “...tested over 100 images including public data sets, celebrity
photos, and some collected selfies, where most of them lead to plausible reconstructions.”
The reviewers picked up on this claim and asked Dr. Li to “ ... [p]resent all the results for
100 photos that were tested (as the rebuttal states).” However, as outlined above,
subsequent to this time, Dr. Li forwarded the comments to his team in a manner suggesting
that he did not in fact have 100 tested faces, necessitating that this testing occur, and also
suggesting that he have an artist manually create all hairs for the 100 photos to be tested.”
First, the 100 photos tested had nothing to do with the comment about having an artist create hairs
for 100 photos. In testing our programming, we tested over 100 faces to determine whether the
software generated outputs correctly. While they were not to our satisfaction, it simply meant that
the algorithms needed to be improved and that there was more work to do.
Separately, after the submission and before the rebuttal, we reconstructed roughly 100 head+hair
models, where about 10 failed. We always test the results in batches. In fact, we have reconstructed
thousands of faces in the past, and hundreds of hair separately. While we did not have 100 data
that was to our own satisfaction after the submission, we were confident that we could produce
those automatically in a revision period. There is nothing wrong with setting the bar high, to ensure
that we can achieve the best possible results and further improving those.
Second, the comment about manually creating hairs for 100 photos was a sarcastic comment that
reflected my frustration with the errors in reconstruction. Please understand that the time it takes
to create a single reasonable quality hair model manually is minimum of a full day for a good
digital artist, and in fact takes on average multiple days, if not weeks. This would aggregate to at
least half a year to a year of work for an artist to create them manually. We did not have access to
a team of artists that could produce such results, nor did we engage even a single artist to produce
100 hairs for these photos. We were also on deadline so there would have been no time to create
hairs from scratch. Hence, my joking remark “hahaha.” Simply put, neither I nor any of the coauthors would have risked to fabricate data and they have sufficient common sense to tell the
difference if I’m joking or not.
You will receive reports (one is attached) from independent 3rd party experts (ACM SIGGRAPH
Committee members) who will give evidence as a witness that my statements are correct.
[Lewis,Vouga]
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b.

Proposed inquiry re: manual alteration of hair modeling.

The committee further wrote the following:
“The claims between the rejected article and the later re-submission are similar enough
that, to the extent that in connection with the SIGGRAPH Asia re-submission, Dr. Li was
unable to achieve the results claimed without manual alteration months later, then it is
possible that the earlier manuscript required manual modification as well. As will be
discussed below, Dr. Li has allowed the Office of Compliance and Dr. Moghaddam to view
code uploaded to GitHub that is time-stamped very close in time to the submission deadline
for the accepted manuscript that Dr. Li claims to be unmodifiable from what was uploaded
at that time without creating a new version and new time-stamp.”
Our hair models of our database are always created manually first. The algorithm then “selects”
the appropriate hair model from the database to match to the photograph of the subject. The
automatic part is the retrieval of the hair models and automatically molding those models to the
head of the avatar. The more hair models that exist in the database, the greater the variety of users
who would be satisfied with the resulting avatar, and the more accurate the resulting avatar. There
is nothing wrong with improving the quality of the hair models manually in our database. This is
how a database-driven method works and it is described as that in our paper. This is also a wellknown technique in computer graphics that is used widely (see Chai et al. 2016, AutoHair: Fully
Automatic Hair Modeling from a Single Image).
Note that Dr. Moghaddam confirmed during the hearing that the code cloned from the git
repository cannot be modified, especially given that there are original time-stamps with the entire
revision history. I have verified with our independent 3rd party experts that, while theoretically
possible, such manipulation is not possible without extensive hacking and security systems skills
and experiences, which neither me nor our team possess.
You will receive reports (one is attached) from independent 3rd party experts (ACM SIGGRAPH
Committee members) who will give evidence as a witness that my statements are correct.
[Lewis,Vouga]
c.

Finding re: achieving the outcome claimed in the manuscript.

Finally, the committee writes:
“Dr. Li claims that, when run, the code demonstrates that he achieved each outcome
claimed in the manuscript. As noted below, the committee recommends that in connection
with a full investigation, Dr. Li be required to provide the code reflecting the claimed
outputs from the earlier, rejected submission as well so that it can be independently tested.”
You will receive reports (one is attached) from independent 3rd party experts (ACM SIGGRAPH
Committee members) who will provide reports of his assessment to the committee about the source
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code and the method in question, and which reflects that the code did in fact achieve the outcome
claimed in the manuscript. [Lewis,Vouga]
2.

Response re: SIGGRAPH Asia 2017 Technical Papers Submission.
a.

Proposed inquiry re: eye color generation.

The committee writes:
“The paper claims that “[t]he eye color texture (black, brown, green, blue) is computed
using a similar convolutional neural network for semantic attribute inference as the one
used for hair color classification”. In his October 26, 2018 interview, Dr. Li characterized
the creation of a “deep neural network” as a “simple” problem to solve because the basic
framework for deep learning was in place.”
“However, the evidence presented by Dr. Sadeghi includes a Skype conversation five days
prior to the submission deadline between Dr. Li and Jens Fursund. In this conversation,
Jens asks “but do we have time for a new algo?” in response to Dr. Li’s observation that
“we really need a better algorithm” due to the problems the research team was having with
“eye generation” (e.g. “the eye color is total shit”). Dr. Li answered this question by stating
that “I guess...a deep neural net[work] would be the way to go”. Mr. Fursund replied by
saying “so no [we don’t have enough time]”. This calls into question Dr.Li’s
characterization regarding the ease with which the neural network described in the paper
could be achieved, as well as whether in fact it was.”
“In addition, if as Dr. Li stated this was a “simple” problem to solve, it would be illogical
for the research team to have spent as much time as the text messages indicate they did in
manually modifying the output of the software to accomplish these same ends. This
includes Dr. Li assigning “High Priority” to manually generating 100 hair models for
purposes of the paper submission.”
First, an independent 3rd party expert (ACM SIGGRAPH Committee member), who we have
shown the code, will give evidence as a witness that my statements during my meetings with the
committee regarding eye color are correct. More specifically, the classification of eye colors is an
easy task when using off-the-shelf public domain software code (in our case Resnet from He et al.
2016), which is a deep neural network for classification that can be trained in a few hours given a
pre-trained model (which is also provided in public domain).
Second, I would like to address the alleged contradiction between the “simple” nature of creating
an improved eye-color generation algorithm, and the apparent amount of time it took. Unlike Mr.
Hu and Mr. Saito, who were involved in other tasks at the time, Mr. Fursund – who I asked if he
could implement that algorithm –was not familiar with deep neural networks at that time, and
hence the task would seem more difficult for him. He holds a Master degree in Digital
Entertainment Engineering and his expertise is in real-time rendering and not machine learning. I
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asked him if he could be in charge for this code, since others were busy with other tasks and he is
the CTO of the company and was overseeing the overall pipeline.
In particular, we resolved the issue by adopting the deep neural network, ResNet (He et al. 2015),
which is a well-established classification network, and can be trained in a few hours given a pretrained model. This resulted in the achievement of the eye color result that was needed. For both
hair and eye color estimation, we then used supervised learning to adopt the pre-trained network.
Again, this will be borne out by the expert.
Since the team was focusing on other problems, and under time pressure, it may appear based on
the correspondence, cherry-picked by Dr. Sadeghi, that creating the eye-color algorithm was a
difficult task. But the reality was that the team was mostly focusing on other parts of the pipeline,
and therefore needed to be reminded of this issue. Sending these reminders or assigning this task
a high priority does not mean it could not have been done in a short time period or was not
relatively simple. Unfortunately, Pinscreen did not have a “spare” employee to tackle the issue
immediately. However, any computer vision or machine learning expert would agree that this is
a trivial problem, and also that it was ultimately resolved to our satisfaction.
You will receive reports (one is attached) from independent 3rd party experts (ACM SIGGRAPH
Committee members) who will give evidence as a witness that my statements are correct.
[Lewis,Vouga]
b.

Proposed inquiry re: source code compared with manuscript.

The committee writes: “
“The committee recommends that the software source code Dr. Li claims performs each of
the key findings reported in the manuscript be tested by an independent third party with
the requisite expertise to evaluate whether Dr. Li’s claims are credible.”
You will receive reports (one is attached) from an independent 3rd party expert (ACM SIGGRAPH
Committee member) who will provide a report of his assessment to the committee about the
method in question. [Lewis,Vouga]
c.

Proposed inquiry re: slight alteration of color values.

Also related to eye color, the committee writes:
“The investigation committee should more fully evaluate Dr. Li’s contention that the only
issue remaining to be resolved was the slight alteration of color values necessitated by
export issues from Unity to a format that would enable submitting the avatars with the
manuscript. After the time Mr. Hu and Mr. Nagano identified the issue related to the color
values, Dr. Li texted Mr. Hu, Mr. Nagano, and the remainder of the research team,
informing them that “if in an hour it’s not working let’s do it manually...and give up on it..
.I don’t think we can make it automatic”. If, as Dr. Li represented in his interview, the code
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was operating as intended and in the manner reflected in his manuscript, there would have
been no reason after the time he was informed of this issue to have suggested that “I don’t
think we can make it automatic”, which suggests that problems with his code may have
still remained.”
This is incorrect. The reconstruction output (the actual result of the paper) is correct, but our
intermediate rendering failed, which would lead to some visualization inaccuracies that are
unrelated to the overall performance and technical contribution of the paper. As I explained, the
output of the game engine, Unity, had an issue with the Color Space Conversion, which had a
different conversion value than the standard Color Space, which would lead to these minor
visualization errors. The problem in rendering some figures does not mean that the results were
not properly generated by the software itself, as we accurately claimed in our contributions to
SIGGRAPH. The software performed as represented.
Independent 3rd party experts (ACM SIGGRAPH Committee members) will give evidence as a
witness that these statements are correct. [Lewis,Vouga]
d.

Proposed inquiry re: alleged efforts to falsify data.

Finally, the committee writes:
“Even if the committee were to conclude that the source code does in fact perform each of
the key claims in the manuscript, the definition of research misconduct under USC policy
and applicable federal regulations includes” ... fabrication, falsification, plagiarism in
proposing, performing, or reviewing research, or in reporting research results” (Emphasis
added). Therefore, even if in the day or two prior to submission Dr. Li and his research
team completed the deep neural network claimed in the manuscript, there remains evidence
that there were efforts to fabricate and/or falsify data while the research was being
performed.”
Respectfully, the allegation that “there remains evidence that there were efforts to fabricate and/or
falsify data while the research was being performed” is an unwarranted conclusion that is even
more concerning because it implies that the Committee has already reached a conclusion on the
issue rather than simply referring the issue to a full investigation. I categorically dispute that there
is any evidence, much less any intension, at any point in the process to engage in fabrication or
falsification.
•

As for the chat message referencing the manual creation of 100 hair models, this was an
obvious joke that everyone involved (even Dr. Sadeghi at the time) would have recognized
was a sarcastic comment (hence “hahahahaha”).

•

As for the Color Space Conversion issue in Unity, it had nothing to do with Pinscreen’s
research output. The only adjustment came when the output needed to be rendered as an
intermediate result figure rather than the actual performance or technical contribution of
the paper.
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•

Also, although I was concerned that the eye color algorithm would not function properly
by the time of the paper submission, there was never any attempt (or any implied attempt)
to “solve” the issue through fabrication or falsification. And in the end, after continuing to
work at the issue, eye color was resolved by adopting the deep neural network, ResNet (He
et al. 2015), which is a well-established classification network.

•

Neither I nor anyone on my team would ever fabricate/falsify data or even attempt to do
so.

Again, independent 3rd party experts (ACM SIGGRAPH Committee members) will give evidence
as a witness that these statements are correct. [Lewis,Vouga]
3.

Response re: SIGGRAPH Real-Time Live (“RTL”) Submission, dated April 4, 2017.

The committee writes:
The committee recommends that this allegation also be fully investigated. Specifically, the
committee recommends that the images and avatars of Mr. Gosling and Ms. Dunphy should
be compared against all images and/or avatars provided to Mr. Leszek, as well as all images
and/or avatars (or any other output) provided by Mr. Leszek to Dr. Li and/or his research
team to determine whether they match the images and avatars contained in the abstract.
First, I have provided all data in connection with these images and avatars. And the code I showed
during our hearing can reproduce these results. The independent 3rd party expert (ACM
SIGGRAPH Committee member) has also seen our system working. [Lewis]
Second, these images are taken from our submission to RTL. Even if we could not produce those
(which we can), it is acceptable for SIGGRAPH RTL submissions to only show concept results
that demonstrate the intend of what the actual presentation will show. The Chair of the SIGGRAPH
Asia conference will confirm in his letter that this statement is correct. [Anjyo]
4.

Response re: SIGGRAPH Real-Time Live (“RTL”) Demo, dated August 1, 2017.
a.

Proposed inquiry re: wireless internet connectivity.

The committee writes:
“The committee does not find the wireless internet connectivity arguments persuasive for
several reasons: According to the conference organizers for Real-Time Live, they offered
all presenters a wired network option because it was the most reliable means for network
access. The network option was based on network guidelines the GraphicNET program
(conference network vendor) uses at the Los Angeles Convention Center. The organizers
further stated that for presentations, “ ... a wired network all the way.”
The “internet connectivity argument,” as you are aware, is that in order to ensure that the software
performs “on demand” at Real-Time Live, the system needs to be re-built on a local machine which
involves significant porting efforts since our code was designed to run on a scalable architecture
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on AWS. This is because there was a very real risk that the software will not interact properly
with the remote server or that this will cause delays that would render the presentation ineffective.
Since the porting was too complex in that limited amount of time, we decided to cache the results,
but the results were generated automatically beforehand. Also, creating a backup cached results
on a local machine is a common practice that is not only accepted, but also encouraged, by the
RTL organizers.
To repeat what I have previously stated, Pinscreen did request a wired connection, but we had
every reason to believe that even a wired connection would cause issues based on the warnings of
the conference organizers (see mail screenshot). To this end, we had to use a fallback plan, and at
that time, we had to cache, since we did not have sufficient time to port the backend server
algorithm to a local machine. As shown in the other evidence materials, this is a known and
recurrent problem for SIGGRAPH real-time lives, because thousands of attendees are in the same
room.

However, since the Committee appears to be unpersuaded by my own testimony, I will provide
email exchanges between our Pinscreen team and SIGGRAPH Real-Time Live conference
organizers who have raised this potential issue to us. [Hasegawa et al., Stigmatze et al. Cardenas
et al.]
I have also provided responses from the SIGGRAPH Asia Conference Chair, SIGGRAPH RealTime Live Chair and Committee that it is acceptable to cache, that there are known bandwidth
issues, and that we are even encouraged to cache our data, and that there is no need to disclose
such information during the show. [Anjyo, Hasegawa et al., Seymour]
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I have provided letters from the SIGGRAPH Conference chair and Real-Time Live Chair that
these practices are not only legitimate and acceptable, but even encouraged. [Anjyo, Hasegawa
et al., Seymour]
b.

Proposed inquiry re: computer capacity.

In connection with the same issue, the committee writes:
“Even if there were internet connectivity concerns, there is evidence that the Pinscreen
team had sufficient computing capacity on the computers they brought on stage to perform
avatar generation in real-time, rather than in cached fashion. At 34:50 of the RTL
conference (viewable at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hpuEdXn MOO), Dr.
Sadeghi states that “[f]or better performance, we run our neural networks and optimizations
on the GPU”. GPU renders graphics at a significantly faster speed than the CPU. There
also appear to be several computers on stage in the video.”
Dr. Sadeghi’s statement is a reference to computing capacity. However, the internet connectivity
problem was not a problem of computing capacity. It was a problem of network transfer
bandwidth, which is dependent on the organizers’ network, not the performance capabilities of our
local machine. Of course our reconstruction solution could have run on the local machine, but
there was no time finishing the full porting of our backend code to the local system. Hence we
used a combined local machine with server support (which is actually how it works now), but
cached the results that were genuinely reconstructed. We have also demonstrated the non-cached
pipeline on stage before the show for various people. I have provided these evidences, including
time stamped reconstructions on the day of the event. In particular, the time stamps cannot be
modified/manipulated since they are stored on Amazon S3. Even in later SIGGRAPH RTL
presentations, we have explicitly asked Real-Time Live chairs if this hybrid approach was
acceptable, and they strongly recommended to cache the results to ensure a smooth show.
I have provided additional material from the SIGGRAPH Conference Chair, SIGGRAPH RealTime Live Conference Chair, SIGGRAPH RTL Committee Members, as well as independent 3rd
party experts (ACM SIGGRAPH Committee members) who will give evidence as a witness that
these statements are correct. [Anjyo, Hasegawa et al., Seymour, Lewis]
b.

Proposed inquiry re: quality of avatars.

The committee further writes:
“Internet connectivity concerns only address the potential length of time necessary in order
to create avatars. The evidence presented by Dr. Sadeghi raises issues not only with respect
to the amount of time it took to generate the avatars, but the quality of the avatars created.
As noted above, there appear to be several conversations related to manually modifying
the avatars due to the quality of the output, most specifically with respect to Carrie Sun’s
apparent manual modifications to several avatars allegedly generated in real-time at the
conference.”
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Before the show, we have every right to fine tune the performance of our algorithm, and knowing
beforehand which person would be digitized motivated us to improve the quality of relevant hair
models in our database. Notice that hair models can be modeled manually and added to the
database in order to ensure that the query would result in a higher quality model. As we have
mentioned above, the query itself is the contribution part, not the fact that we model a hair
manually or not. It does not matter, where that hair comes from and this is how the algorithm
works and published as such.
I am also providing the following corroborating evidence:
•

At the time of the RTL, we tested the technology backstage with several people who can
confirm it really worked. The data has been also stored on Amazon S3, which timestamps
are impossible to alter.

•

Another example is, Dr. Ari Shapiro (USC/ICT) who also cached the results for rapid
avatar capture at SIGGRAPH 2014 RTL.

•

I have also attached an email exchange with SIGGRAPH Real-Time Live Chair/Committee
who says that it is even acceptable to have video playbacks at the show.

•

An independent 3rd party expert (ACM SIGGRAPH Committee member), SIGGRAPH
Conference Chair, SIGGRAPH Real-Time Live Conference Chair, and SIGGRAPH RTL
Committee members, will give evidence as a witness that these statements are correct.

b. Proposed inquiry re: RTL venue as a research output.
Finally, the committee writes:
“Similarly, the committee is not persuaded by Dr. Li’s argument that the RTL venue did
not represent a research output, for several reasons:
• Dr. Li stated his USC and ICT affiliations on the first slide of the presentation at
RTL. (See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hpuEdXn MOO;31:07).
•

Dr. Li cites this presentation
li.com/documents/resume.pdf, p. 16).

•

“In the same session at Real-Time Live at SIGGRAPH 2017, there were at least 3
other presentations from universities:

on

his

CV.

(See

http://www.hao-

o “Direct 3D Stylization Pipelines”; Nanyang Technological University,
Universite Grenoble Alpes, and Universite Bordeaux. (See
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hpuEdXn MOO&t=47m20s; 53:36);
o “Large-Scale Interactive Water Simulation With Directional Waves”; IST
Austria (https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=3098916);
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o “PhysicsForests: Real-Time Fluid Simulation Using Machine Leaming”;
Zurich.
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hpuEdXn
ETH
MOQ&t=47m20s; 47:23).”
•

Dr. Li cited his RTL presentation in his SIGGRAPH Asia 2017 Technical Papers
Submission (See https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=3 l 310887; ACM Transactions
on Graphics, Vol 36, No. 6, Article 195, p.3).

•

“Outputs need not be formally peer reviewed as a manuscript would be in order for
the output to be considered research (e.g., invited talks, conference presentations
such as this one). That said, in this case, there was a formal submission and review
process. (See Exhibit “E” attached hereto, which is a copy of the reviews for Dr. Li
and Pinscreen’s RTL submission). Dr.Li himself appears to have stated that
“realtime live...it’s the hardest thing to get in...it’s much harder than paper” (See
VAC, complaint p.186, paragraph 23).”

I respond as follows:
•

USC and ICT affiliations: I stated my affiliations properly. I am a USC professor.
Having a presenter with University affiliation does not mean that the RTL presentations
are understood to be research outputs. There is a research component deriving from the
paper submissions, but the presentations themselves are general interactive demonstrations
that are meant to provide entertainment to the audience. Indeed, most of the contributors
come from industry, and are not research-related output. Regardless, the presentation
accurately reflected the Pinscreen’s technological functionality in a manner that was true
to the actual user experience.

•

My CV: Including this presentation in my CV does not mean that the venue represents
research outputs. In particular, I have put it in the section “Course Notes, Tech Talks &
Exhibitions”, which is a different section than “Peer-Reviewed Journal & Conference
Papers”(see screenshot).
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•

Other University presentations:
While there are other University-affiliated
presentations, it does not convert the RTL from an exhibition to a research output. Again,
the RTL is a general interactive demonstration that is expected to be entertaining. Most of
the contributors come from industry, and are not research related output.

•

Peer review: While there was a review process (see screenshot of an example), the output
may not need a scientific or research contribution. For instance, the RTL submission Unity:
Editor VR, demonstrated a new open-source feature that allows anyone to edit Unity scenes
directly in VR. All the contributors are engineers at Unity, and the demo does not mark
any research or scientific advancement. The definition of research is “systematic
investigation into and study of materials and sources in order to establish facts and reach
new conclusions”. The presented work demonstrates a new product, but not a scientific
investigation.
Having said that Real-time Live is extremely difficult to get in, equating the exhibition
itself with a scientific work would be a false equivalency. SIGGRAPH RTL requires a
huge amount of production work and storytelling, in which the presentation is paramount.
The participants and audience understand that the purpose of RTL is to demonstrate what
the technology looks like and how it works, but it is neither necessary nor expected that
the technology employed on the stage will rely entirely on was is presented in a technical
paper that is related to the presentation of RTL.

I have provided letters/reports/mails from SIGGRAPH Conference chair and Real-Time Live
Chair that these practices are not only legitimate and acceptable, but even encouraged. [Anjyo,
Hasegawa et al., Seymour, Lewis]
In addition, I provide the following corroborating evidence in additionalEvidences.zip:
•

[Lewis] I have attached a detailed interview/code-review report from a highly recognized
3rd party independent expert, J.P. Lewis, who has visited Pinscreen in Los Angeles, tested
our system, and reviewed the source code, as well as interviewed the engineers in person,
without my presence as I was out of the country. J.P. Lewis has also served as ACM
SIGGRAPH/SIGGRAPH Asia Technical papers committee member,. J.P. Lewis,
will also comment on the difference between SIGGRAPH Technical Papers and
SIGGRAPH Real-Time Live Show. Also notice that the first author, Liwen Hu, who is
my current PhD student, has only been at the Pinscreen location for this specific
interview and is otherwise no longer working or present at Pinscreen, after his summer
internship in 2018:
JP_Lewis_SIGGRAPH_TechnicalPaperCommittee_PinscreenInterview.pdf
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•

[Anjyo] I have attached a letter from the last SIGGRAPH Asia 2018 Conference Chair,
Ken Anjyo, who will comment on his familiarity of the allegations from Mr. Sadeghi, as
well as details on the official guidelines for the SIGGRAPH Real-Time Live show (for any
year) as well as its difference to SIGGRAPH technical papers. In particular, he will provide
comments about caching practices, internet connectivity issues, and submission criterions.
Ken_Anjyo_SIGGRAPH_Asia_2018_Conference_Chair_Letter.pdf

•

[Seymour] You should have received a letter of support from the upcoming SIGGRAPH
Asia Real-time Live 2019 Chair, Mike Seymour, who has provided additional evidences
as witness about our previous work at SIGGRAPH Asia 2017, and SIGGRAPH RTL 2017.
He has provided additional details about the nature of RTL events as well as the validity
of our presentations. I have added this letter as part of this response in case it is missing:
Mike_Seymour_SIGGRAPH_Asia_2019_RTL_Chair_LetterOfSupport.pdf

•

[Hasegawa et al.] I have also attached an email confirmation from SIGGRAPH Asia 2018
Real-Time Live Chair and the entire Committee, Isamu Hasegawa, confirming that
also for SIGGRAPH Asia 2018 RTL our practice of caching are valid and encouraged, that
there was wireless issues, and that not everything needs to be real-time during the show, as
some other teams even showed movie playbacks.
Isamu_Hasegawa_SIGGRAPH_Asia_2018_RTL_Chair_SIGGRAPHRealTime
LiveEmail.pdf

•

[Stigmatze et al.] I have also attached two email exchanges from SIGGRAPH 2017 RealTime Live, commenting on the need for backup plans, due to potential Wireless AND
Wired connections during the Real-Time Live demonstration. Notice that the former
SIGGRAPH 2017 Real-Time Live! Chair, Cristobal Cheng, was included in the email
communication.
Justin_Stigmatze_Cristobal_Cheng_SIGGRAPH_2017_RTL_Chair_Email1.pdf
Justin_Stigmatze_Cristobal_Cheng_SIGGRAPH_2017_RTL_Chair_Email2.pdf

•

[Cardenas et al.] I have also attached an email exchange from SIGGRAPH 2018 RealTime Live, commenting again that there is a need for backup plans, due to potential Internet
connection issues during the Real-Time Live demonstration. Notice that the former
SIGGRAPH 2018 Real-Time Live! Chair, Jesse Barker, was included in the email
communication.
Carlos_Cardenas_Jesse_Barker_SIGGRAPH_2018_RTL_Chair_Email.pdf

•

[Vouga] you will also receive a letter/report from Prof. Dr. Etienne Vouga (UT Austin),
who has in depth knowledge in geometric modeling, who is familiar with our research, and
who has served at ACM SIGGRAPH and SIGGRAPH Asia Technical Papers
Committee. He will provide additional evidences that our algorithms are not fake and also
that there was no intention of fabrication and/or falsifying data. His letter/report will be
sent to you shortly after today’s deadline.

These letters, reports, email exchanges, from top authorities of ACM SIGGRAPH/ACM
SIGGRAPH Asia, as well as both Technical Papers Committee members and Real-Time Live
Show indicate that my position and statements are correct.
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Thank you for taking the time to review this response and the evidence included therewith. I am
hopeful that the Committee will revisit its decision and determine that a full investigation would
be an unnecessary drain on resources that could be devoted elsewhere, as there simply is no
evidence that myself or Pinscreen acted in any way that could be deemed scientific misconduct.
I would be happy to respond to any further questions.
Sincerely,

Dr. Hao Li
1/24/2019
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•

L. Hu, S. Saito, L. Wei, K. Nagano, J. Seo, J. Fursund, I. Sadeghi, C. Sun, Y. Chen and H. Li

INTRODUCTION

The onset of virtual reality (VR) and its entertainment applications
have highlighted how valuable and captivating the immersion of
alternate universes can be. VR and its democratization have the
potential to revolutionize 3D face-to-face communication and social
interactions through compelling digital embodiments of ourselves,
as demonstrated lately with the help of VR head mounted displays
with facial sensing capabilities [Li et al. 2015; Olszewski et al. 2016;
Thies et al. 2016b] or voice-driven technology demonstrated at Oculus Connect 3. In addition to enabling personalized gaming experiences, faithfully individualized 3D avatars could facilitate natural telepresence and interactions between remote participants in
virtual worlds, and potentially, one day, displace physical travels.
Meanwhile, companies such as Facebook and Snap are popularizing the use of augmented reality filters to alter selfie videos and
emerging tech startups such as Pinscreen [2017], FaceUnity [2017],
Loom.ai [2017], and itSeez3D [2017], are exploring the automatic
creation of 3D avatars for virtual chatting applications.
Recent progress in data-driven methods and deep learning research have catalyzed the development of high-quality 3D face modeling techniques from a single image [Cao et al. 2014b; Saito et al.
2017; Thies et al. 2016a]. Even the generation of realistic strand-level
hair models is possible from an image fully automatically [Chai et al.
2016]. However, despite efforts in real-time simulation [Chai et al.
2014], strand-based representations are still very difficult to integrate into game environments due to their rendering and simulation
complexity. Furthermore, strands are not efficient representations
for short hairstyles and ones with highly stochastic structures, such
as for curly hair. Cao et al. [2016] have recently introduced a system that uses a versatile image-based mesh representation, but it
requires the usage of multiple photographs and manual intervention, and the volumetric structure of hair is not captured. Despite
substantial advances in making avatar creation as easy as possible,
the barriers to entry are still too high for commodity user adoption.
In this paper, we present the first automatic framework that generates a complete 3D avatar from a single unconstrained image, using
high-quality optimized polygonal strips (polystrips or poly cards)
for real-time hair rendering. By eliminating the need of multiple
photographs and a controlled capture environment, we provide a
practical and consumer-friendly solution for digitizing ourselves
or others, such as celebrities, from any photograph. Our digitized
models are fully rigged with intuitive animation controls such as
blendshapes and joint-based skeletons, and can be readily integrated
into existing game engines.
We first address the challenge of predicting the 3D shape and
appearance of entire heads from partially visible 2D input data. We
carefully integrate multiple cutting edge techniques into a comprehensive facial digitization framework. An accurate 3D face model
is estimated using a modified dense analysis-through-synthesis
approach [Thies et al. 2016a] with visibility constraints on a presegmented input image, which is obtained from a convolutional
neural network for segmentation [Saito et al. 2016]. Subsequently,
a complete high-quality facial texture is synthesized using a deep
learning-based inference technique introduced by Saito et al. [2017].
While a straightforward incorporation of an existing single-view
hair modeling technique is possible [Chai et al. 2016; Hu et al. 2015],
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we focus on a method that produces highly efficient polystrips rather
than strands. The use of polystrips is particularly suitable for realtime rendering and integration with existing game engines. For
games, hair models rarely exceed 100K triangles, especially when a
large number of characters need to be on screen at any given time.
With appropriate textures and alpha masks, this representation also
supports for a much larger variety of hairstyles than strands. Though
widely used in cutting edge games (e.g., Uncharted 4), the creation
of visually compelling hair polystrips is typically associated with a
tedious and time-consuming modeling and texture painting process
by skilled artists.
We introduce an automatic hair digitization pipeline for modeling polystrip-based hairstyles. Critical to reconstructing highquality hair meshes are convincing shapes and structures, such as
fringes, which are laid out manually by a modeler. We propose a
deep learning-based framework to first extract semantical hair attributes that characterizes the input hairstyle. A tractable subset
of candidate hairstyles with compatible traits is then selected from
a large hair model database. A closest hairstyle is then retrieved
from this hairstyle collection and refined to match the input. Our
deep neural network also identifies hair appearance attributes, that
describe the local structure and styling with the corresponding shading properties. Though a small set of local hairstyle textures can
generalize well for different hair models, the associated alpha masks
often introduce severe transparency artifacts and alter the overall
look of the hair model significantly. In production, the crafting of
hair polystrips typically involves a complex iterative design process
of mesh adjustments, UV layout, texturing, as well as polystrip duplication and perturbation. To this end, we develop a novel iterative
optimization technique for polystrip patching, placement, and shape
refinement based on a scalp visibility metric. For visually pleasing
animations, we also rig our hair model to the head skeleton using
inverse distance skinning [Jacobson et al. 2014].
We show the effectiveness of our approach on a wide range of subjects and hairstyles, and also demonstrate compelling animations of
our avatars with simulated hair dynamics. The output quality of our
framework is comparable to state-of-the-art game characters, as well
as cutting-edge avatar modeling systems that are based on multiple
input photographs [Cao et al. 2016; Ichim et al. 2015]. The proposed
pipeline also produces superior results than existing commercial
single view-based solutions such as Loom.ai and itSeez3D.
Contributions:
• We present a fully automatic framework for complete 3D
avatar modeling and rigging, from a single unconstrained
image that is suitable for real-time rendering in game and VR
environments. Our facial digitization pipeline integrates the
latest advances in facial segmentation, shape modeling, and
high-fidelity appearance inference.
• We develop a new single-view hair digitization pipeline that
produces highly efficient and versatile polystrip models. Our
system captures both hair shape and appearance properties.
• To ensure high-quality output hair meshes, we present a hair
attributes classification framework based on deep learning.
Furthermore, an iterative optimization algorithm for polystrip
patching is introduced to ensure a flawless scalp coverage
and correct hair shape likeness to the input.
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Facial Modeling and Capture. Over the past two decades, a great
amount of research has been dedicated to the modeling and animation of digital faces. We refer to [Parke and Waters 2008] for a
comprehensive introduction and overview. Though artist-friendly
digital modeling tools have significantly evolved over the years, 3D
scanning and performance capture technologies provide an attractive way to scale content creation and improve realism through accurate measurements from the physical world. While expensive and
difficult to deploy, sophisticated 3D facial capture systems [Beeler
et al. 2010, 2011; Bradley et al. 2010; Debevec et al. 2000; Ghosh et al.
2011; Li et al. 2009; Ma et al. 2007; Weise et al. 2009] are widely
adopted in high-end production and have proven to be a critical
component for creating photoreal digital actors. Different rigging
techniques such as joint-based skeletons, blendshapes [Li et al. 2010;
von der Pahlen et al. 2014], or muscle-based systems [Sifakis et al.
2005; Terzopoulos and Waters 1990] have been introduced to ensure
intuitive control in facial animation and high-fidelity retargeting
for performance capture. Dedicated systems for capture, rigging,
and animation have also emerged for the treatment of secondary
components such as eyes [Bérard et al. 2016; Miller and Pinskiy
2009], lips [Garrido et al. 2016b], and teeth [Wu et al. 2016]. Despite
high-fidelity output, these capture and modeling systems are too
complex for mainstream adoption.
The PCA-based linear face models of [Blanz and Vetter 1999]
have laid the foundations for the modern treatment of image-based
3D face modeling, with extensions to multi-view stereo [Blake et al.
2007], large-scale internet pictures [Kemelmacher-Shlizerman 2013;
Liang et al. 2016], massive 3D scan datasets [Booth et al. 2016], and
the use of shading cues [Kemelmacher-Shlizerman and Basri 2011].
Blanz and Vetter have demonstrated in their original work that
compelling facial shapes and appearances with consistent parameterization can be extracted reliably from a single input image. Recent
progress in single-view face modeling demonstrate improved detail
reconstruction [Richardson et al. 2016], component separation [Kim
et al. 2017; Tewari et al. 2017], and manipulation capabilities [Shu
et al. 2017] using deep convolutional neural networks. To handle
facial expressions, vector spaces based on visemes and expressions
have been proposed [Blanz et al. 2003], which led to the development of PCA-based multi-linear face models [Vlasic et al. 2005] and
the popularization of FACS-based blendshapes [Cao et al. 2014b].
The low dimensionality and effectiveness in representing faces have
made linear models particularly suitable for instant 3D face modeling and robust facial performance capture in monocular settings
using depth sensors [Bouaziz et al. 2013; Hsieh et al. 2015; Li et al.
2013; Weise et al. 2011, 2009], as well as RGB video [Cao et al. 2014a;
Garrido et al. 2013, 2016a; Saito et al. 2016; Shi et al. 2014; Thies
et al. 2016a]. When modeling a 3D face automatically from an image, sparse 2D facial landmarks [Cootes et al. 2001; Cristinacce and
Cootes 2008; Saragih et al. 2011; Xiong and De la Torre 2013] are
typically used for robust initialization during fitting. State-of-the-art
landmark detection methods achieve impressive efficiency by using
explicit shape regressions [Cao et al. 2013; Kazemi and Sullivan
2014; Ren et al. 2014].
While linear models can estimate entire head models from a single
view, the resulting textures are typically crude approximations of
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the subject, especially in the presence of details such as facial hair,
complex skin tones, and wrinkles. In order to ensure likeness to
the captured subject, existing 3D avatar creation systems often
avoid the use of a purely linear appearance model, but rely on
acquisitions from multiple views to build a more accurate texture
map. Ichim et al. [2015] introduced a comprehensive pipeline for
video-based avatar reconstruction in uncontrolled environments.
They first produce a dense point cloud using multi-view stereo
and then estimate a 3D face model using non-rigid registration. An
integrated albedo texture map is then extracted using a combination
of Poisson blending and light factorization via spherical harmonics.
Their method is limited to a controlled acquisition procedure based
on a semi-circular sweep of a hand-held sensor, and hair modeling
is omitted. Chai et al. [2015] presented a single-view system for
high-quality 2.5D depth map reconstruction of a both faces and hair,
using structural hair priors, silhouette, and shading cues. However,
their technique is not suitable for avatars, as a full head cannot be
produced nor animated. More recently, Cao et al. [2016] developed
an end-to-end avatar creation system that can produce compelling
face and hair models based on an image-based mesh representation.
While their system can handle very large variations of hairstyles and
also produce high-quality facial animations with fine-scale details,
they require up to 32 input images and some manual guidance for
segmentation and labeling. Instead of a controlled capture procedure
with multiple photographs, we propose a fully automatic system
that only needs a single image as input.
Notice that proprietary technologies for single-view avatar modeling have emerged recently in the commercial world, such as Pinscreen’s demonstration at SIGGRAPH Real Time Live! show [Li et al.
2017] and FaceUnity’s photo-to-avatar preview [FaceUnity 2017]. In
Section 6, we compare our proposed solution with two other recent
avatar creation solutions, Loom.ai [2017] and itSeez3D [2017].
Hair Modeling and Capture. Hair is an essential component of
life-like avatars and CG characters. In studio settings, human hair is
traditionally modeled, simulated, and rendered using sophisticated
design tools [Choe and Ko 2005; Kim and Neumann 2002; Weng et al.
2013; Yuksel et al. 2009]. We refer to the survey of Ward et al. [2006]
for an extensive overview. 3D hair capture techniques, analogous
to those used for face capture, have been introduced to digitize hair
from physical inputs. High-fidelity acquisition systems typically involve controlled recording sessions, manual assistance, and complex
hardware equipments, such as multi-view stereo rigs [Beeler et al.
2012; Echevarria et al. 2014; Jakob et al. 2009; Luo et al. 2013; Paris
et al. 2008] or even thermal imaging [Herrera et al. 2012].
Hu et al. [2014a] demonstrated a highly robust multi-view hair
modeling approach using a data-collection of pre-simulated hair
strands, which can fully eliminate the need for manual hair segmentation. Since physically simulated hair strands are used as shape
priors, their method can only handle unconstrained hairstyles. The
same authors later introduced a procedural method for hair patch
generation [Hu et al. 2014b] to handle highly convoluted hairstyles
such as braids. They also proposed a more accessible acquisition
approach based on a single RGB-D camera, that is swept around
the subject. Single-view hair digitization methods have been pioneered by Chai et al. [2013; 2012] but rely on high-resolution input
photographs and can only produce the frontal geometry of the hair.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 36, No. 6, Article 1. Publication date: November 2017.
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and 21, 510 faces:
V (α id , α exp ) = V̄ + Aid α id + Aexp α exp ,
I (α al ) = I¯ + Aal α al .
Here Aid ∈ R3n×40 , Aexp ∈ R3n×40 , and Aal ∈ R3n×40 are the
basis of a multivariate normal distribution for identity, expression,
and albedo with the corresponding mean: V̄ = V̄id + V̄exp ∈ R3n ,
and I¯ ∈ R3n , and the corresponding standard deviation: σid ∈ R40 ,
40
σexp ∈ R , and σal ∈ R40 . Aid , Aal , V̄ , and I¯ are based on the Basel
Face Model database [Paysan et al. 2009] and Aexp is obtained from
FaceWarehouse [Cao et al. 2014b]. We assume Lambertian surface
reflectance and approximate the illumination using second order
Spherical Harmonics (SH).
First, we detect 2D facial landmarks fi ∈ F using the method of
Kazemi et al. [Kazemi and Sullivan 2014] in order to initialize the
face fitting by minimizing the following energy:
1 X
 fi − Π P (RVi + t )22 .
El an (χ ) =
|F |
fi ∈ F

We further refine the shape and optimize the low-frequency albedo,
as well as the illumination, by minimizing the photometric difference between the input image and a synthetic face rendering. The
objective function is defined as:
E (χ ) = wc Ec (χ ) + wl an El an (χ ) + w r eд Er eд (χ ),

(1)

with energy term weights wc = 1, wl an = 10, and w r eд = 2.5 × 10−5
for the photo-consistency term Ec , the landmark term El an , and
the regularization term Er eд . Following [Saito et al. 2017], we also
ensure that the photo-consistency term Ec is only evaluated for
visible face regions:
1 X
Ec (χ ) =
Cinput (p) − Csynth (p)2 ,
|M |
p ∈M

where Cinput is the input image, Csynth the rendered image, and
p ∈ M a visibility pixel given by the facial segmentation mask. The
regularization term Er eд is defined as:
# X
40 "
40
X
α exp,i 2
α id,i 2
α al,i 2
(
Er eд (χ ) =
) +(
) +
(
) .
σid,i
σal,i
σexp,i
i=1
i=1
This term encourages the coefficients of the multi-linear model to
conform a normal distribution and reduces the chance to converge
into a local minimum. We use an iteratively reweighted GaussNewton method to minimize the objective function (1) using three
levels of image pyramids. In our experiments, 30, 10, and 3 GaussNewton steps were sufficient for convergence from the coarsest
level to the finest one. After this optimization, a high-frequency
albedo texture is obtained by factoring out the shading component
consisting of the illumination L and the surface normal from the
input image. The resulting texture map is stored in the uv texture
map and used for the high-fidelity texture inference.
Face Texture Reconstruction. After obtaining the low-frequency
albedo map and a partially visible fine-scale texture, we can infer a
complete high-frequency texture map, as shown in Figure 5, using
a deep learning-based transfer technique and a high-resolution
face database [Ma et al. 2015]. The technique has been recently
introduced in [Saito et al. 2017] and is based on the concept of feature

correlation analysis using convolutional neural networks [Gatys
et al. 2016]. Given an input image I and a filter response F l (I ) on the
layer l of a convolutional neural network, the feature correlation
can be represented by a normalized Gramian matrix G l (I ):

T
1 l
F (I ) F l (I )
G l (I ) =
Ml
Saito et al. [2017] have found that high-quality facial details (e.g.,
pores, moles, etc.) can be captured and synthesized effectively using
Gramian matrices. Let I 0 be the low-frequency texture map and Ih
be the high-frequency albedo map with the corresponding visibility
mask Mh . We aim to represent the desired feature correlation Gh as a
convex combination of G (Ii ), where I 1 , ..., Ik are the high-resolution
images in the texture database:
Ghl =

X

w k G l (Ik ), ∀l

k

s.t .

K
X
k =1

w k = 1.

We compute an optimal blending weight {w k } by minimizing the difference between the feature correlation of the partial high-frequency
texture Ih and the convex combination of the feature correlations
in the database under the same visibility. This is formulated as the
following problem:
P P
l
l

min
l  k w k G M (Ik , Mh ) − G M (Ih , Mh ) 
F
w
PK
s.t.
w
= 1
(2)
k=1 k
∀k ∈ {1, . . . , K }
wk ≥ 0
,
where G M (I , M ) is the Gramian Matrix computed from only the
masked region M. This allows us to transfer multi-scale features
of partially visible skin details to the complete texture. We refer
to [Saito et al. 2017] for more detail.
Once the desired Gh is computed, we update the albedo map I so
that the resulting correlation G (I ) is similar to Gh , while preserving
the low frequency spatial information F l (I 0 ) (i.e., position of eye
brows, mouth, nose, and eyes):
X
X
2
2
F l (I ) − F l (I 0 )  + α
G l (I ) − Gh  ,
min
(3)
F
F
I
l ∈L F

l ∈LG

where LG is a set of high-frequency preserving layers and L F a set
of low-frequency preserving layers in VGG-19 [Simonyan and Zisserman 2014]. A weight α balances the influence of high frequency
and low frequency and α = 2000 is used for all our experiments.
Following Gatys et al. [2016], we solve Equation 3 using an L-BFGS
solver. Since only frontal faces are available in the database, we can
only enhance frontal face regions. To obtain a complete texture, we
combine the results with the PCA-based low-frequency textures of
the back of the head using Poisson blending [Pérez et al. 2003].
Secondary Components. To enhance the realism of the reconstructed avatar, we insert template models for eyes, teeth, gums, and
tongue into the reconstructed head model. The reconstructed face
model is rescaled and translated to fit a standardized pair of eye balls
so that each avatar is aligned as to avoid scale ambiguity during the
single-view reconstruction. The mouth-related template models are
aligned based on pre-selected vertices on the facial template model.
After the initial alignment, we test for intersections between the
face and the secondary components for each activated blendshape
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Attachment 7
Comparison SIGGRAPH Asia 2017 and ACM SIGGTAPH RTL:
(A) Hu et al. : "Avatar digitization from a single image for real-time rendering", ACM
SIGGRAPH Asia 2017, 36(6), 195:1-195:14
(B) "Pinscreen: Creating Performance-Driven Avatars in Seconds", ACM SIGGRAPH Real-time
Live 2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hpuEdXn M0Q&t=2353s
http://s2017.siggraph.org/content/real-time-live.html
It appears both (A) and (B) present the same body of work. Parameters of the algorithms were
tweaked, as is commonly done with such methods in computer graphics as it evolves over time
and one tries it on new examples (or improves existing ones). However, both (A) and (B) come
from the same research project with the same goal and core ideas.
*** Same goal ***
(A) and (B) share the same goal: create a human avatar with hair, facial textures and a facial rig
from a single photograph. In work (B), they showed exactly what the title of (A) says: they
digitized a human avatar using a single-image, and rendered it in real-time.
*** 10 out of 11 authors are the same ***
The authorship lists of the two projects match:
A: Liwen Hu, Shunsuke Saito, Lingyu Wei, Koki Nagano, Jaewoo Seo, Jens Fursund, Iman
Sadeghi, Carrie Sun, Yen-Chun Chen, Hao Li [note: Pinscreen, USC, ICT affiliations]
B: Hao Li [note: Pinscreen, USC, ICT affiliations], Liwen Hu, Koki Nagano, Jaewoo
Seo, Shunsuke Saito, Lingyu Wei, Iman Sadeghi, Jens Fursund, Yen-Chun Chen, Stephen
Chen, Carrie Sun
List A has 10 authors and list B has 11 authors. The authors are the same, just re-ordered, except
that B also has "Stephen Chen" ("Product Designer" at Pinscreen). This is strong evidence that it
is the same research project. In academic research, one doesn't have 10 exact same people
working on two different research projects at the period of time (and in the same institutions, and
with exactly the same goal for the project).
*** The timelines match ***
The timelines of (A) and (B) match: (A) was first submitted to ACM SIGGRAPH in January
2017, then rejected in April 2017, then re-submitted in May 2017 to SIGGRAPH Asia, and
presented at the SIGGRAPH Asia conference in November 2017. (B) was submitted in April
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2017 to SIGGRAPH Real-time Live, and presented in July 2017 at ACM SIGGRAPH Real-time
Live. This is a very typical natural evolution timeline for a research project in computer graphics.
*** Same title image ***
(A) and (B) use the same person / 3d model as their title image: For (B), see the image at
31:30 in the youtube video, vs for (A) see Figure 1 (the person at the top-left).
*** Same key technology: polystrips ***
Both (A) and (B) claim the ability to model hair as a key contribution. Both (A) and (B) use the
same method to model hair: "polystrips" (long polygonal shapes; think of it as taking a ribbon
tape and then bending, denting it somewhat, to model the shape of a wisp of hair). Note that
"polystrips" are not the typical way to represent hair in computer graphics. The typical way done
in prior work was to use "strands" (thin lines connected with joints.) In (A), they state, in the
abstract, (quoted verbatim) "While the generated face is a high-quality textured mesh, we
propose a versatile and efficient polygonal strips (polystrips) representation for the hair... For
real-time settings, we demonstrate the exibility of polystrips in handling hairstyle variations, as
opposed to conventional strand-based representations. ".
You can see the polystrips in Figure 1 of (A). They are the long purple polygonal strips of hair.
In presentation (B), Iman Sadeghi explicitly says that they use "polystrips" at 34:32. And you
can see the polystrips of Hao's hair at 34:36 (the purple polygonal strips that model the hair).
Note that both (A) and (B) render them in the same color (purple).
So, both (A) and (B) use the same new technology, namely using polystrips as opposed to
strands to model and represent hair. This is a very compelling algorithmic similarity between (A)
and (B) because it departs from prior work that typically used strands.
*** Same key technology: neural networks ***
Both (A) and (B) create the shape of the hair using a neutral network. In (A), they state in the
abstract, "The performance of our hairstyle retrieval is enhanced using a deep convolutional
neural network for semantic hair attribute classification." In (B), Iman Sadeghi says at 34:26 that
they use a neural network to select the hairstyle, create the hair geometry (the polystrips), the
face geometry, albedo texture map, the eye color. The same is done in paper (A). The face
geometry, albedo texture map creation and eye color determination is described in Section 4 of
paper (A), "Face Digitization". Selecting the hair style and geometry is described in Section 5 of
paper (A) "Hair digitization".
** Same modeling complexity and rendering style ***
Results in (A) and (B) look visually similar, even when applied to different people. Neither
is really photorealistic, instead, they both look like cartoonish versions of the person, and
they are both equally cartoonish. If the works (A) and (B) were independent, one would not
expect the results to be so visually similar. There is approximately the same level of detail
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in the facial expressions in the results of (A) vs results of (B). Shading is very similar too.
See, for example Figure 14 in (A) where they compare to other methods. See, for example,
the results of loom.ai or "itSeez3D". See how they look very different to either (A) or (B),
but (A) and (B) look very similar to each other (even when applied to different people).
IMO, (A) and (B) employed similar or the same modeling complexity and rendering
technology.
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HaoLi
CEO & Co-Founder, Pinscreen Inc.
Associate Professor of Computer Science, USC
Director of the Vision and Graphics Lab, USC Institute for Creative Technologies
University of Southern California
Department of Computer Science
941 Bloom Walk, SAL 244
Los Angeles, CA 90089-0781, USA

Tel
Email
Home page
Facebook

+1 917 514 6980
hao@hao-li.com
http://www.hao-li.com/
http://www.facebook.com/li.hao/

PROFILE
Date of birth
Place of birth
Citizenship
Languages

17/01/1981
Saarbrücken, Germany
German
German, French, English, and Mandarin Chinese (all ﬂuent and no accents)

COMMITMENT
I work at the intersection between Computer Graphics, Computer Vision, and Machine Learning, with focus on
photorealistic human digitization and performance capture using deep learning and data-driven techniques. I’m
known for my work on dynamic geometry processing, virtual avatar creation, facial performance capture, AI-driven
3D digitization, and deep fake detection. My research has led to the facial animation technology in Apple’s iPhone X,
I worked on the digital reenactment of Paul Walker in the movie Furious 7, and my algorithms on deformable shape
alignment have improved the radiation treatment for cancer patients all over the world. I have been named one of the
world’s top 35 innovator under 35 by MIT Technology Review in 2013 and NextGen10: Innovators under 40 by CSuite Quaterly in 2014. I received the Ofﬁce of Naval Research (ONR) Young Investigator Award in 2018, the Google
Faculty Research Award, the Okawa Foundation Research Grant, and the Andrew and Erna Viterbi Early Career
Chair in 2015, the Swiss National Science Foundation fellowship for prospective researchers in 2011, and the best
paper award at SCA 2009. I am ranked #1 on Microsoft Academic in 2016 on the top 10 leaderboard in Computer
Graphics for the past ﬁve years. I am member of the Global Future Councils of the World Economic Forum (WEF)
and have been named to the DARPA Information Science and Technology (ISAT) Study Group in 2019. I also serve as
expert witness for IP litigation relating to Computer Vision and Graphics.
Google Scholar

https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=NFeigSoAAAAJ&hl=en

EDUCATION
Ph. D., Computer Science
ETH Zurich, Department of Computer Science

07/2006 - 11/2010

• Thesis: Animation Reconstruction of Deformable Surfaces
Advisor: Prof. M. Pauly
M. Sc., Computer Science
Universität Karlsruhe (TH), Department of Computer Sciences

10/2000 - 01/2006

• Thesis: Reconstruction of Colored Objects from Structured Illuminated Views
Advisor: Prof. H. Prautzsch
• Major 1: Computer graphics and geometric modeling
• Major 2: Cryptography and security
• Minor: Differential and projective geometry
ERASMUS Student Exchange, Computer Science
Institut National Polytechnique de Grenoble, ENSIMAG

10/2002 - 09/2003

French-German High School Diploma
Lycée Franco-Allemand de Sarrebruck, Germany

09/1992 - 05/1999
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I work at the intersection between Computer Graphics, Computer Vision, and Machine Learning, with focus on
photorealistic human digitization and performance capture using deep learning and data-driven techniques. I’m
known for my work on dynamic geometry processing, virtual avatar creation, facial performance capture, AI-driven
3D digitization, and deep fake detection. My research has led to the facial animation technology in Apple’s iPhone X,
I worked on the digital reenactment of Paul Walker in the movie Furious 7, and my algorithms on deformable shape
alignment have improved the radiation treatment for cancer patients all over the world. I have been named one of the
world’s top 35 innovator under 35 by MIT Technology Review in 2013 and NextGen10: Innovators under 40 by CSuite Quaterly in 2014. I received the Ofce of Naval Research (ONR) Young Investigator Award in 2018, the Google
Faculty Research Award, the Okawa Foundation Research Grant, and the Andrew and Erna Viterbi Early Career
Chair in 2015, the Swiss National Science Foundation fellowship for prospective researchers in 2011, and the best
paper award at SCA 2009. I am ranked #1 on Microsoft Academic in 2016 on the top 10 leaderboard in Computer
Graphics for the past ve years. I am member of the Global Future Councils of the World Economic Forum (WEF)
and have been named to the DARPA Information Science and Technology (ISAT) Study Group in 2019. I also serve as
expert witness for IP litigation relating to Computer Vision and Graphics.

08/2016 - ongoing

Pinscreen Inc.
CEO & Co-Founder

10/2015 - ongoing

https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=NFeigSoAAAAJ&hl=en

07/2006 - 11/2010

06/2014 - 08/2014

University of Southern California
Assistant Professor, Andrew and Erna Viterbi Early Career Chair, Computer Science Department

08/2013 - 05/2019

Industrial Light & Magic, Lucaslm Ltd.
Research Lead, R&D Group

04/2012 - 07/2013

Columbia University
Postdoctoral Fellow, Columbia Computer Graphics Group

04/2011 - 03/2012

• Nathaniel Clinger, BSc Student
• Papoj Thamjaroenporn, BSc Student
• Pei-Lun Hsieh, MSc Student
• Xiaochen Hu, BSc Student
• Alexandru Ichim, MSc Student
• Huw Bowles, MSc Student
• Jens Puwein, MSc Student
• Jeroen Dries, MSc Student

Princeton University
Visiting Postdoctoral Researcher, Princeton Computer Graphics Group
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne
Visiting and Postdoctoral Researcher, Computer Graphics and Geometry Laboratory

04/2011 - 03/2012

02/2010 - 04/2011

Industrial Light & Magic, Lucaslm Ltd.
Research Intern, R&D Group

07/2009 - 10/2009

Stanford University
Visiting Researcher, Geometric Computing Group

07/2008 - 09/2008

ETH Zurich
Research Assistant, Applied Geometry Group

07/2006 - 11/2010

National University of Singapore
Visiting Research Scholar, Centre for Information Mining and Extraction

01/2006 - 07/2006

Lecturer
10/2000 - 01/2006

• Thesis: Reconstruction of Colored Objects from Structured Illuminated Views
Advisor: Prof. H. Prautzsch
• Major 1: Computer graphics and geometric modeling
• Major 2: Cryptography and security
• Minor: Differential and projective geometry

University of Southern California, Computer Science Department
• CSCI 621: Digital Geometry Processing (Lecture) SS 2017, SS 2018, and SS 2019
• CSCI 420: Computer Graphics (Lecture) FS 2014, FS 2015, FS 2017, and FS 2018
• CSCI 599: Digital Geometry Processing (Lecture) SS 2014 and SS 2015

USC Institute for Creative Technologies, Vision and Graphics Lab
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Guest Lecturer
University of Southern California, Computer Science Department

ERASMUS Student Exchange, Computer Science
Institut National Polytechnique de Grenoble, ENSIMAG

10/2002 - 09/2003

French-German High School Diploma
Lycée Franco-Allemand de Sarrebruck, Germany

09/1992 - 05/1999

• CSCI 576: Multimedia Systems Design (Lecture) FS 2016
• EE 598: Electrical Engineering Research Seminar (Lecture) SS 2016
• CSCI 697: Seminar in Computer Science Research (Lecture) FS 2015 and FS 2017
• CSCI 109: Introduction to Computing (Lecture) SS 2014 and FS 2015
• CSCI 597: Seminar in Computer Science Research (Lecture) FS 2013
• ENGR 102: Freshmen Academies (Lecture) FS 2013
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RESEARCH GRANTS & GIFTS

Federal Funding ($11,828,745)

Army Research Ofce (ARO)
UARC 6.1/6.2: Avatar Digitization & Immersive Communication Using Deep Learning
Duration: 11/01/2017 - 10/31/2019
Award Amount: $2,821,000
Role: PI (USC/ICT)
Army Research Ofce (ARO)
RTO: Strip-Based Hair Modeling Using Virtual Reality
Duration: 11/01/2017 - 10/31/2018
Award Amount: $250,000
Role: PI (USC/ICT)

Army Research Ofce (ARO)
RTO: Real-Time Dynamic Occlusion Handling for RGB-Based Augmented Reality
Duration: 11/01/2019 - 10/31/2020
Award Amount: $200,000
Role: PI (USC/ICT)

Army Research Ofce (ARO)
RTO: Head-Mounted Facial Capture & Rendering for Augmented Reality
Duration: 11/01/2017 - 10/31/2018
Award Amount: $200,000
Role: PI (USC/ICT)

U.S. Army Natick (NATICK)
Virtual Reality Testbed
Duration: 08/06/2019 I - 12/06/2019
Award Amount: $100,500
Role: PI (USC/ICT)

Army Research Ofce (ARO)
UARC 6.1/6.2: Capture, Rendering, & Display for Virtual Humans
Duration: 11/01/2016 - 10/31/2017
Award Amount: $1,408,011
Role: PI (USC/ICT)

U.S. Government
Project Nexus: Lifelike Digital Human Replica
Duration: 09/01/2018 - 08/31/2019
Award Amount: $1,000,000
Role: PI (USC/ICT)

United States SHARP Academy (ARO)
Digital SHARP Survivor
Duration: 07/01/2016 - 06/31/2017
Award Amount: $94,953
Role: PI (USC/ICT)

Army Research Ofce (ARO)
RTO: Scalable and Efcient Light Stage Pipeline for High-Fidelity Face Digitization
Duration: 09/01/2018 - 08/31/2019
Award Amount: $200,000
Role: PI (USC/ICT)

Army Research Ofce (ARO)
RTO: Lighting Reproduction for RGB Camouage
Duration: 01/01/2016 - 12/31/2017
Award Amount: $200,000
Role: PI (USC/ICT)

U.S. Army Natick (NATICK)
High-Fidelity Rigging and Shading of Virtual Soldiers
Duration: 09/01/2018 - 03/31/2019
Award Amount: $157,500
Role: PI (USC/ICT)

U.S. Army Natick (NATICK)
Research Contract
Duration: 09/01/2015 - 12/31/2016
Award Amount: $145,000
Role: PI (USC/ICT)

Ofce of Naval Research (ONR - HPTE)
Young Investigator Program (YIP): Complete Human Digitization and Unconstrained Performance Capture
Duration: 06/01/2018 - 05/31/2021
Award Amount: $591,509
Role: PI (USC)

Ofce of Naval Research (ONR)
Markerless Performance Capture for Automated Functional Movement Screening
Duration: 08/01/2015 - 09/30/2017
Award Amount: $230,000
Role: PI (USC)

Semiconductor Research Corporation (SRC) / Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
JUMP: Computing On Network Infrastructure for Pervasive, Cognition, and Action
Duration: 01/01/2018 - 12/31/2022
Award Amount: $1,174,818
Role: PI (USC)

Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA), Department of Defense (DoD)
GLAIVE: Graphics and Learning Aided Vision Engine for Janus
Duration: 07/25/2014 - 07/24/2018
Award Amount: $419,264
Role: Co-PI (USC)
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Pelican Imaging Corporation
Research Gift Donation
Date: 07/22/2014
Award Amount: $50,000
Role: PI (USC)

Toppan Printing Co., Ltd.
Research Contract
Duration: 10/01/2019 - 09/30/2020
Award Amount: $697,150
Role: PI (USC/ICT)
Engility Corporation
Mystique
Date: 06/01/2019 - 08/31-2019
Award Amount: $68,473
Role: PI (USC/ICT)
Adobe Systems Inc.
Research Gift Donation
Date: 28/02/2019
Award Amount: $5,000
Role: PI (USC)
Softbank Corp.
3D Modeled, Rigged, and Animated Characters from 2D Video
Duration: 01/01/2019 - 01/01/2020
Award Amount: $111,534
Role: Co-PI (USC)
Snap Inc.
Research Gift Donation
Date: 10/29/2018
Award Amount: $20,000
Role: PI (USC)
TOEI Company, Ltd.
Research Contract
Duration: 06/01/2018 - 03/01/2019
Award Amount: $580,000
Role: PI (USC/ICT)
Lightstage, LLC / Otoy
Research Contract
Duration: 05/15/2018 - 12/31/2018
Award Amount: $152,000
Role: PI (USC/ICT)
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09/2004
10/2004
09/2004
10/2002
11/2001

University of Southern California
Andrew and Erna Viterbi Early Career Chair
Start Date: 08/16/2015
Award Amount: $20,000 (to date)
Role: PI (USC)

[57] LEARNING PERSPECTIVE UNDISTORTION OF PORTRAITS
Yajie Zhao, Zeng Huang, Tianye Li, Weikai Chen, Chloe LeGendre, Xinglei Ren, Jun Xing, Ari Shapiro, Hao Li
Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision 2019,
(ICCV 2017 Oral Presentation), 10/2019

University of Southern California
USC Start-up Funding
Start Date: 09/01/2013
Award Amount: $199,900
Role: PI (USC)

06/2019
02/2018
05/2017
05/2016
10/2015
10/2015
09/2015
02/2015
01/2014
08/2013
03/2011
08/2009
05/2006
01/2006
10/2005
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[48] HAIRNET: SINGLE-VIEW HAIR RECONSTRUCTION USING CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS
Yi Zhou, Liwen Hu, Jun Xing, Weikai Chen, Han-Wei Kung, Xin Tong, Hao Li
Proceedings of the 15th European Conference on Computer Vision 2018,
(ECCV 2018), 09/2018
[47] DEEP VOLUMETRIC VIDEO FROM VERY SPARSE MULTI-VIEW PERFORMANCE CAPTURE
Zeng Huang, Tianye Li, Weikai Chen, Yajie Zhao, Jun Xing, Chloe LeGendre, Linjie Luo, Chongyang Ma, Hao Li
Proceedings of the 15th European Conference on Computer Vision 2018,
(ECCV 2018), 09/2018

[45] CONTEXTUAL-BASED IMAGE INPAINTING: INFER, MATCH, AND TRANSLATE
Yuhang Song, Chao Yang, Zhe Lin, Xiaofeng Liu, Qin Huang, Hao Li, C.-C. Jay Kuo
Proceedings of the 15th European Conference on Computer Vision 2018,
(ECCV 2018), 09/2018

[55] HAIRBRUSH FOR IMMERSIVE DATA-DRIVEN HAIR MODELING
Jun Xing, Koki Nagano, Weikai Chen, Haotian Xu, Li-Yi Wei, Yajie Zhao, Jingwan Lu, Byungmoon Kim, Hao Li
Proceedings of the 32nd ACM User Interface Software and Technology Symposium 2019,
(UIST 2019), 10/2019

[44] HIGH-FIDELITY FACIAL REFLECTANCE AND GEOMETRY INFERENCE FROM AN UNCONSTRAINED
IMAGE
Shugo Yamaguchi, Shunsuke Saito, Koki Nagano, Yajie Zhao, Weikai Chen, Kyle Olszewski, Shigeo Morishima, Hao
Li
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Proceedings of the 45th ACM SIGGRAPH Conference and Exhibition 2018,
(SIGGRAPH 2018), 08/2018

[54] PROTECTING WORLD LEADERS AGAINST DEEP FAKES
Shruti Agarwal, Hany Farid, Yuming Gu, Mingming He, Koki Nagano, Hao Li
IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition 2019 Workshop on Media Forensics,
(CVPR 2019 Workshops), 06/2019

[43] MESOSCOPIC FACIAL GEOMETRY INFERENCE USING DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS
Loc Huynh, Weikai Chen, Shunsuke Saito, Jun Xing, Koki Nagano, Andrew Jones, Paul Debevec, Hao Li
Proceedings of the 31st IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition 2018,
(CVPR 2018 Spotlight Presentation), 06/2018

[53] SICLOPE: SILHOUETTE-BASED CLOTHED PEOPLE
Ryota Natsume, Shunsuke Saito, Zeng Huang, Weikai Chen, Chongyang Ma, Hao Li, Shigeo Morishima
Proceedings of the 32nd IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition 2019,
(CVPR 2019 Oral Presentation - Best Paper Award Finalist), 06/2019
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[52] ON THE CONTINUITY OF ROTATION REPRESENTATION IN NEURAL NETWORKS
Yi Zhou, Connelly Barnes, Jingwan Lu, Jimei Yang, Hao Li
Proceedings of the 32nd IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition 2019,
(CVPR 2019), 06/2019

[46] HYBRID FUSION: REAL-TIME PERFORMANCE CAPTURE USING A SINGLE DEPTH SENSOR AND
SPARSE IMUS
Zerong Zheng, Tao Yu, Hao Li, Kaiwen Guo, Qionghai Dai, Lu Fang, Yebin Liu
Proceedings of the 15th European Conference on Computer Vision 2018,
(ECCV 2018), 09/2018

[56] TRANSFORMABLE BOTTLENECK NETWORKS
Kyle Olszewski, Sergey Tulyakov, Oliver Woodford, Hao Li, Linjie Luo
Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision 2019,
(ICCV 2017 Oral Presentation), 10/2019
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[49] REAL-TIME HAIR RENDERING USING SEQUENTIAL ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS
Lingyu Wei, Liwen Hu, Vladimir Kim, Ersin Yumer, Hao Li
Proceedings of the 15th European Conference on Computer Vision 2018,
(ECCV 2018), 09/2018

[58] PIFU: PIXEL-ALIGNED IMPLICIT FUNCTION FOR HIGH-RESOLUTION CLOTHED HUMAN
DIGITIZATION
Shunsuke Saito, Zeng Huang, Ryota Natsume, Shigeo Morishima, Angjoo Kanazawa, Hao Li
Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision 2019,
(ICCV 2017), 10/2019

University of Southern California - Integrated Media System Center (IMSC)
IMSC Award
Duration: 07/01/2013 - 06/30/2014
Award Amount: $11,000
Role: PI (USC)

Hao Li

[50] 3D HAIR SYNTHESIS USING VOLUMETRIC VARIATIONAL AUTOENCODERS
Shunsuke Saito, Liwen Hu, Chongyang Ma, Hikaru Ibayashi, Linjie Luo, Hao Li
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Proceedings of the 11th ACM SIGGRAPH Conference and Exhibition in Asia 2018,
(SIGGRAPH Asia 2018), 12/2018

[59] SOFTRASTERIZER: DIFFERENTIABLE RENDERING FOR IMAGE-BASED 3D REASONING
Shichen Liu, Tianye Li, Weikai Chen, Hao Li
Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision 2019,
(ICCV 2017 Oral Presentation), 10/2019
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COURSE NOTES, TECH TALKS & EXHIBITIONS

[11] TEMPORALLY COHERENT COMPLETION OF DYNAMIC SHAPES
Hao Li, Linjie Luo, Daniel Vlasic, Pieter Peers, Jovan Popovi, Mark Pauly, Szymon Rusinkiewicz
ACM Transactions on Graphics 31(1), Presented at the 39th ACM SIGGRAPH Conference and Exhibition 2012,
(SIGGRAPH 2012), 08/2012

[21] UNCONSTRAINED REALTIME FACIAL PERFORMANCE CAPTURE
Pei-Lun Hsieh, Chongyang Ma, Jihun Yu, Hao Li
Proceedings of the 28th IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition 2015,
(CVPR 2015), 06/2015

[10] MAPPING CARDIAC SURFACE MECHANICS WITH STRUCTURED LIGHT IMAGING
Jacob I. Laughner, Song Zhang, Hao Li, Connie C. Shao, Igor R. Emov
American Journal of Physiology, Heart and Circulatory Physiology 2012 Jul 13, PMID: 22796539,
(AJP Heart 2012), 07/2012

[24] PERSONALIZED AVATARS FOR REAL-TIME VIRTUAL TRY-ON
Hao Li, Koki Nagano, Kyle San, McLean Goldwhite, Kyle San, Jaewoo Seo, Yen-Chun Chen, Marco Fratarcangeli
ACM SIGGRAPH Asia 2019 Real-Time Live!, 11/2019

[20] CAPTURING BRAIDED HAIRSTYLES
Liwen Hu, Chongyang Ma, Linjie Luo, Li-Yi Wei, Hao Li
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Proceedings of the 7th ACM SIGGRAPH Conference and Exhibition in Asia 2014,
(SIGGRAPH Asia 2014), 12/2014

[9] MULTI-VIEW HAIR CAPTURE USING ORIENTATION FIELDS
Linjie Luo, Hao Li, Sylvain Paris, Thibaut Weise, Mark Pauly, Szymon Rusinkiewicz
Proceedings of the 25th IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition 2012,
(CVPR 2012), 06/2012

[23] TRUTH IN GRAPHICS AND THE FUTURE OF AI-GENERATED CONTENT
Hao Li, Juan Miguel de Joya, Tianxiang Zheng, Sergey Demyanov, Noelle Martin, Alain Chesnais, Koki Nagano, Bill
Posters, Per Karlsson, Taylor Beck, Alexandre de Brébisson, Jassim Happa
ACM SIGGRAPH Asia 2019 Frontiers Workshop, 11/2019

[19] ROBUST HAIR CAPTURE USING SIMULATED EXAMPLES
Liwen Hu, Chongyang Ma, Linjie Luo, Hao Li
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Proceedings of the 41st ACM SIGGRAPH Conference and Exhibition 2014,
(SIGGRAPH 2014), 08/2014

[8] FACTORED FACADE ACQUISITION USING SYMMETRIC LINE ARRANGEMENTS
Duygu Ceylan, Niloy J. Mitra, Hao Li, Thibaut Weise, Mark Pauly
Computer Graphics Forum 31(2), Proceedings of the 33rd Annual Conference of the European Association for Computer
Graphics 2012,
(Eurographics 2012), 05/2012

[22] VR HAIR SALON FOR AVATARS
Jun Xing, Liwen Hu, Koki Nagano, Li-Yi Wei, Hao Li
ACM SIGGRAPH 2019 Real-Time Live!, 07/2019

[17] DEPTH SENSOR-BASED REALTIME TUMOR TRACKING FOR ACCURATE RADIATION THERAPY
Björn Nutti, Åsa Kronander, Mattias Nilsing, Kristofer Maad, Cristina Svensson, Hao Li
Eurographics 2014 Short Papers presented at the 35th Annual Conference of the European Association for Computer Graphics,
(Eurographics 2014 Short Papers), 04/2014
[16] A STATISTICAL SHAPE MODEL OF TROCHLEAR DYSPLASIA OF THE KNEE
Annemieke Van Haver, Peter Mahieu, Tom Claessens, Hao Li, Christophe Pattyn, Peter Verdonk, Emmanuel A.
Audenaert
The Knee Journal Elsevier 2013,
(KNEE 2013), 12/2013

[5] ROBUST SINGLE VIEW GEOMETRY AND MOTION RECONSTRUCTION
Hao Li, Bart Adams, Leonidas J. Guibas, Mark Pauly
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Proceedings of the 2nd ACM SIGGRAPH Conference and Exhibition in Asia 2009,
(SIGGRAPH Asia 2009), 12/2009

[15] 3D SELF-PORTRAITS
Hao Li, Etienne Vouga, Anton Gudym, Jonathan T. Barron, Linjie Luo, Gleb Gusev
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Proceedings of the 6th ACM SIGGRAPH Conference and Exhibition in Asia 2013,
(SIGGRAPH Asia 2013), 11/2013

[4] FACE/OFF: LIVE FACIAL PUPPETRY (BEST PAPER AWARD)
Thibaut Weise, Hao Li, Luc Van Gool, Mark Pauly
Proceedings of the 8th ACM SIGGRAPH / Eurographics Symposium on Computer Animation 2009,
(SCA 2009), 08/2009

[19] DEEP LEARNING-BASED PHOTOREAL AVATARS FOR ONLINE VIRTUAL WORLDS ON IOS
Koki Nagano, Jaewoo Seo, Jun Xing, Kyle San, Aaron Hong, Mclean Goldwhite, Jiale Kuang, Aviral Agarwal, Caleb
Arthur, Hanwei Kung, Stuti Rastogi, Carrie Sun, Stephen Chen, Jens Fursund, Hao Li
ACM SIGGRAPH 2018 Real-Time Live!, 08/2018

[3] GLOBAL CORRESPONDENCE OPTIMIZATION FOR NON-RIGID REGISTRATION OF DEPTH SCANS
Hao Li, Robert W. Sumner, Mark Pauly
Computer Graphics Forum 27(5), Proceedings of the 6th Eurographics Symposium on Geometry Processing 2008,
(SGP 2008), 07/2008
[2] STRUCTURED LIGHT BASED RECONSTRUCTION UNDER LOCAL SPATIAL COHERENCE ASSUMPTION
Hao Li, Raphael Straub, Hartmut Prautzsch
Proceedings of the 3rd IEEE International Symposium on 3D Data Processing, Visualization and Transmission 2006,
(3DPVT 2006), 06/2006

[12] TRACKING SURFACES WITH EVOLVING TOPOLOGY
Morten Bojsen-Hansen, Hao Li, Chris Wojtan
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Proceedings of the 39th ACM SIGGRAPH Conference and Exhibition 2012,
(SIGGRAPH 2012), 08/2012

USC000393

Hao Li
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[3] A METHOD FOR FACIAL ANIMATION
Thibaut Weise, Soen Bouaziz, Hao Li, Mark Pauly
US Patent (US13/323231), led 12/2011

Hao Li
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AI-DRIVEN HUMAN AND CONTENT DIGITIZATION
Speaker, Amazon Research Days 2019, Los Angeles, 11/2019
Keynote Speaker, Innity Festival, Los Angeles, 11/2019
Speaker, USC Viterbi Grand Challenge Scholars Lecture Series, Los Angeles, 11/2019
Speaker, USC Viterbi Computer Science Advisory Board Meeting, Los Angeles, 11/2019
Keynote Speaker, 10th International Workshop on Human Behaviour Understanding, ICCV 2019, Seoul, 10/2019
Speaker, 3rd Global Programmers’ Festival 2019, Xi’an, 10/2019
Invited Talk, GAMES (Graphics And Mixed Environment Symposium) Webinar, Los Angeles, 10/2019
Invited Talk, MIT Computer Vision Seminar, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, 09/2019

[2] DYNAMIC HAIR CAPTURE
Linjie Luo, Hao Li, Thibaut Weise, Sylvain Paris, Mark Pauly, Szymon Rusinkiewicz
Technical Report, Princeton University, 08/2011
[1] FIRST STEPS TOWARD THE AUTOMATIC REGISTRATION OF DEFORMABLE SCANS
Hao Li, Mark Pauly
Technical Report, ETH Zurich, 06/2007

CONNECTING 3D SHAPES AND 2D IMAGES USING AI AND DIFFERENTIABLE RENDERING
Speaker, Scenes from Video IV, San Bernardo, 09/2019

2019
2018
2018
2017
2017
2015
2014
2014
2014
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2012
2012
2012
2012

INVITED TALKS

Okawa Foundation
Okawa Foundation Award
Date: 10/08/2015
Award Amount: $10,000
Role: PI (USC)

Electronic Arts Inc.
Research Contract
Duration: 12/01/2016 - 12/01/2018
Award Amount: $460,000
Role: PI (USC/ICT)

Adobe Systems Inc.
Research Gift Donation
Date: 04/27/2015
Award Amount: $9,000
Role: PI (USC)

SOOVII Digital Media Technology, Ltd
Research Contract
Date: 11/01/2016
Award Amount: $1,080,000
Role: PI (USC/ICT)

Embodee Corporation
Research Gift Donation
Date: 03/17/2015
Award Amount: $70,000
Role: PI (USC)

RL Leaders, LLC
Research Contract
Date: 10/01/2016
Award Amount: $630,216
Role: PI (USC/ICT)

Google
Google Faculty Research Award: Data-Driven Framework for Unied Face and Hair Digitization
Date: 02/12/2015
Award Amount: $52,000
Role: PI (USC)

Sony Corporation
Shape and Reectance Estimation via Polarization Analysis
Duration: 08/12/2016 - 08/23/2017
Award Amount: $50,000
Role: PI (USC/ICT)

Facebook / Oculus
Facebook Award
Date: 02/03/2015
Award Amount: $25,000
Role: PI (USC)

DESIGNING A HUMAN-CENTERED FUTURE
Speaker, World Economic Forum: Annual Meeting of the New Champions, Dalian, 07/2019
AI AND HUMAN DIGITIZATION: WHEN SEEING IS NOT BELIEVING?
Speaker, DARPA ISAT Summer Conference 2019, Woods Hole, 08/2019
Speaker, Virtual Beings Summit, San Francisco, 07/2019
Speaker, World Economic Forum: Technology Pioneers Welcome Reception & Dinner, Dalian, 07/2019
Speaker, CVPR Workshop on 3D Humans 2019, Long Beach, 06/2019
Speaker, Refactor Camp 2019, Santa Monica, 06/2019
Keynote Speaker, Vivid Sydney 2019, Sydney, 06/2019
Invited Talk, The University of New South Wales, Sydney, 06/2019
Speaker, Naval Postgraduate School, MOVES Institute, Monterey, 05/2019
Speaker, ICSF Robotics & AI in Extreme Environments, ARL West, Los Angeles, 03/2019
Speaker, DARPA MediFor PI Meeting 2019, DARPA Conference Center, Arlington, 02/2019
Speaker, MIT Technology Review EmTech Asia 2019, Singapore, 01/2019
Keynote Speaker, DISRUPT.SYDNEY 2018, Sydney, 09/2018
Speaker, IET EngTalks, London, 09/2018

Hao Li
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USC000387

Hao Li
[32] MULTI-VIEW STEREO ON CONSISTENT FACE TOPOLOGY
Graham Fyffe, Koki Nagano, Loc Huynh, Shunsuke Saito, Jay Bush, Andrew Jones, Hao Li, Paul Debevec
Computer Graphics Forum 36(2), Proceedings of the 38th Annual Conference of the European Association for Computer
Graphics 2017,
(Eurographics 2017), 04/2017

[41] AUTO-CONDITIONED RECURRENT NETWORKS FOR EXTENDED COMPLEX HUMAN MOTION
SYNTHESIS
Zimo Li, Yi Zhou, Shuangjio Xiao, Chong He, Zeng Huang, Hao Li
Proceedings of the Sixth International Conference on Learning Representations 2018, arXiv:1707.05363,
(ICLR 2018), 04/2018

[31] LEARNING DETAIL TRANSFER BASED ON GEOMETRIC FEATURES
Sema Berkiten, Maciej Halber, Justin Solomon, Chongyang Ma, Hao Li, Szymon Rusinkiewicz
Computer Graphics Forum 36(2), Proceedings of the 38th Annual Conference of the European Association for Computer
Graphics 2017,
(Eurographics 2017), 04/2017

[40] AVATAR DIGITIZATION FROM A SINGLE IMAGE FOR REAL-TIME RENDERING
Liwen Hu, Shunsuke Saito, Lingyu Wei, Koki Nagano, Jaewoo Seo, Jens Fursund, Iman Sadeghi, Carrie Sun, YenChun Chen, Hao Li
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Proceedings of the 10th ACM SIGGRAPH Conference and Exhibition in Asia 2017,
(SIGGRAPH Asia 2017), 11/2017

[30] HIGH-FIDELITY FACIAL AND SPEECH ANIMATION FOR VR HMDS
Kyle Olszewski, Joseph J. Lim, Shunsuke Saito, Hao Li
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Proceedings of the 9th ACM SIGGRAPH Conference and Exhibition in Asia 2016,
(SIGGRAPH Asia 2016), 12/2016
[29] REAL-TIME FACIAL SEGMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE CAPTURE FROM RGB INPUT
Shunsuke Saito, Tianye Li, Hao Li
Proceedings of the 14th European Conference on Computer Vision 2016, arXiv:1604.02801
(ECCV 2016), 10/2016

[39] LEARNING A MODEL OF FACIAL SHAPE AND EXPRESSION FROM 4D SCANS
Tianye Li, Timo Bolkart, Michael J. Black, Hao Li, Javier Romero
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Proceedings of the 10th ACM SIGGRAPH Conference and Exhibition in Asia 2017,
(SIGGRAPH Asia 2017), 11/2017

[28] CAPTURING DYNAMIC TEXTURED SURFACES OF MOVING TARGETS
Ruizhe Wang, Lingyu Wei, Etienne Vouga, Qixing Huang, Duygu Ceylan, Gerard Medioni, Hao Li
Proceedings of the 14th European Conference on Computer Vision 2016, arXiv:1604.02801
(ECCV 2016 Spotlight Presentation), 10/2016

[38] LEARNING DENSE FACIAL CORRESPONDENCES IN UNCONSTRAINED IMAGES
Ronald Yu, Shunsuke Saito, Haoxiang Li, Duygu Ceylan, Hao Li
Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision 2017,
(ICCV 2017), 10/2017

[27] DENSE HUMAN BODY CORRESPONDENCES USING CONVOLUTIONAL NETWORKS
Lingyu Wei, Qixing Huang, Duygu Ceylan, Etienne Vouga, Hao Li
Proceedings of the 29th IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition 2016, arXiv:1511.05904
(CVPR 2016 Oral Presentation), 06/2016

[37] REALISTIC DYNAMIC FACIAL TEXTURES FROM A SINGLE IMAGE USING GANS
Kyle Olszewski, Zimo Li, Chao Yang, Yi Zhou, Ronald Yu, Zeng Huang, Sitao Xiang, Shunsuke Saito, Pushmeet
Kohli, Hao Li
Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision 2017,
(ICCV 2017), 10/2017
[36] PRODUCTION-LEVEL FACIAL PERFORMANCE CAPTURE USING DEEP CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL
NET-WORKS
Samuli Laine, Tero Karras, Timo Aila, Antti Herva, Shunsuke Saito, Ronald Yu, Hao Li, Jaakko Lehtinen
Proceedings of the 16th ACM SIGGRAPH / Eurographics Symposium on Computer Animation 2017, arXiv:1609.06536,
(SCA 2017), 07/2017

[26] RAPID PHOTOREALISTIC BLENDSHAPE MODELING FROM RGB-D SENSORS
Dan Casas, Andrew Feng, Oleg Alexander, Graham Fyffe, Paul Debevec, Ryosuke Ichikari, Hao Li, Kyle Olszewski,
Evan Suma, Ari Shapiro
Computer Animation and Virtual Worlds 2016, Proceedings of the 29th Conference on Computer Animation and Social Agents,
(CASA 2016), 05/2016

[35] PHOTOREALISTIC FACIAL TEXTURE INFERENCE USING DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS
Shunsuke Saito, Lingyu Wei, Liwen Hu, Koki Nagano, Hao Li
Proceedings of the 30th IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition 2017, arXiv:1612.00523,
(CVPR 2017 Spotlight Presentation), 07/2017

[25] PATIENT-SPECIFIC ASSESSMENT OF DYSMORPHISM OF THE FEMORAL HEAD-NECK JUNCTION: A
STATISTICAL SHAPE MODEL APPROACH
Vikas Khanduja, Nick Baelde, Andreas Dobbelaere, Jan Van Houcke, Hao Li, Christophe Pattyn, Emmanuel A.
Audenaert
The International Journal of Medical Robotics and Computer Assisted Surgery 2015,
(MRCAS 2015), 12/2015

[34] HIGH-RESOLUTION IMAGE INPAINTING USING MULTI-SCALE NEURAL PATCH SYNTHESIS
Chao Yang, Xin Lu, Zhe Lin, Eli Shechtman, Oliver Wang, Hao Li
Proceedings of the 30th IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition 2017, arXiv:1611.09969,
(CVPR 2017), 07/2017

[24] FACIAL PERFORMANCE SENSING HEAD-MOUNTED DISPLAY
Hao Li, Laura Trutoiu, Kyle Olszewski, Lingyu Wei, Tristan Trutna, Pei-Lun Hsieh, Aaron Nicholls, Chongyang Ma
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Proceedings of the 42nd ACM SIGGRAPH Conference and Exhibition 2015,
(SIGGRAPH 2015), 08/2015

[33] SIMULATION-READY HAIR CAPTURE
Liwen Hu, Derek Bradley, Hao Li, Thabo Beeler
Computer Graphics Forum 36(2), Proceedings of the 38th Annual Conference of the European Association for Computer
Graphics 2017,
(Eurographics 2017), 04/2017

[23] SINGLE-VIEW HAIR MODELING USING A HAIRSTYLE DATABASE
Liwen Hu, Chongyang Ma, Linjie Luo, Hao Li
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Proceedings of the 42nd ACM SIGGRAPH Conference and Exhibition 2015,
(SIGGRAPH 2015), 08/2015

USC000391

Hao Li
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USC000392

Hao Li

[15] PIXEL-ALIGNED IMPLICIT FUNCTION FOR HIGH RESOLUTION CLOTHED HUMAN DIGITIZATION
Hao Li, Shunsuke Saito, Zeng Huang, Ryota Natsume, Angjoo Kanazawa, Shigeo Morishima
US Provisional Patent (62/846136), led 05/2018
[14] TECHNICAL PERSPECTIVE: PHOTOREALISTIC FACIAL DIGITIZATION AND MANIPULATION
Hao Li
Communications of the ACM, January 2019, Vol. 62 No. 1
(CACM 2019), 01/2019

[11] DIGITIZING THE HUMAN BODY: FROM VR, CONSUMER, TO HEALTH APPLICATIONS
Hao Li, Tristan Swedish, Pratik Shah, Lingyu Wei, Ramesh Raskar
ACM SIGGRAPH 2016 Courses, 07/2016
[10] MODELING AND CAPTURING THE HUMAN BODY: FOR RENDERING, HEALTH, AND VISUALIZATION
Hao Li, Anshuman Das, Tristan Swedish, Hyunsung Park, Ramesh Raskar
ACM SIGGRAPH 2015 Courses, 08/2015

[13] 3D HAIR SYNTHESIS USING VOLUMETRIC VARIATIONAL AUTOENCODER
Hao Li, Shunsuke Saito, Liwen Hu
US Provisional Patent (62/775301), led 12/2018
[12] REAL-TIME AVATARS USING DYNAMIC TEXTURES
Hao Li, Koki Nagano, Jaewoo Seo, Lingyu Wei, Jens Fursund
US Provisional Patent (62/718285), led 08/2018
[11] AVATAR DIGITIZATION FROM A SINGLE IMAGE FOR REAL-TIME RENDERING
Hao Li, Liwen Hu, Lingyu Wei, Koki Nagano, Jaewoo Seo, Jens Fursund
US Patent (US18/49243), led 08/2018

[8] DIGITAL IRA AND BEYOND: CREATING PHOTOREAL REAL-TIME DIGITAL CHARACTERS
Javier von der Pahlen, Jorge Jimenez, Etienne Danvoye, Paul Debevec, Graham Fyffe, Hao Li
ACM SIGGRAPH 2014 Courses, 08/2014

[10] PHOTOREALISTIC FACIAL TEXTURE INFERENCE USING DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS
Shunsuke Saito, Lingyu Wei, Liwen Hu, Hao Li
US Patent (US17/64239), led 12/2017

[7] MAKE YOUR OWN AVATAR
Ari Shapiro, Andrew Feng, Ruizhe Wang, Hao Li, Mark Bolas, Gerard Medioni, Evan Suma
ACM SIGGRAPH 2014 Real-Time Live!, 08/2014

[9] ON THE EFFECTS OF BATCH AND WEIGHT NORMALIZATION IN GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS
Sitao Xiang, Hao Li
arXiv:1704.03971
(arXiv 2017), 04/2017
[8] SEGMENTATION-GUIDED REAL-TIME FACIAL PERFORMANCE CAPTURE
Hao Li, Tianye Li, Shunsuke Saito
US Patent (US15/438551), led 02/2017
[7] DEEP LEARNING-BASED FACIAL ANIMATION FOR HEAD-MOUNTED DISPLAY
Hao Li, Joseph J. Kim, Kyle Olszewski
US Patent (US15/438546), led 02/2017
[6] INSPIRING COMPUTER VISION SYSTEM SOLUTIONS
Julian Zilly, Amit Boyarski, Micael Carvalho, Amir Atapour Abarghouei, Konstantinos Amplianitis, Aleksandr
Krasnov, Massimiliano Mancini, Hernán Gonzalez, Riccardo Spezialetti, Carlos Sampredo Pérez, Hao Li
arXiv:1707.07210
(arXiv 2017 Best ICVSS Reading Group Prize), 07/2017

[2] COMPUTING CORRESPONDENCES IN GEOMETRIC DATA SETS
Will Chang, Hao Li, Niloy J. Mitra, Mark Pauly, Szymon Rusinkiewicz, Michael Wand
Eurographics 2011 Tutorial Notes, 04/2011

[5] BREAKING THE BARRIERS TO TRUE AUGMENTED REALITY
Christian Sandor, Martin Fuchs, Alvaro Cassinelli, Hao Li, Richard Newcombe, Goshiro Yamamoto, Steven Feiner
arXiv:1512.05471
(arXiv 2015), 12/2015
[4] REALTIME FACIAL ANIMATION WITH ON-THE-FLY CORRECTIVES
Hao Li, Jihun Yu, Yuting Ye, Chris Bregler
US Patent (US14/141348), led 08/2012

USC000395

USC000396

USC000397
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DIGITAL HUMAN TELEPORTATION USING DEEP LEARNING
Speaker, USC Viterbi Corporate Advisory Board Meeting, Los Angeles, 04/2018
Keynote Speaker, CVMP 2017, London, 11/2017
Speaker, Sony US Research Center, San Jose, 11/2017
Keynote Speaker, SoftBank Ventures Forum 2017, Seoul, 10/2017
Speaker, USC China Miniforum, Los Angeles, 9/2017
Speaker, SCA 2017 Symposium on Computer Animation, Los Angeles, 7/2017
Speaker, ICVSS 2017 International Computer Vision Summer School, Sicily, 7/2017
Keynote Speaker, ACM SIGGRAPH Taipei Chapter Computer Graphics Workshop 2017, Taichung, 6/2017
Keynote Speaker, S3PM 2017 International Convention on Shape, Solid, Structure, & Physical Modeling, Berkeley, 6/2017
Speaker, FMX 2017, Stuttgart, 05/2017
Invited Talk, Ochanomizu University, Tokyo, 2/2017

CAPTURE, RENDERING, AND DISPLAY FOR VIRTUAL HUMANS
Speaker, UARC ICT Mission Projects 2017, Los Angeles, 02/2017
LEARNING CORRESPONDENCES BETWEEN CLOTHED HUMAN SHAPES
Speaker, ECCV Workshop on Geometry Meets Deep Learning 2016, Amsterdam, 10/2016
MARKERLESS MOTION CAPTURE
Speaker, Human Performance, Training & Education Tech Review, Quantico US Marine Corps Base, Stafford County, 10/2016
REAL-TIME FACIAL MOTION CAPTURE AND ITS APPLICATIONS
Speaker, 4th Huawei Smart Device Summit

PHOTOREALISTIC HUMAN DIGITIZATION AND RENDERING USING DEEP LEARNING
Speaker, Softbank Open Innovation The Second BBM Summit 2018, Hakodate, 12/2018
Invited Talk, Sony Corporation, Tokyo, 12/2018
Invited Talk, Waseda University, Tokyo, 12/2018

DIGITAL HUMANS & DEEP FAKES
Keynote Speaker, VFXRIO 2019, Rio de Janeiro, 11/2019
USC000398

20

TECHNICAL REPORTS & PATENTS

COMPLETE 3D HUMAN DIGITIZATION
Speaker, ONR HPT&E Technical Review: Warrior Resilience 2019, Orlando Science Center, Orlando, 02/2019

DEEPFAKES: DO NOT BELIEVE WHAT YOU SEE
Speaker, World Economic Forum: Annual Meeting 2020, Davos, 01/2020
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[42] DOUBLE FUSION: REAL-TIME CAPTURE OF HUMAN PERFORMANCES WITH INNER BODY SHAPES
FROM A SINGLE DEPTH SENSOR
Tao Yu, Zerong Zheng, Kaiwen Guo, Jianhui Zhao, Qionghai Dai, Hao Li, Gerard Pons-Moll, Yebin Liu
Proceedings of the 31st IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition 2018,
(CVPR 2018 Oral Presentation), 06/2018

AVATAR DIGITIZATION AND IMMERSIVE COMMUNICATION USING DEEP LEARNING
Speaker, UARC Technical Advisory Board Meeting 2017, Los Angeles, 09/2017

PINSCREEN/USC/ICT OR: HOW I LEARNED TO STOP WORRYING AND LOVE 3 JOBS
Speaker, CMIC Workshop 2019, Computational Media Innovation Centre, Victoria University, Wellington, 04/2019

10

Panasonic Corporation
Markerless Real-Time Facial Performance Capture
Date: 09/22/2014
Award Amount: $20,000
Role: PI (USC)

USC000386

VIRTUAL AVATAR CREATION USING DEEP LEARNING
Speaker, SIGGRAPH Asia Symposium on AR and VR 2017, Bangkok, 12/2017

REIMAGINING INNOVATION IN ERA OF AI: FROM VIRTUAL BEINGS TO DEEPFAKES
Speaker, MIT Technology Review EmTech 2019, Cambridge, 09/2019

FILM CREDITS

Huawei
Development of a 3D Hair Database
Date: 09/01/2015
Award Amount: $50,000
Role: PI (USC)

Activision Publishing Inc.
Research Contract
Date: 05/09/2017
Award Amount: $21,593
Role: PI (USC/ICT)

THE FUTURE OF FAKE NEWS
Speaker, World Congress of Science and Factual Producers, San Francisco, 12/2017

COMPLETE HUMAN DIGITIZATION USING PIXEL-ALIGNED IMPLICIT FUNCTIONS
Speaker, ONR HPT&E Technical Review and S&T Expo, Quantico US Marine Corps Base, Stafford County, 09/2019

RECONSTRUCTION USING STRUCTURED LIGHT
Hao Li
Studienarbeit, Universität Karlsruhe (TH), 02/2004

USC000382

3D AVATARS, VIRTUAL REALITY, AND DEEP LEARNING
Speaker, USC London Delegation Trip 2018, London, 02/2018

AI-BASED TELEPORTATION
Speaker, Second CONIX Annual Review 2019, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, 10/2019

REKONSTRUKTION FARBIGER OBJEKTE AUS STRUKTURIERT BELEUCHTETEN ANSICHTEN
Hao Li
Diplomarbeit, Universität Karlsruhe (TH), 06/2005

10/2018 - ongoing
09/2015 - 09/2016
04/2015 - 10/2015
03/2015 - 04/2015
08/2014 - 07/2015
03/2014 - 05/2015
02/2014 - 11-2016
09/2013 - 01/2014
09/2013 - 09/2016
07/2013 - 06/2014
07/2013 - 05/2014
11/2012 - 11/2012
08/2011 - 12/2014
05/2011 - 04/2012
07/2011 - 01/2012
05/2011 - 11/2011
08/2010 - 08/2011
08/2010 - 10/2010
04/2010 - 07/2010
08/2008 - 07/2009

Hao Li

THE FUTURE OF MIXED REALITY
Speaker, First CONIX Annual Review 2018, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, 09/2018

IS THAT REAL? DEEPFAKES AND TRUSTED CONTENT
Speaker, NAB Show 2019, New York, 10/2019

ANIMATION RECONSTRUCTION OF DEFORMABLE SURFACES
Hao Li
PhD dissertation, ETH Zurich, 11/2010

Munger, Tolles & Olson LLP
Huawei
LEIA, Inc.
L Squared Capital Partners
Oculus VR/Facebook
Embodee Corp.
Pelican Imaging
Innored, Inc.
Disney Research Zurich
Industrial Light & Magic, Lucaslm Ltd.
The Jig Lab
Tuxedo Agency
Artec Group, Inc
3Gear Systems
XYZ RGB, Inc.
Max Planck Institute for Intelligent Systems
C-RAD AB
Mova LLC
Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg GmbH, Institute for Animation
Aguru Images, Inc.

Mediafront Inc.
Research Contract
Date: 06/28/2017
Award Amount: $38,095
Role: PI (USC/ICT)

[1] GEOMETRIC REGISTRATION FOR DEFORMABLE SHAPES
Will Chang, Hao Li, Niloy J. Mitra, Mark Pauly, Michael Wand
Eurographics 2010 Tutorial Notes, 05/2010

Hao Li

CONSULTING

Keynote Speaker, VRST 2018, Tokyo, 12/2018
Invited Talk, Dreamscape Immersive, Los Angeles, 08/2018
Invited Talk, Amazon, Seattle, 08/2018
Speaker, US Army TRADOC Workshop 2018, Los Angeles, 08/2018
Speaker, Machine Learning for 3D Understanding, TUM Institute for Advanced Study, Munich, 07/2018
Speaker, Sixth International Workshop on Computer Vision 2018, Modena, 05/2018
Keynote Speaker, CMS Meeting of the Minds, Caltech, Pasadena, 05/2018

AI-DRIVEN 3D SHAPE AND MOTION SYNTHESIS
Speaker, UARC Technical Advisory Board Meeting 2019, Los Angeles, 11/2019

THESES

iHuman (TFIP, Himself)
The Fifth Estate: The Deepfake (CBC, Himself)
Follow This (BuzzFeed/Netix, Himself)
Blade Runner 2049 (USC Institute for Creative Technologies, Light Stage Processing Supervisor)
Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets (Vision & Graphics Lab, Director)
Furious 7 (Weta Digital, Researcher)
The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies (Weta Digital, Researcher)
Noah (ILM, R&D)
Captain America: The Winter Soldier (ILM, R&D)
Snickers - Hungry Face Morph
Star Trek Into Darkness (ILM, R&D)
The Lone Ranger (ILM, R&D)
Pacic Rim (ILM, R&D)
Space Pirate Captain Harlock
G.I. Joe: Retaliation (ILM, R&D)
Maattrraan
Yellow
3D Underwater Motion Capture of Dana Vollmer Olympic Gold Medalist 2012

USC000394

Annual Faculty Merit Review Committee, SS 2020
CS Department Faculty Search Committee, FS 2019
CSGames Curriculum Revision Committee, FS 2019
SCA IMGD / CSGames Faculty Joint Appointment Committee (Chair), FS 2019
ICT MxR Director Search Committee, FS 2018
SCA IMGD / CSGames Faculty Tenure Committee, FS 2018
CS Department PhD Admissions Committee, FS 2018
SCA IMGD / CSGames Faculty Search Committee, SS 2018
CS Department PhD Admissions Committee, FS 2017
Annual Faculty Merit Review Committee, SS 2017
CS Department PhD Admissions Committee, FS 2016
CS Department Faculty Search Committee, FS 2015
CS Department PhD Admissions Committee, FS 2015
CS Department Faculty Search Committee, FS 2014
CS Department Transformative Committee, FS 2013
Co-Chair of CS Department Colloquium Committee, FS 2013

Facebook / Oculus
Facebook Award
Date: 10/14/2015
Award Amount: $25,000
Role: PI (USC)

[14] MODERN TECHNIQUES AND APPLICATIONS FOR REAL-TIME NON-RIGID REGISTRATION
Andrea Tagliasacchi, Hao Li
ACM SIGGRAPH Asia 2016 Courses, 12/2016

[1] FAST SUBPIXEL ACCURATE RECONSTRUCTION USING COLOR STRUCTURED LIGHT
Hao Li, Raphael Straub, Hartmut Prautzsch
Proceedings of the Fourth IASTED International Conference on Visualization, Imaging and Image Processing 2004,
(VIIP 2004), 09/2004

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sony Corporation
Unconstrained Dynamic Shape Capture
Duration: 11/01/2015 - 10/31/2016
Award Amount: $123,500
Role: PI (USC)

[3] KINECT-BASED FACIAL ANIMATION
Thibaut Weise, Soen Bouaziz, Hao Li, Mark Pauly
ACM SIGGRAPH Asia 2011 Emerging Technologies, 12/2011

[15] GEOMETRIC DEEP LEARNING
Jonathan Masci, Emanuelle Rodolà, Davide Boscaini, Michael M. Bronstein, Hao Li
ACM SIGGRAPH Asia 2016 Courses, 12/2016

• USC Viterbi EngX 2019 (ONR STEM)
• USC London Hackathon 2018
• USC Academic Career Mentoring Panel 2017
• USC Viterbi K-12 STEM: Coding and Animation (Screening and Panel) 2015

Adobe Systems Inc.
Research Gift Donation
Date: 08/09/2017
Award Amount: $20,000
Role: PI (USC)

[4] DYNAMIC GEOMETRY PROCESSING
Will Chang, Hao Li, Niloy J. Mitra, Mark Pauly, Michael Wand
Eurographics 2012 Tutorial Notes, 05/2012

[16] PINSCREEN: 3D AVATAR FROM A SINGLE IMAGE
Hao Li, Shunsuke Saito, Jens Fursund, Lingyu Wei, Liwen Hu, Chao Yang, Ronald Yu, Stephen Chen, Isabella
Benavente, Yen-Chun Chen
ACM SIGGRAPH Asia 2016 Emerging Technologies, 12/2016

09/2013
07/2012
03/2012

University of Southern California, Computer Science Department

Sony Corporation
Geometry and Appearance Synthesis for 3D Human Performance Capture
Duration: 05/01/2017 - 04/31/2018
Award Amount: $120,000
Role: PI (USC)

[5] RAPID AVATAR CAPTURE AND SIMULATION USING COMMODITY DEPTH SENSORS
Ari Shapiro, Andrew Feng, Ruizhe Wang, Hao Li, Mark Bolas, Gerard Medioni, Evan Suma
ACM SIGGRAPH 2014 Talks, 08/2014

[17] PINSCREEN: CREATING PERFORMANCE-DRIVEN AVATARS IN SECONDS
Hao Li, Liwen Hu, Koki Nagano, Jaewoo Seo, Shunsuke Saito, Lingyu Wei, Iman Sadeghi, Jens Fursund, Yen-Chun
Chen, Stephen Chen, Carrie Sun
ACM SIGGRAPH 2017 Real-Time Live!, 08/2017

[13] STRUCTURE-AWARE HAIR CAPTURE
Linjie Luo, Hao Li, Szymon Rusinkiewicz
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Proceedings of the 40th ACM SIGGRAPH Conference and Exhibition 2013,
(SIGGRAPH 2013), 07/2013

9

[6] MEASUREMENT AND MODELING OF MICROFACET DISTRIBUTION UNDER DEFORMATION
Koki Nagano, Oleg Alexander, Jernej Barbic, Hao Li, Paul Debevec
ACM SIGGRAPH 2014 Talks, 08/2014

[18] TRUTH IN IMAGES, VIDEOS, AND GRAPHICS
Chris Bregler, Alyosha Efros, Irfan Essa, Hany Farid, Ira Kemelmacher-Shlizerman, Matthias Nießner, Luisa
Verdoliva, Hao Li
ACM SIGGRAPH 2018 Sunday Workshop, 08/2018

5

• Andrew Jones, University of Southern California
• Morten Bojsen-Hansen, IST Austria
• Breannan Smith, Columbia University
University of Southern California, Computer Science Department

USC000381

Hao Li

[9] HOLOCHAT: 3D AVATARS ON MOBILE LIGHT FIELD DISPLAYS
Jing Liu, Armand Niederberger, Jihun Yu, Hao Li, David Fattal
ACM SIGGRAPH 2015 Emerging Technologies, 08/2015

[20] PINSCREEN AVATARS IN YOUR POCKET: MOBILE PAGAN ENGINE AND PERSONALIZED GAMING
Koki Nagano, Shunsuke Saito, Mclean Goldwhite, Kyle San, Aaron Hong, Liwen Hu, Lingyu Wei, Jun Xing, Qingguo
Xu, Hanwei Kung, Jiale Kuang, Aviral Agarwal, Erik Castellanos, Jaewoo Seo, Jens Fursund, Hao Li
ACM SIGGRAPH Asia 2018 Real-Time Live!, 12/2018

[14] REALTIME FACIAL ANIMATION WITH ON-THE-FLY CORRECTIVES
Hao Li, Jihun Yu, Yuting Ye, Chris Bregler
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Proceedings of the 40th ACM SIGGRAPH Conference and Exhibition 2013,
(SIGGRAPH 2013), 07/2013

01/2019
05/2018
04/2018
03/2018
11/2017
11/2017
05/2017
03/2017
11/2016
12/2015
08/2016
05/2016
04/2016
04/2016
02/2016
12/2015
08/2015
05/2015
05/2015
05/2014
03/2014
09/2013

[12] CREATING AVATARS FROM A SINGLE IMAGE AND BRINGING THEM TO LIFE
Hao Li, Shunsuke Saito
ACM SIGGRAPH 2016 Experience Presentations, 07/2016

[21] THE HUMAN ELEMENT: DIGITAL MIMICRY
Hao Li, Jaewoo Seo, Koki Nagano, Zejian Wang, Liwen Hu, Lingyu Wei, Yen-Chun Chen
World Economic Forum: Annual Meeting of the New Champions, Dalian, 07/2019

[6] EXAMPLE-BASED FACIAL RIGGING
Hao Li, Thibaut Weise, Mark Pauly
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Proceedings of the 37th ACM SIGGRAPH Conference and Exhibition 2010,
(SIGGRAPH 2010), 07/2010

Yi Zhou, University of Southern California
Loc Huynh, University of Southern California
Weiyue Wang, University of Southern California
Chloe Legendre, University of Southern California
Lingyu Wei, University of Southern California
Jens Windau, University of Southern California
Yijing Li, University of Southern California
Sean Mason, University of Southern California
Soravit Changpinyo, University of Southern California
Yi Guo, University of Southern California
Inkyu Kim, University of Southern California
Matthias Hernandez, University of Southern California
Tran Tuan Anh, University of Southern California
Arnav Aghaarwal, University of Southern California
Kai Chang, University of Southern California
Ruizhe Wang, University of Southern California
Rongqi Qiu, University of Southern California
Christian Potthast, University of Southern California
Kai Chang, University of Southern California
Guan Pang, University of Southern California
Mohammad Abdel-Majeed, University of Southern California
Paul Graham, University of Southern California

[13] CANCER MOONSHOT: SXSL - MARKERLESS FACIAL PERFORMANCE CAPTURE
Hao Li
SXSL South by South Lawn: A White House Festival of Ideas, Art, and Action, Interactive Exhibit, 10/2015

[25] DEEPFAKED
Hao Li, Jaewoo Seo, Koki Nagano, McLean Goldwhite, Huiwen Luo, Zejian Wang, Lingyu Wei, Yen-Chun Chen
World Economic Forum: Annual Meeting 2020, Davos, 01/2020

[7] REALTIME PERFORMANCE-BASED FACIAL ANIMATION
Thibaut Weise, Soen Bouaziz, Hao Li, Mark Pauly
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Proceedings of the 38th ACM SIGGRAPH Conference and Exhibition 2011,
(SIGGRAPH 2011), 08/2011

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

USC000390

[22] SKIN MICROSTRUCTURE DEFORMATION WITH DISPLACEMENT MAP CONVOLUTION
Koki Nagano, Graham Fyffe, Oleg Alexander, Jernej Barbi, Hao Li, Abhijeet Ghosh, Paul Debevec
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Proceedings of the 42nd ACM SIGGRAPH Conference and Exhibition 2015,
(SIGGRAPH 2015), 08/2015

[18] RAPID AVATAR CAPTURE AND SIMULATION USING COMMODITY DEPTH SENSORS
Ari Shapiro, Andrew Feng, Ruizhe Wang, Hao Li, Mark Bolas, Gerard Medioni, Evan Suma
Computer Animation and Virtual Worlds 2014, Proceedings of the 27th Conference on Computer Animation and Social Agents,
(CASA 2014), 05/2014

12/2019
04/2019
11/2018
03/2018
03/2017
02/2017
12/2016
11/2016
07/2016
04/2016
02/2016
05/2014
04/2014

PhD Qualifying Committee

USC000385

[51] PAGAN: REAL-TIME AVATARS USING DYNAMIC TEXTURES
Koki Nagano, Jaewoo Seo, Jun Xing, Lingyu Wei, Zimo Li, Shunsuke Saito, Aviral Agarwal, Jens Fursund, Hao Li
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Proceedings of the 11th ACM SIGGRAPH Conference and Exhibition in Asia 2018,
(SIGGRAPH Asia 2018), 12/2018

[60] DEEP FACE NORMALIZATION
Koki Nagano, Huiwen Luo, Zejian Wang, Jaewoo Seo, Jun Xing, Liwen Hu, Lingyu Wei, Hao Li
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Proceedings of the 12th ACM SIGGRAPH Conference and Exhibition in Asia 2019,
(SIGGRAPH Asia 2019), 11/2019

Shunsuke Saito, University of Southern California
Jens Windau, University of Southern California
Liwen Hu, University of Southern California
Lingyu Wei, University of Southern California
Yi Guo, University of Southern California
Kai Chang, University of Southern California
Srinath Sridhar, Saarland University / Max Planck Institute for Informatics
Hongyi Xu, University of Southern California
Morten Bojsen-Hansen, IST Austria
Koki Nagano, University of Southern California
Sema Berkiten, Princeton University
Paul Graham, University of Southern California
Zhuoliang Kang, University of Southern California

Adobe Systems Inc.
Research Gift Donation
Date: 01/07/2016
Award Amount: $10,000
Role: PI (USC)

Sony Corporation
Highly Sparse Volumetric Capture Using Deep Learning
Duration: 05/01/2018 - 04/31/2019
Award Amount: $120,000
Role: PI (USC)
USC000384

[61] LEARNING TO INFER IMPLICIT SURFACES WITHOUT 3D SUPERVISION
Shichen Liu, Shunsuke Saito, Weikai Chen, Hao Li
Proceedings of the 33rd Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems 2019,
(NeurIPS 2019), 12/2019

USC Shoah Foundation Institute
New Dimensions in Testimony
Duration: 05/01/2016 - 09/31/2017
Award Amount: $625,266
Role: PI (USC/ICT)

8

Sony Corporation
Light Stage Processing Research
Duration: 10/01/2019 - 09/30/2020
Award Amount: $200,000
Role: PI (USC/ICT)

Hao Li

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

USC000380

Hao Li
Industry Funding ($4,111,561)

PEER-REVIEWED JOURNAL & CONFERENCE PAPERS

University Funding ($856,166)

DARPA Information Science and Technology (ISAT) Study Group Member
Ofce of Naval Research (ONR) Young Investigator Program (YIP) Award
USC Stevens Commercialization Award
Microsoft Academic Top 10 Leaderboard in the past 5 years in Computer Graphics (ranking #1)
World Technology Award Fellow
Andrew and Erna Viterbi Early Career Chair
Okawa Foundation Research Grant
Google Faculty Research Award
C-Suite Quaterly NextGen 10: Innovators under 40
World’s top 35 innovator under 35 by MIT Technology Review
Swiss National Science Foundation fellowship for prospective researchers
ACM Symposium on Computer Animation Best Paper Award ’09
National Science Foundation 3DPVT ’06 Student Travel Stipend
German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) fellowship
Karl-Steinbuch scholarship of the MFG Baden-Württemberg

7

Thomas Gessmann-Stiftung fellowship, German Science Foundation
Baden-Württemberg scholarship of the Markel Foundation
Scholarship of the Richard Winter foundation
ERASMUS scholarship
E-fellows scholarship

Innored Inc.
Research Gift Donation
Date: 11/01/2013
Award Amount: $25,000
Role: PI (USC)

06/2016 - ongoing
10/2017 - ongoing
12/2018 - ongoing
08/2017 - ongoing
08/2017 - ongoing
06/2016 - ongoing
04/2017 - ongoing
04/2017 - ongoing
05/2018 - ongoing
05/2018 - ongoing
06/2016 - ongoing

USC000379

Hao Li

Army Research Ofce (ARO)
UARC 6.1: AI-Driven 3D Shape and Motion Synthesis
Duration: 11/01/2019 - 10/31/2021
Award Amount: $2,636,190
Role: PI (USC/ICT)

Total Funding Awarded to PI: $17,528,472 where $3,512,525 for USC and $14,015,945 for USC/ICT.

Kathleen Haase, Special Projects Manager
Yajie Zhao, Researcher Associate
Mingming He, Postdoctoral Researcher
Loc Huynh, PhD Student
Kalle Bladin, Research Programmer
Pratusha Prasad, Research Programmer (MSc in 2016)
Xinglei Ren, Research Programmer (MSc in 2017)
Bipin Kishore, Research Programmer (MSc in 2017)
Chinmay Chinara, Research Programmer (MSc in 2018)
Aakash Shanbhag, Research Programmer (MSc in 2018)
Marcel Ramos, Digital Artist

11/2008 - 05/2009
02/2008 - 08/2008
09/2006 - 03/2007

PhD Defense
09/2019 - ongoing
09/2019 - ongoing
09/2019 - ongoing
09/2019 - ongoing
09/2019 - ongoing
09/2018 - ongoing
09/2018 - ongoing
09/2018 - ongoing
09/2018 - ongoing
09/2016 - ongoing
09/2016 - ongoing
09/2016 - ongoing
09/2016 - ongoing
11/2015 - ongoing
09/2014 - ongoing
09/2015 - 05/2019
09/2014 - 05/2018
09/2014 - 05/2019
01/2014 - 05/2014
10/2016 - 05/2018
01/2014 - 05/2014
01/2015 - 05/2015
09/2016 - 05/2017
09/2013 - 06/2015

Hao Li

Outreach

ACADEMIC SERVICES
06/2010 - 09/2010

ETH Zurich, Department of Computer Science

University of Southern California, Computer Science Department
Jiaman Li, PhD Student
Ruilong Li, PhD Student
Hanyuan Xiao, PhD Student
Zhengfei Kuang, PhD Student
Yuliang Xiu, PhD Student
Kyle Morgenroth, PhD Student
Pengda Xiang, PhD Student
Haiwei Chen, PhD Student
Shichen Liu, PhD Student
Sitao Xiang, PhD Student
Zimo Li, PhD Student
Zeng Huang, PhD Student
Zhou Yi, PhD Student
Tianye Li, PhD Student (MSc in 2015)
Kyle Olszewski, PhD Student
Shunsuke Saito, PhD Student (PhD defense in 12/2019)
Lingyu Wei, PhD Student (PhD defense in 03/2018)
Liwen Hu, PhD Student (MSc in 2013 and PhD defense in 11/2018)
Nitika Aggarwal, MSc Student
Ronald Yu, MSc Student (next stop: Stanford University)
Carrie Sun, BSc Student
Lizhi Fan, BSc Student
Natalie Monger, BSc Student
Dr. Chongyang Ma, Postdoctoral Researcher (next stop: Snap Inc.)

01/2012 - 05/2012
01/2012 - 05/2012
01/2012 - 05/2012
01/2012 - 05/2012

EPFL, School of Computer and Communication Sciences

• Surface Representation and Geometric Modeling (Lecture) 2007, 2008, and 2009
• Introduction to Computer Graphics (Lecture) 2006, 2007, 2008, and 2009
• Advanced Topics in Computer Graphics (Seminar) 2006 and 2007
• Geometric Computing (Seminar) 2008

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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07/2018 - ongoing
06/2016 - ongoing
06/2017 - 09/2019
05/2017 - 01/2019
06/2016 - 01/2018

Columbia University, Computer Science Department

• Digital 3D Geometry Processing (Lecture) 2010
• Computer Graphics (Lecture) 2010
ETH Zurich, Department of Computer Science

Supervision

TEACHING

• Thesis: Animation Reconstruction of Deformable Surfaces
Advisor: Prof. M. Pauly
M. Sc., Computer Science
Universität Karlsruhe (TH), Department of Computer Sciences

Teaching Assistant
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, School of Computer and Communication Sciences

Weta Digital
Visiting Professor, Virtual Studio Group

EDUCATION
Ph. D., Computer Science
ETH Zurich, Department of Computer Science

Columbia University, Computer Science Department
• Computer Graphics (Lecture) 2011

USC Institute for Creative Technologies
Director of the Vision and Graphics Lab

Hao Li
• Owen Ingraham, Digital Artist
• Christina Trejo, Project Coordinator
• Weikai Chen, Researcher Associate (now at Tencent America)
• Jun Xing, Postdoctoral Researcher (now at miHoYo)
• Andrew Jones, Sr. Research Associate (now at Raxium Inc.)

Stanford University, Computer Science Department
05/2019 - ongoing

MENTORING

COMMITMENT

Google Scholar

Hao Li

• CS148: Introduction to Computer Graphics & Imaging (Lecture) 2012
University of Southern California
Associate Professor (with Tenure), Computer Science Department

Associate Professor of Computer Science, USC
Director of the Vision and Graphics Lab, USC Institute for Creative Technologies

Date of birth
Place of birth
Citizenship
Languages

2

POSITIONS

CEO & Co-Founder, Pinscreen Inc.

USC000399

View the Original Full Report at http://sadeghi.com/USC-Report

USC000378 407

Attachment 9

Institute of Creative Technologies (ICT)
Dr. Hao Li
Information Security Summary
July 8, 2019
Rob Groome – Director of Security Operations
Alan Hong – Senior Incident Response Analyst

Privileged and Confidential

USC000408

Privileged and Confidential: Attorney Work Product
Office of Compliance
University of Southern California
Los Angeles, CA 90089
Dear Dr. Grace,
We have completed our analysis of the MacBook Pro with Serial Number C02V20C9J93D. Our
engagement was performed in accordance with our Incident Request Number, REQ0131116, and our
procedures were as follows:
• Image the device
• Locate items of interest(s)
• Provide any further assistance you may need
The procedures and findings from our initial analysis are provided in this report.
We appreciate the cooperation and assistance provided to us during the course of our work. If you have
any questions, please feel free to reach out to us.
Kind regards,
USC Information Security Office

Privileged and Confidential: Attorney Work Product - USC Information Security Office – Institute of
Creative Technologies - 2
USC000409

Privileged and Confidential: Attorney Work Product
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Privileged and Confidential: Attorney Work Product - USC Information Security Office – Institute of
Creative Technologies - 3
USC000410

Privileged and Confidential: Attorney Work Product

Executive Summary
History/Background
•

•
•
•
•

On June 21, 2019, Rob Groome informed me, Alan Hong, about the need to acquire a device for
an investigation for the Office of Compliance. Details of the data size were later revealed to
provide an approximate time it would take to forensically image the device(s) and return them
to the owner. Furthermore, details of evidence drop off were also discussed.
Communications between the Information Security Office and the Office of Compliance has
primarily been done over email with a few phone calls for verification purposes on scheduling
Dr. Grace and Dr. Li both agreed to meet at the Carole Little Building on June 27, 2019 at 10:00
AM for the evidence hand off
The only evidence that was presented and handed over with Dr. Grace present to witness, was
the MacBook Pro with Serial Number C02V20C9J93D
Chain of Custody documentation was filled out and the imaging process commence the same
day June 27, 2019 at approximately 10:45 AM.

Findings
•
•

It was discovered that the machine contains very little data and appears to have been recently
re-imaged. The relevant data that was located was the exact folder that Dr. Li mentioned that he
copied from his external hard drive to the laptop.
The following is a summary of the important items/artifacts/information to gain a better
understanding of the laptop:
o The earliest system file times are all documented to be 2019-06-24 at 23:01:56 (PDT)
o Internet History, Cookies, and Cache were all bare and contained little to no information
o The User Account that was created for him by the “IT Group” to use, pinscreen, had a
creation time of 2019-06-24 at 23:33:14 (PDT)
o The SIGAsia17 Directory had the Date Modified as 2019-06-26 at 09:54:59 (PDT)

Privileged and Confidential: Attorney Work Product - USC Information Security Office – Institute of
Creative Technologies - 4
USC000411

Privileged and Confidential: Attorney Work Product

Scope and Analysis Considerations
This report summarizes the Information Security Office’s analysis and findings related to the areas of
investigation. The Information Security Office’s engagement was limited by the amount of data
provided by Dr. Hao Li.
Dr. Hao Li Provided the following:
• Apple MacBook Pro – 15” – Serial Number C02V20C9J93D
Areas of Interest / Relevant Areas of Analysis
• User account creation
o Pinscreen account was created on 2019-06-24 at 23:33:14 (PDT)
• System File creation
o System file creation times start at 2019-06-24 at 23:01:56 (PDT)
• Internet/Browser History
o Contained the opening pages and little history by going to GitHub
• Research Folder – SIGAsia17
o Folder is confirmed to be in the location mentioned. The folder has 309,830 items
o The folder was added to the computer on 2019-06-25 at 18:26:18 (PDT)
• Desktop / Documents / Downloads Folder
o They were all empty and contained no data
Items that should be noted are:
• It should be noted that the laptop referenced above, is not an USC Asset but one that Dr. Hao Li
presented and claimed all his work was on there
• Furthermore, the folder that was copied (SIGAsia17) all has last modified times pointing back to
2019-06-25 at 18:26:18 (PDT) which means we do not have the visibility into the original
creation time because the items have been tampered with since the copy was made from
another media source to this laptop.
• If possible, it would be best if we were able to obtain the original sources
• Dr. Li mentioned during the time of evidence drop off that the laptop was worked on by the “IT
Group”. It is currently unknown which “IT Group” this is.

Privileged and Confidential: Attorney Work Product - USC Information Security Office – Institute of
Creative Technologies - 5
USC000412

Attachment 10

Institute of Creative Technologies (ICT)
Dr. Hao Li
Information Security Summary
July 29, 2019
Rob Groome – Director of Security Operations
Alan Hong – Senior Incident Response Analyst

Privileged and Confidential

USC000413

Privileged and Confidential: Attorney Work Product
Office of Compliance
University of Southern California
Los Angeles, CA 90089
Dear Dr. Grace,
We have completed our analysis of the following items:
• MacBook Pro with Serial Number C02V20C9J93D
• MacBook Pro with Serial Number C02SXE11GTF1
• Western Digital Elements External Hard Drive with Serial Number WXS1EC7EKWMF
Our engagement was performed in accordance with our Incident Request Number, REQ0131116, and
our procedures were as follows:
• Image the device
• Locate items of interest(s)
• Provide any further assistance you may need
The procedures and findings from our initial analysis are provided in this report.
We appreciate the cooperation and assistance provided to us during the course of our work. If you have
any questions, please feel free to reach out to us.
Kind regards,
USC Information Security Office

Privileged and Confidential: Attorney Work Product - USC Information Security Office – Institute of
Creative Technologies - 2
USC000414

Privileged and Confidential: Attorney Work Product
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Privileged and Confidential: Attorney Work Product

Executive Summary
History/Background
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

On June 21, 2019, Rob Groome informed me, Alan Hong, about the need to acquire a device for
an investigation for the Office of Compliance. Details of the data size were later revealed to
provide an approximate time it would take to forensically image the device(s) and return them
to the owner. Furthermore, details of evidence drop off were also discussed.
Communications between the Information Security Office and the Office of Compliance has
primarily been done over email with a few phone calls for verification purposes on scheduling
Dr. Grace and Dr. Li both agreed to meet at the Carole Little Building on June 27, 2019 at 10:00
AM for the evidence hand off
The only evidence that was presented and handed over with Dr. Grace present to witness, was
the MacBook Pro with Serial Number C02V20C9J93D
Chain of Custody documentation was filled out and the imaging process commenced the same
day June 27, 2019 at approximately 10:45 AM.
Further communications occurred and there was an agreement that Dr. Li would bring his ICT
assigned laptop for imaging as well as the external hard drive that contained the original
research.
Dr. Li handed over a MacBook Pro with Serial Number C02SXE11GTF1 and a Western Digital
Elements External Hard Drive with Serial Number WXS1EC7EKWMF on July 10, 2019 and imaging
commenced the same day.
After imaging and verification of data, the devices were returned to Dr. Li on July 15, 2019.

Findings
•

MacBook Pro with Serial Number C02V20C9J93D
o It was discovered that the machine contains very little data and appears to have been
recently re-imaged. The relevant data that was located was the exact folder that Dr. Li
mentioned that he copied from his external hard drive to the laptop.
o The following is a summary of the important items/artifacts/information to gain a better
understanding of the laptop:
§ The earliest system file times are all documented to be 2019-06-24 at 23:01:56
(PDT)
§ Internet History, Cookies, and Cache were all bare and contained little to no
information
§ The User Account that was created for him by the “IT Group” to use, pinscreen,
had a creation time of 2019-06-24 at 23:33:14 (PDT)
§ The SIGAsia17 Directory had the Date Modified as 2019-06-26 at 09:54:59 (PDT)

•

MacBook Pro with Serial Number C02SXE11GTF1
o It was discovered that the machine had two separate partitions1 on the computer and it
was running both macOS and Windows 10 Enterprise. The same scenario, recent

1

Partitions can typically be referenced as logical separations of a hard drive. This allows for the installation of
multiple Operating Systems on a single hard drive in this scenario.

Privileged and Confidential: Attorney Work Product - USC Information Security Office – Institute of
Creative Technologies - 4
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Privileged and Confidential: Attorney Work Product

•

imaging, appears to have also taken place with both partitions as the date stamps all
traverse back to 2016/2017 activity and nothing recent.
§ macOS Partition
• The last event that occurred documented to 2016-01-01 at 14:10:43
(PDT) which was attributed to JAMFAgent, which is an imaging software.
• There were 4 user accounts that were located: Administrator, bullfrog,
li, shared. On all accounts the Desktop, Documents, Downloads
directories were all empty
§ Windows Partition – Windows 10 Enterprise
• The system’s last timestamp of change is 2017-01-17 at 15:42:09 (PDT)
• There were 4 user accounts that were located: bullfrog, defaultuser0,
ict, and public. All of which the directories of Desktop, Document, and
Downloads were empty
Western Digital Elements External Hard Drive with Serial Number WXS1EC7EKWMF
o The hard drive was a 4TB external hard drive in which 115 GB was utilized.
o This was a storage drive and per the previous engagement with Dr. Li, the directory of
interest was labeled “SIGAsia17”. The directory had the following attributes:
§ Date Created - 2019-06-24 at 10:47:16 (PDT)
§ Date Modified - 2019-06-24 at 10:47:16 (PDT)
§ Date Accessed - 2019-07-09 at 15:49:52 (PDT)

Privileged and Confidential: Attorney Work Product - USC Information Security Office – Institute of
Creative Technologies - 5
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Privileged and Confidential: Attorney Work Product

Scope and Analysis Considerations
This report summarizes the Information Security Office’s analysis and findings related to the areas of
investigation. The Information Security Office’s engagement was limited by the amount of data
provided by Dr. Hao Li.
Dr. Hao Li Provided the following:
• Apple MacBook Pro – 15” – Serial Number C02V20C9J93D
• Apple MacBook Pro – 15” – Serial Number C02SXE11GTF1
• Western Digital Elements External Hard Drive – Serial Number WXS1EC7EKWMF
Areas of Interest / Relevant Areas of Analysis
• Apple MacBook Pro – 15” – Serial Number C02V20C9J93D
o User account creation
§ Pinscreen account was created on 2019-06-24 at 23:33:14 (PDT)
o System File creation
§ System file creation times start at 2019-06-24 at 23:01:56 (PDT)
o Internet/Browser History
§ Contained the opening pages and little history by going to GitHub
o Research Folder – SIGAsia17
§ Folder is confirmed to be in the location mentioned. The folder has 309,830
items
§ The folder was added to the computer on 2019-06-25 at 18:26:18 (PDT)
o Desktop / Documents / Downloads Folder
§ They were all empty and contained no data
• Apple MacBook Pro – 15” – Serial Number C02SXE11GTF1
o Running macOS and a Bootcamp partition. Both partitions have system dates pointing
back to 2016 and 2017 which means that there is a high possibility that the Operating
System(s) has been recently re-imaged.
§ macOS Partition
• The last event that occurred documented to 2016-01-01 at 14:10:43
(PDT) which was attributed to JAMFAgent, which is an imaging software.
• The Operating System Version was running macOS Sierra version
10.12.2. Which is an outdated version as of the current writing of this
report, the most recent version Apple Inc has released is 10.14.5
• There were 4 user accounts that were located: Administrator, bullfrog,
li, shared. The Desktop, Documents, Downloads directories on all 4
accounts were all empty
§ Windows Partition
• The system’s earliest timestamp is 2017-01-17 at 12:22:54 (PDT)
• The system’s last timestamp of change is 2017-01-17 at 15:42:09 (PDT)
• The operating system is running Windows 10 Enterprise
• There were 4 user accounts that were located: bullfrog, defaultuser0,
ict, and public. All of which the directories of Desktop, Document, and
Downloads were empty
Privileged and Confidential: Attorney Work Product - USC Information Security Office – Institute of
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•

Western Digital Elements External Hard Drive – Serial Number WXS1EC7EKWMF
o The hard drive was a 4TB external hard drive in which 115 GB was utilized.
o This was a storage drive and per the previous engagement with Dr. Li, the directory of
interest was labeled “SIGAsia17”. The directory had the following attributes:
§ Date Created - 2019-06-24 at 10:47:16 (PDT)
§ Date Modified - 2019-06-24 at 10:47:16 (PDT)
§ Date Accessed - 2019-07-09 at 15:49:52 (PDT)
§ Contains 4 folders (then each folder has a lot of their own details):
§ hair_data
• Date Created - 2018-09-28 at 11:29:42 (PDT)
• Date Modified - 2019-07-09 at 11:29:51 (PDT)
• Date Accessed - 2019-07-09 at 15:50:03 (PDT)
§ hair_database
• Date Created - 2018-09-28 at 09:58:17 (PDT)
• Date Modified - 2018-09-28 at 11:19:41 (PDT)
• Date Accessed - 2019-07-09 at 15:50:00 (PDT)
§ inputs
• Date Created - 2017-03-05 at 02:02:16 (PDT)
• Date Modified - 2018-10-20 at 20:56:13 (PDT)
• Date Accessed - 2019-07-09 at 15:49:56 (PDT)
§ siga17
• Date Created - 2018-09-26 at 16:18:47 (PDT)
• Date Modified - 2018-09-26 at 17:29:17 (PDT)
• Date Accessed - 2019-07-09 at 15:49:55 (PDT)

Items that should be noted are:
• It should be noted that the MacBook Pro with Serial Number C02V20C9J93D, is not an USC
Asset but one that Dr. Hao Li presented and claimed all his work was on there
• Furthermore, the folder that was copied (SIGAsia17) all has last modified times pointing back to
2019-06-25 at 18:26:18 (PDT) which means we do not have the visibility into the original
creation time because the items have been tampered with since the copy was made from
another media source to MacBook Pro with Serial Number C02V20C9J93D.
• Dr. Li mentioned during the time of evidence drop off (June 27, 2019) that the laptop was
worked on by the “IT Group”. It is currently unknown which “IT Group” this is.
• The MacBook Pro with Serial Number C02SXE11GTF1, contains 2 partitions and both Operating
Systems did not have any recent data and all system times points to a historical time space.
Although we are unable to determine the exact date of when imaging occurred, it can be said
that the action took place prior to the relinquishment of the machine.
• The external hard drive appears to have the relevant data for further queries and analysis.
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1. Task
I was asked by Dr. Kristen Grace, M.D., Ph.D., Research Integrity Officer at USC’s Office of
Research (the “Research Integrity Officer”) to analyze software that was demonstrated by Dr. Hao
Li and Dr. Iman Sadeghi at the ACM SIGGRAPH 2017 Real Time Live! (“SIGGRAPH RTL
2017”) conference which took place on August 1, 2017. The demo was titled “Pinscreen: Creating
Performance-Driven Avatars in Seconds.”
I understand from reviewing materials provided to me by the Research Integrity Officer that Dr.
Li is alleged to have, inter alia:
1. Falsified data in an abstract to SIGGRAPH RTL 2017 by representing that he had
developed a “fully automatic framework for creating a complete 3D avatar…to build a
high-quality head model within seconds,” when in fact the technology took approximately
a minute and a half to generate; and
2. Falsified data in the live SIGGRAPH RTL 2017 demonstration by claiming that the
creation of an avatar using his technology was in real time and accomplished in a matter of
seconds, when in fact the avatar creation was pre-loaded (“cached”) on the computer. In
addition, it is alleged that Dr. Li instructed his team to manually modify the outputs actually
being generated to improve the avatars’ quality such that the output demonstrated was not
an accurate representation of the output his technology generated.
I analyzed the actual capabilities of the Pinscreen software that was presented at SIGGRAPH RTL
2017 (the “Pinscreen Demo Software”). This report states the results of that analysis.

2. Information Analyzed
I received and reviewed the following information:
•
•
•
•
•

USC’s list of allegations
Information provided to USC by Dr. Sadeghi
USC ICT ITS report of forensic analysis of hard drives
The Amended Complaint brought against Pinscreen by Dr. Sadeghi
The USC Inquiry Report and attachments
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•
•
•

The manuscripts and abstract referenced in USC’s list of allegations
The Pinscreen Demo Software downloaded from https://gitlab.com/pinscreen/rtl-app
“SIGGRAPH 2017 Real Time Live” video at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hpuEdXn M0Q

3. Summary of Findings
My analysis determined that:
1. The Pinscreen Demo Software does not include functionality for creating a 3D avatar from
an image, either fully automatically or otherwise.
2. The Pinscreen Demo Software includes at least eleven pre-built, pre-stored avatars. Four
of these avatars – “Iman”, “Hao”, “JohnRoot”, and “Christobal” – were displayed by Dr.
Sadeghi during the Pinscreen Demo.
3. The Pinscreen Demo Software allows the user to take a picture using an attached webcam.
No matter what picture is taken with the webcam, the rtl-app will then display the pre-built
the “Iman” avatar.
4. The Pinscreen Demo Software also allows the user to select a previously captured picture
file. If the name of the picture file corresponds to one of the pre-built avatars (e.g.,
“JohnRoot.jpeg”), then the app displays the corresponding pre-built avatar. If the name of
the picture file does not correspond to one of the pre-built avatars (e.g.,
“GeorgeEdwards.jpg”), no avatar is displayed.
5. The Pinscreen Demo Software is designed to mislead the viewer. For example, the
Pinscreen Demo Software includes a “progress bar” that appears to show the progress of
an underlying computation to generate an avatar, when in fact the progress bar simply fills
up according to a timer.

4. Detailed Description of Findings
The Pinscreen Demo Software was provided to me in the form of a Git repository at
gitlab.com/pinscreen/rtl-app. The Pinscreen Demo Software is implemented using an off-the-shelf
game engine named Unity. Unity applications include components (such as 3D models and scenes)
that are created within the Unity Editor as well as C# code files, called scripts, that define behaviors
for those components.
The video of the live Pinscreen demonstration shows that the presentation included two main parts.
In the first part (shown at 31:06 to 35:43 of the video), Dr. Sadeghi demonstrates the purported
avatar generation capabilities of the software. He takes a picture of himself and then shows an
avatar that was purportedly generated in real-time from that picture. He then selects image files of
three other people and shows an avatar of each person purportedly generated from the image file.
This first portion of the demo was the focus of my analysis since it included the functionality that
was allegedly falsified.
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In the second portion of the demo (shown at 35:43 to 40:16), other capabilities are demonstrated,
such as the ability to animate avatars. I did not analyze this portion of the demo.
My analysis of the Pinscreen Demo Software included an inspection of the application’s C# source
code; Unity objects, assets, and settings; and Git repository logs. I also built and ran the application
and experimented with different inputs. Instructions for inspecting, building, and running the
Pinscreen Demo Software are provided in Exhibit A.

4.1. “Iman” Avatar Generated from Webcam Picture
The C# source code of the Pinscreen Demo Software shows that the first feature presented in the
demo – the ability to generate an avatar in a few seconds from a webcam picture – did not actually
exist in the software. The file rtl-app\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs shows the functions that are
called after the user has taken a picture with the webcam. First, the function GenerateAvatar is
called (line 94). At line 96, the function SetAvatar is called with the hardcoded parameters
avatarData["Iman"].texture, "Iman".

At line 125, the SetAvatar function displays a progress bar on the screen. The progress bar is
implemented in the file rtl-app\Assets\RTLUI\ProgressBar.cs. The progress bar’s Update function
at line 70 shows that the progress bar is filled based on a timer, not based on the actual progress of
any underlying computation. Moreover, the Git repository logs indicate that specific efforts were
made to make the progress bar more believable: code was added to the file rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\UI_AutoProgress.cs on July 22, 2017, with the commit comment “Replace
Trump animation, make progress more " natural\”. This revision caused the progress bar to
increase at a variable speed, rather than increasing at a uniform speed. The progress is defined in
the Segments array in Unity.
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Returning to the SetAvatar function (line 125 of RTLUIHack.cs), when the progress bar
completes, the SelectAvatar function is called at line 153. The SelectAvatar function begins
at line 187. At line 202, a lookup is performed to retrieve an avatar Transform object from a
collection of pre-built avatars. In this case, the value of the name parameter is “Iman” so the avatar
named “Iman” is retrieved. The collection of pre-built avatars can be viewed in the “Hierarchy”
window of Unity Editor (top left) under the Avatars item.
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Next, the SelectAvatar function sets visibleAvatar to the avatar object that was just retrieved
from the pre-built collection and displays that avatar on the screen.
I confirmed that the description above correctly characterizes the operation of the Pinscreen Demo
Software by running the application with Script Debugging turned on. The generated
output_log.txt file is attached as Exhibit B.
I also ran the Pinscreen Demo Software and took a picture of myself using my computer’s webcam.
As expected, once the progress bar completed, the “Iman” avatar was displayed.
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4.2. “Hao”, “JohnRoot”, and “Christobal” Avatars Generated from
Image Files
The C# source code of the Pinscreen Demo Software also shows that the next feature presented in
the demo – the ability to generate an avatar in a few seconds from a stored image file – also did
not actually exist in the software. When the user clicks the OPEN FILE button in the demo, the
OpenFileWindow function is called (rtl-app\rtl-app\Assets\RTLUI\OpenAvatarImage.cs, line 19).
After a file is selected, the SetAvatar function is called at line 25.
The SetAvatar function called here is different than the one described above (the SetAvatar
function is overloaded). This SetAvatar function begins at line 159 of RTLUIHack.cs. The
function strips the file extension off the file name provided as a parameter and saves the name in
the name variable.

Next, at line 167 SetAvatar(texture, name) is called, is the SetAvatar function described
above in Section 4.1. At this point, the program proceeds in the same manner as previously
described: a lookup is performed to retrieve the appropriate avatar from the collection of pre-built
avatars, based on the value of the name parameter. For example, if the user selected the image file
JohnRoot.jpeg, the JohnRoot avatar is displayed. It does not matter what the contents of the
JohnRoot.jpeg file actually are – it could be a picture of anything and the same avatar will be
displayed. Also, if the user selects an image file with a name that does not correspond to one of
the pre-built avatars, no avatar is displayed.
I again confirmed that the description above correctly characterizes the operation of the Pinscreen
Demo Software by running the application with Script Debugging turned on. The generated
output_log.txt file is attached as Exhibit B.
I also ran the Pinscreen Demo Software and selected a picture of myself. As expected, once the
progress bar completed, no avatar was displayed.
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5. Conclusions
Based on my analysis of the Pinscreen Demo Software, Dr. Li and Dr. Sadeghi falsely claimed –
both in the published abstract and in oral statements – that the software they presented at
SIGGRAPH RTL 2017 had the capability to automatically generate complete 3D avatars from a
single image. The false statements appear to be significant in that they go well beyond
overstatements or exaggerations. Rather, the false statements claim capabilities that are completely
absent in the software. Also, there is strong circumstantial evidence (such as the fake progress bar
and Git repo logs) that the fabrication was intentional and premeditated.
The false statements relate to the core research contribution claimed by the authors. For example,
even if the pre-built avatars were created using some other Pinscreen software program, and the
demo was fabricated because the generation process took over a minute (as alluded to in USC’s
list of allegations) and was deemed too slow for a live demo, this would still represent a substantial
fabrication because the authors claimed the speed of their system – the ability to generate an avatar
“within seconds” – as a key innovation of their work.
Note that my analysis did not address the question of whether Dr. Li instructed his team to
manually modify the avatar models to improve their quality. My analysis did not investigate the
process that was actually used to create the pre-built models that were displayed during the demo,
so I cannot at this time provide any information on the extent to which that process was fully
automatic.
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Exhibit A
To inspect, build, and run the Pinscreen Demo Software:
1. Download and install Unity 5.5.0 from https://unity3d.com/get-unity/download/archive.
2. Next, within the Unity Editor, select File→Open Scene and choose the file rtlapp\Assets\RTLMaster.unity.
3. Choose File→Build Settings… and ensure that under Scenes In Build only RTLMaster is
checked. If RTLMaster is not listed, click Add Open Scene.
4. Make sure the Target Platform and Architecture drop-down menus are selected correctly
for the computer on which you plan to run the application.
5. Choose Build and Run. For the application to work without further adjustments, you must
choose to save the generated executable file in the rtl-app folder.
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Exhibit B
Mono path[0] = 'C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtl-app_Data/Managed'
Mono path[1] = 'C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtl-app_Data/Mono'
Mono config path = 'C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtl-app_Data/Mono/etc'
PlayerConnection initialized from C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtl-app_Data (debug
= 0)
PlayerConnection initialized network socket : 0.0.0.0 55015
Multi-casting "[IP] 192.168.163.1 [Port] 55015 [Flags] 3 [Guid] 288996400
[EditorId] 957138342 [Version] 1048832 [Id] WindowsPlayer(DELL-E7470) [Debug]
1" to [225.0.0.222:54997]...
Waiting for connection from host on [0.0.0.0:55015]...
PlayerConnection accepted from [192.168.128.20] handle:0x3c4
Started listening to [0.0.0.0:55015]
Using monoOptions --debuggeragent=transport=dt_socket,embedding=1,defer=y,address=0.0.0.0:56400
PlayerConnection already initialized - listening to [0.0.0.0:55015]
Initialize engine version: 5.5.0f3 (38b4efef76f0)
GfxDevice: creating device client; threaded=1
Direct3D:
Version: Direct3D 11.0 [level 11.0]
Renderer: Intel(R) HD Graphics 520 (ID=0x1916)
Vendor:
Intel
VRAM:
4196 MB
Driver:
22.20.16.4836
Begin MonoManager ReloadAssembly
Platform assembly: C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtlapp_Data\Managed\UnityEngine.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtl-app_Data\Managed\UnityEngine.dll into
Unity Child Domain
Platform assembly: C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtl-app_Data\Managed\AssemblyCSharp-firstpass.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtl-app_Data\Managed\Assembly-CSharpfirstpass.dll into Unity Child Domain
Platform assembly: C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtl-app_Data\Managed\AssemblyCSharp.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtl-app_Data\Managed\Assembly-CSharp.dll into
Unity Child Domain
Platform assembly: C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtlapp_Data\Managed\UnityEngine.UI.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtl-app_Data\Managed\UnityEngine.UI.dll into
Unity Child Domain
Platform assembly: C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtlapp_Data\Managed\UnityEngine.Networking.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtlapp_Data\Managed\UnityEngine.Networking.dll into Unity Child Domain
Platform assembly: C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtlapp_Data\Managed\UnityEngine.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll (this message is
harmless)
Loading C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtlapp_Data\Managed\UnityEngine.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll into Unity Child Domain
Platform assembly: C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtlapp_Data\Managed\System.Windows.Forms.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtl-app_Data\Managed\System.Windows.Forms.dll
into Unity Child Domain
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Exhibit B
Mono path[0] = 'C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtl-app_Data/Managed'
Mono path[1] = 'C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtl-app_Data/Mono'
Mono config path = 'C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtl-app_Data/Mono/etc'
PlayerConnection initialized from C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtl-app_Data (debug
= 0)
PlayerConnection initialized network socket : 0.0.0.0 55015
Multi-casting "[IP] 192.168.163.1 [Port] 55015 [Flags] 3 [Guid] 288996400
[EditorId] 957138342 [Version] 1048832 [Id] WindowsPlayer(DELL-E7470) [Debug]
1" to [225.0.0.222:54997]...
Waiting for connection from host on [0.0.0.0:55015]...
PlayerConnection accepted from [192.168.128.20] handle:0x3c4
Started listening to [0.0.0.0:55015]
Using monoOptions --debuggeragent=transport=dt_socket,embedding=1,defer=y,address=0.0.0.0:56400
PlayerConnection already initialized - listening to [0.0.0.0:55015]
Initialize engine version: 5.5.0f3 (38b4efef76f0)
GfxDevice: creating device client; threaded=1
Direct3D:
Version: Direct3D 11.0 [level 11.0]
Renderer: Intel(R) HD Graphics 520 (ID=0x1916)
Vendor:
Intel
VRAM:
4196 MB
Driver:
22.20.16.4836
Begin MonoManager ReloadAssembly
Platform assembly: C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtlapp_Data\Managed\UnityEngine.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtl-app_Data\Managed\UnityEngine.dll into
Unity Child Domain
Platform assembly: C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtl-app_Data\Managed\AssemblyCSharp-firstpass.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtl-app_Data\Managed\Assembly-CSharpfirstpass.dll into Unity Child Domain
Platform assembly: C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtl-app_Data\Managed\AssemblyCSharp.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtl-app_Data\Managed\Assembly-CSharp.dll into
Unity Child Domain
Platform assembly: C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtlapp_Data\Managed\UnityEngine.UI.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtl-app_Data\Managed\UnityEngine.UI.dll into
Unity Child Domain
Platform assembly: C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtlapp_Data\Managed\UnityEngine.Networking.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtlapp_Data\Managed\UnityEngine.Networking.dll into Unity Child Domain
Platform assembly: C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtlapp_Data\Managed\UnityEngine.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll (this message is
harmless)
Loading C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtlapp_Data\Managed\UnityEngine.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll into Unity Child Domain
Platform assembly: C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtlapp_Data\Managed\System.Windows.Forms.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtl-app_Data\Managed\System.Windows.Forms.dll
into Unity Child Domain
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- Completed reload, in 0.103 seconds
Platform assembly: C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtlapp_Data\Managed\System.Core.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtl-app_Data\Managed\System.dll
(this message is harmless)
<RI> Initializing input.

Shader 'Hair/OIT DP/Opaque Initialization': fallback shader
'Diffuse/VertexLit' not found
Shader 'Hair/OIT DP/Final Blend': fallback shader 'Diffuse/VertexLit' not
found
The referenced script on this Behaviour (Game Object
'teethTongue_teethUpper_geom') is missing!
(Filename: C:/buildslave/unity/build/Runtime/Mono/MonoBehaviour.cpp Line:
1754)
The referenced script on this Behaviour (Game Object
'teethTongue_teethUpper_geom') is missing!

The referenced script on this Behaviour (Game Object
'teethTongue_gumsUpper_geom') is missing!

(Filename: C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/Assets/RTLUI/RTLUIHack.cs Line: 181)
Selecting Avatar Iman
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:Internal_Log(LogType, String, Object)
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:LogFormat(LogType, Object, String, Object[])
UnityEngine.Logger:LogFormat(LogType, String, Object[])
UnityEngine.Debug:LogFormat(String, Object[])
RTLUIHack:ChangeInputImage(String) (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:181)
RTLUIHack:SelectAvatar(String) (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:191)
<SetAvatar>c__AnonStorey0:<>m__0() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:153)
ProgressBar:UpdateProgress() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\ProgressBar.cs:107)
ProgressBar:Update() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\ProgressBar.cs:83)
(Filename: C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/Assets/RTLUI/RTLUIHack.cs Line: 181)
Textured (UnityEngine.UI.Toggle)
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:Internal_Log(LogType, String, Object)
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:LogFormat(LogType, Object, String, Object[])

The referenced script on this Behaviour (Game Object
'teethTongue_teethUpper_geom') is missing!

The referenced script on this Behaviour (Game Object
'teethTongue_teethUpper_geom') is missing!

The referenced script on this Behaviour (Game Object
'teethTongue_teethUpper_geom') is missing!

The referenced script on this Behaviour (Game Object
'teethTongue_teethUpper_geom') is missing!
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UnityEngine.Logger:Log(LogType, Object)
UnityEngine.Debug:Log(Object)
RTLUIHack:SelectAvatar(String) (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:218)
<SetAvatar>c__AnonStorey0:<>m__0() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:153)
ProgressBar:UpdateProgress() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\ProgressBar.cs:107)
ProgressBar:Update() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\ProgressBar.cs:83)

(Filename: C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/Assets/RTLUI/RTLUIHack.cs Line: 181)
Textured (UnityEngine.UI.Toggle)
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:Internal_Log(LogType, String, Object)
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:LogFormat(LogType, Object, String, Object[])
UnityEngine.Logger:Log(LogType, Object)
UnityEngine.Debug:Log(Object)
RTLUIHack:SelectAvatar(String) (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:218)
<SetAvatar>c__AnonStorey0:<>m__0() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:153)
ProgressBar:UpdateProgress() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\ProgressBar.cs:107)
ProgressBar:Update() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\ProgressBar.cs:83)
(Filename: C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/Assets/RTLUI/RTLUIHack.cs Line: 218)
here
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:Internal_Log(LogType, String, Object)
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:LogFormat(LogType, Object, String, Object[])
UnityEngine.Logger:Log(LogType, Object)
UnityEngine.Debug:Log(Object)
OpenAvatarImage:OpenFileWindow() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\OpenAvatarImage.cs:21)
UnityEngine.Events.InvokableCall:Invoke(Object[]) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent.cs:153)
UnityEngine.Events.InvokableCallList:Invoke(Object[]) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent.cs:634)
UnityEngine.Events.UnityEventBase:Invoke(Object[]) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent.cs:769)
UnityEngine.Events.UnityEvent:Invoke() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent_0.cs:53)
UnityEngine.UI.Button:Press() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\UI\Core\Button.
cs:35)
UnityEngine.UI.Button:OnPointerClick(PointerEventData) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\UI\Core\Button.
cs:44)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.ExecuteEvents:Execute(IPointerClickHandler,
BaseEventData) (at
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Platform assembly: C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtlapp_Data\Managed\System.Drawing.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtlapp_Data\Managed\Accessibility.dll (this message is harmless)
Fallback handler could not load library C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtlapp_Data/Mono/libc
Fallback handler could not load library C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtlapp_Data/Mono/.\libc
Fallback handler could not load library C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtlapp_Data/Mono/libc
Platform assembly: C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtlapp_Data\Managed\Mono.Posix.dll (this message is harmless)
Fallback handler could not load library C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtlapp_Data/Mono/libc
Fallback handler could not load library C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtlapp_Data/Mono/.\libc
Fallback handler could not load library C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtlapp_Data/Mono/libc
Fallback handler could not load library C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtlapp_Data/Mono/libX11
Fallback handler could not load library C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtlapp_Data/Mono/.\libX11
Fallback handler could not load library C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtlapp_Data/Mono/libX11
Fallback handler could not load library C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtlapp_Data/Mono/libX11
Fallback handler could not load library C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtlapp_Data/Mono/.\libX11
Fallback handler could not load library C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtlapp_Data/Mono/libX11
Fallback handler could not load library C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtlapp_Data/Mono/libX11
Fallback handler could not load library C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtlapp_Data/Mono/.\libX11
Fallback handler could not load library C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtlapp_Data/Mono/libX11
Platform assembly: C:\code\rtl-app\rtl-app\rtlapp_Data\Managed\System.Xml.dll (this message is harmless)
Fallback handler could not load library C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtlapp_Data/Mono/.\/System/Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/Current/
Carbon
Fallback handler could not load library C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtlapp_Data/Mono/lib/System/Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/Current
/Carbon
Fallback handler could not load library C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtlapp_Data/Mono/.\lib/System/Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/Curre
nt/Carbon
Fallback handler could not load library C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/rtlapp_Data/Mono/lib/System/Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/Current
/Carbon

(Filename: C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/Assets/RTLUI/RTLUIHack.cs Line: 181)
Selecting Avatar Hao
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:Internal_Log(LogType, String, Object)

USC000435

205 S Broadway, Ste 300
Los Angeles, CA 90012
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Selecting Avatar JohnRoot
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:Internal_Log(LogType, String, Object)
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:LogFormat(LogType, Object, String, Object[])
UnityEngine.Logger:LogFormat(LogType, String, Object[])
UnityEngine.Debug:LogFormat(String, Object[])
RTLUIHack:ChangeInputImage(String) (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:181)
RTLUIHack:SelectAvatar(String) (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:191)
<SetAvatar>c__AnonStorey0:<>m__0() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:153)
ProgressBar:UpdateProgress() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\ProgressBar.cs:107)
ProgressBar:Update() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\ProgressBar.cs:83)

205 S Broadway, Ste 300
Los Angeles, CA 90012
quandarypeak.com

205 S Broadway, Ste 300
Los Angeles, CA 90012
quandarypeak.com

Selecting Avatar Hao
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:Internal_Log(LogType, String, Object)
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:LogFormat(LogType, Object, String, Object[])
UnityEngine.Logger:LogFormat(LogType, String, Object[])
UnityEngine.Debug:LogFormat(String, Object[])
RTLUIHack:ChangeInputImage(String) (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:181)
RTLUIHack:SetAvatar(Texture, String) (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:123)
RTLUIHack:SetAvatar(String) (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:167)
OpenAvatarImage:OpenFileWindow() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\OpenAvatarImage.cs:25)
UnityEngine.Events.InvokableCall:Invoke(Object[]) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent.cs:153)
UnityEngine.Events.InvokableCallList:Invoke(Object[]) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent.cs:634)
UnityEngine.Events.UnityEventBase:Invoke(Object[]) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent.cs:769)
UnityEngine.Events.UnityEvent:Invoke() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent_0.cs:53)
UnityEngine.UI.Button:Press() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\UI\Core\Button.
cs:35)
UnityEngine.UI.Button:OnPointerClick(PointerEventData) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\UI\Core\Button.
cs:44)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.ExecuteEvents:Execute(IPointerClickHandler,
BaseEventData) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Exe
cuteEvents.cs:52)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.ExecuteEvents:Execute(GameObject, BaseEventData,
EventFunction`1) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Exe
cuteEvents.cs:269)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:ProcessMousePress(MouseButtonE
ventData) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:531)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:ProcessMouseEvent(Int32) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:430)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:ProcessMouseEvent() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:410)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:Process() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:184)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.EventSystem:Update() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Eve
ntSystem.cs:287)

USC000434

(Filename: C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/Assets/RTLUI/OpenAvatarImage.cs Line: 21)

USC000437
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UnityEngine.EventSystems.ExecuteEvents:Execute(GameObject, BaseEventData,
EventFunction`1) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Exe
cuteEvents.cs:269)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:ProcessMousePress(MouseButtonE
ventData) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:531)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:ProcessMouseEvent(Int32) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:430)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:ProcessMouseEvent() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:410)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:Process() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:184)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.EventSystem:Update() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Eve
ntSystem.cs:287)

Selecting Avatar JohnRoot
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:Internal_Log(LogType, String, Object)
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:LogFormat(LogType, Object, String, Object[])
UnityEngine.Logger:LogFormat(LogType, String, Object[])
UnityEngine.Debug:LogFormat(String, Object[])
RTLUIHack:ChangeInputImage(String) (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:181)
RTLUIHack:SetAvatar(Texture, String) (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:123)
RTLUIHack:SetAvatar(String) (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:167)
OpenAvatarImage:OpenFileWindow() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\OpenAvatarImage.cs:25)
UnityEngine.Events.InvokableCall:Invoke(Object[]) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent.cs:153)
UnityEngine.Events.InvokableCallList:Invoke(Object[]) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent.cs:634)
UnityEngine.Events.UnityEventBase:Invoke(Object[]) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent.cs:769)
UnityEngine.Events.UnityEvent:Invoke() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent_0.cs:53)
UnityEngine.UI.Button:Press() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\UI\Core\Button.
cs:35)
UnityEngine.UI.Button:OnPointerClick(PointerEventData) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\UI\Core\Button.
cs:44)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.ExecuteEvents:Execute(IPointerClickHandler,
BaseEventData) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Exe
cuteEvents.cs:52)

UnloadTime: 1.738600 ms
Selecting Avatar Iman
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:Internal_Log(LogType, String, Object)
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:LogFormat(LogType, Object, String, Object[])
UnityEngine.Logger:LogFormat(LogType, String, Object[])
UnityEngine.Debug:LogFormat(String, Object[])
RTLUIHack:ChangeInputImage(String) (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:181)
RTLUIHack:SetAvatar(Texture, String) (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:123)
RTLUIHack:GenerateAvatar() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:96)
UnityEngine.Events.InvokableCall:Invoke(Object[]) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent.cs:153)
UnityEngine.Events.InvokableCallList:Invoke(Object[]) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent.cs:634)
UnityEngine.Events.UnityEventBase:Invoke(Object[]) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent.cs:769)

USC000430

C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Exe
cuteEvents.cs:52)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.ExecuteEvents:Execute(GameObject, BaseEventData,
EventFunction`1) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Exe
cuteEvents.cs:269)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:ProcessMousePress(MouseButtonE
ventData) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:531)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:ProcessMouseEvent(Int32) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:430)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:ProcessMouseEvent() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:410)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:Process() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:184)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.EventSystem:Update() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Eve
ntSystem.cs:287)

USC000436

RTLUIHack:SetAvatar(Texture, String) (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:123)
RTLUIHack:SetAvatar(String) (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:167)
OpenAvatarImage:OpenFileWindow() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\OpenAvatarImage.cs:25)
UnityEngine.Events.InvokableCall:Invoke(Object[]) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent.cs:153)
UnityEngine.Events.InvokableCallList:Invoke(Object[]) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent.cs:634)
UnityEngine.Events.UnityEventBase:Invoke(Object[]) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent.cs:769)
UnityEngine.Events.UnityEvent:Invoke() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent_0.cs:53)
UnityEngine.UI.Button:Press() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\UI\Core\Button.
cs:35)
UnityEngine.UI.Button:OnPointerClick(PointerEventData) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\UI\Core\Button.
cs:44)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.ExecuteEvents:Execute(IPointerClickHandler,
BaseEventData) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Exe
cuteEvents.cs:52)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.ExecuteEvents:Execute(GameObject, BaseEventData,
EventFunction`1) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Exe
cuteEvents.cs:269)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:ProcessMousePress(MouseButtonE
ventData) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:531)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:ProcessMouseEvent(Int32) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:430)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:ProcessMouseEvent() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:410)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:Process() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:184)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.EventSystem:Update() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Eve
ntSystem.cs:287)

The referenced script on this Behaviour (Game Object
'teethTongue_gumsUpper_geom') is missing!

(Filename: C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/Assets/RTLUI/OpenAvatarImage.cs Line: 21)

here
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:Internal_Log(LogType, String, Object)
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:LogFormat(LogType, Object, String, Object[])
UnityEngine.Logger:Log(LogType, Object)
UnityEngine.Debug:Log(Object)
OpenAvatarImage:OpenFileWindow() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\OpenAvatarImage.cs:21)
UnityEngine.Events.InvokableCall:Invoke(Object[]) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent.cs:153)
UnityEngine.Events.InvokableCallList:Invoke(Object[]) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent.cs:634)
UnityEngine.Events.UnityEventBase:Invoke(Object[]) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent.cs:769)
UnityEngine.Events.UnityEvent:Invoke() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent_0.cs:53)
UnityEngine.UI.Button:Press() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\UI\Core\Button.
cs:35)
UnityEngine.UI.Button:OnPointerClick(PointerEventData) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\UI\Core\Button.
cs:44)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.ExecuteEvents:Execute(IPointerClickHandler,
BaseEventData) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Exe
cuteEvents.cs:52)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.ExecuteEvents:Execute(GameObject, BaseEventData,
EventFunction`1) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Exe
cuteEvents.cs:269)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:ProcessMousePress(MouseButtonE
ventData) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:531)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:ProcessMouseEvent(Int32) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:430)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:ProcessMouseEvent() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:410)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:Process() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:184)

The referenced script on this Behaviour (Game Object
'teethTongue_gumsUpper_geom') is missing!
(Filename: C:/buildslave/unity/build/Runtime/Mono/MonoBehaviour.cpp Line:
1754)

The referenced script on this Behaviour (Game Object
'teethTongue_gumsUpper_geom') is missing!

UnityEngine.EventSystems.EventSystem:Update() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Eve
ntSystem.cs:287)

(Filename: C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/Assets/RTLUI/RTLUIHack.cs Line: 218)

The referenced script on this Behaviour (Game Object
'teethTongue_teethUpper_geom') is missing!
(Filename: C:/buildslave/unity/build/Runtime/Mono/MonoBehaviour.cpp Line:
1754)

The referenced script on this Behaviour (Game Object
'teethTongue_gumsUpper_geom') is missing!

(Filename: C:/buildslave/unity/build/Runtime/Mono/MonoBehaviour.cpp Line:
1754)

USC000429

The referenced script on this Behaviour (Game Object
'teethTongue_teethUpper_geom') is missing!
(Filename: C:/buildslave/unity/build/Runtime/Mono/MonoBehaviour.cpp Line:
1754)

The referenced script on this Behaviour (Game Object
'teethTongue_gumsUpper_geom') is missing!

(Filename: C:/buildslave/unity/build/Runtime/Mono/MonoBehaviour.cpp Line:
1754)

(Filename: C:/buildslave/unity/build/Runtime/Mono/MonoBehaviour.cpp Line:
1754)

205 S Broadway, Ste 300
Los Angeles, CA 90012
quandarypeak.com

UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:LogFormat(LogType, Object, String, Object[])
UnityEngine.Logger:LogFormat(LogType, String, Object[])
UnityEngine.Debug:LogFormat(String, Object[])
RTLUIHack:ChangeInputImage(String) (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:181)
RTLUIHack:SelectAvatar(String) (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:191)
<SetAvatar>c__AnonStorey0:<>m__0() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:153)
ProgressBar:UpdateProgress() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\ProgressBar.cs:107)
ProgressBar:Update() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\ProgressBar.cs:83)

The referenced script on this Behaviour (Game Object
'teethTongue_gumsUpper_geom') is missing!

(Filename: C:/buildslave/unity/build/Runtime/Mono/MonoBehaviour.cpp Line:
1754)

(Filename: C:/buildslave/unity/build/Runtime/Mono/MonoBehaviour.cpp Line:
1754)

The referenced script on this Behaviour (Game Object
'teethTongue_teethUpper_geom') is missing!
(Filename: C:/buildslave/unity/build/Runtime/Mono/MonoBehaviour.cpp Line:
1754)

(Filename: C:/buildslave/unity/build/Runtime/Mono/MonoBehaviour.cpp Line:
1754)

(Filename: C:/buildslave/unity/build/Runtime/Mono/MonoBehaviour.cpp Line:
1754)

(Filename: C:/buildslave/unity/build/Runtime/Mono/MonoBehaviour.cpp Line:
1754)

USC000432

The referenced script on this Behaviour (Game Object
'teethTongue_teethUpper_geom') is missing!

(Filename: C:/buildslave/unity/build/Runtime/Mono/MonoBehaviour.cpp Line:
1754)

(Filename: C:/buildslave/unity/build/Runtime/Mono/MonoBehaviour.cpp Line:
1754)

The referenced script on this Behaviour (Game Object
'teethTongue_gumsUpper_geom') is missing!
(Filename: C:/buildslave/unity/build/Runtime/Mono/MonoBehaviour.cpp Line:
1754)

(Filename: C:/buildslave/unity/build/Runtime/Mono/MonoBehaviour.cpp Line:
1754)

(Filename: C:/buildslave/unity/build/Runtime/Mono/MonoBehaviour.cpp Line:
1754)

(Filename: C:/buildslave/unity/build/Runtime/Mono/MonoBehaviour.cpp Line:
1754)

205 S Broadway, Ste 300
Los Angeles, CA 90012
quandarypeak.com

The referenced script on this Behaviour (Game Object
'teethTongue_teethUpper_geom') is missing!
(Filename: C:/buildslave/unity/build/Runtime/Mono/MonoBehaviour.cpp Line:
1754)

The referenced script on this Behaviour (Game Object
'teethTongue_gumsUpper_geom') is missing!

desktop: 1920x1080 60Hz; virtual: 4920x1991 at -3000,-482
<RI> Initialized touch support.

205 S Broadway, Ste 300
Los Angeles, CA 90012
quandarypeak.com

UnityEngine.Events.UnityEvent:Invoke() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent_0.cs:53)
UnityEngine.UI.Button:Press() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\UI\Core\Button.
cs:35)
UnityEngine.UI.Button:OnPointerClick(PointerEventData) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\UI\Core\Button.
cs:44)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.ExecuteEvents:Execute(IPointerClickHandler,
BaseEventData) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Exe
cuteEvents.cs:52)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.ExecuteEvents:Execute(GameObject, BaseEventData,
EventFunction`1) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Exe
cuteEvents.cs:269)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:ProcessMousePress(MouseButtonE
ventData) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:531)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:ProcessMouseEvent(Int32) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:430)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:ProcessMouseEvent() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:410)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:Process() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:184)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.EventSystem:Update() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Eve
ntSystem.cs:287)

The referenced script on this Behaviour (Game Object
'teethTongue_gumsUpper_geom') is missing!
(Filename: C:/buildslave/unity/build/Runtime/Mono/MonoBehaviour.cpp Line:
1754)

XInput1_3.dll not found. Trying XInput9_1_0.dll instead...
<RI> Input initialized.

USC000428

205 S Broadway, Ste 300
Los Angeles, CA 90012
quandarypeak.com

(Filename: C:/buildslave/unity/build/Runtime/Mono/MonoBehaviour.cpp Line:
1754)

(Filename: C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/Assets/RTLUI/RTLUIHack.cs Line: 181)

(Filename: C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/Assets/RTLUI/RTLUIHack.cs Line: 181)
Textured (UnityEngine.UI.Toggle)
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:Internal_Log(LogType, String, Object)
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:LogFormat(LogType, Object, String, Object[])
UnityEngine.Logger:Log(LogType, Object)
UnityEngine.Debug:Log(Object)
RTLUIHack:SelectAvatar(String) (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:218)
<SetAvatar>c__AnonStorey0:<>m__0() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:153)
ProgressBar:UpdateProgress() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\ProgressBar.cs:107)
ProgressBar:Update() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\ProgressBar.cs:83)
(Filename: C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/Assets/RTLUI/RTLUIHack.cs Line: 218)

205 S Broadway, Ste 300
Los Angeles, CA 90012
quandarypeak.com

here
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:Internal_Log(LogType, String, Object)
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:LogFormat(LogType, Object, String, Object[])
UnityEngine.Logger:Log(LogType, Object)
UnityEngine.Debug:Log(Object)
OpenAvatarImage:OpenFileWindow() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\OpenAvatarImage.cs:21)
UnityEngine.Events.InvokableCall:Invoke(Object[]) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent.cs:153)
UnityEngine.Events.InvokableCallList:Invoke(Object[]) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent.cs:634)
UnityEngine.Events.UnityEventBase:Invoke(Object[]) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent.cs:769)
UnityEngine.Events.UnityEvent:Invoke() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Runtime\Export\UnityEvent_0.cs:53)
UnityEngine.UI.Button:Press() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\UI\Core\Button.
cs:35)
UnityEngine.UI.Button:OnPointerClick(PointerEventData) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\UI\Core\Button.
cs:44)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.ExecuteEvents:Execute(IPointerClickHandler,
BaseEventData) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Exe
cuteEvents.cs:52)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.ExecuteEvents:Execute(GameObject, BaseEventData,
EventFunction`1) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Exe
cuteEvents.cs:269)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:ProcessMousePress(MouseButtonE
ventData) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:531)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:ProcessMouseEvent(Int32) (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:430)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:ProcessMouseEvent() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:410)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.StandaloneInputModule:Process() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Inp
utModules\StandaloneInputModule.cs:184)
UnityEngine.EventSystems.EventSystem:Update() (at
C:\buildslave\unity\build\Extensions\guisystem\UnityEngine.UI\EventSystem\Eve
ntSystem.cs:287)
(Filename: C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/Assets/RTLUI/OpenAvatarImage.cs Line: 21)
Selecting Avatar Cristobal
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:Internal_Log(LogType, String, Object)
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:LogFormat(LogType, Object, String, Object[])
UnityEngine.Logger:LogFormat(LogType, String, Object[])
UnityEngine.Debug:LogFormat(String, Object[])
RTLUIHack:ChangeInputImage(String) (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:181)
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<SetAvatar>c__AnonStorey0:<>m__0() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:153)
ProgressBar:UpdateProgress() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\ProgressBar.cs:107)
ProgressBar:Update() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\ProgressBar.cs:83)
(Filename: C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/Assets/RTLUI/RTLUIHack.cs Line: 181)
Textured (UnityEngine.UI.Toggle)
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:Internal_Log(LogType, String, Object)
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:LogFormat(LogType, Object, String, Object[])
UnityEngine.Logger:Log(LogType, Object)
UnityEngine.Debug:Log(Object)
RTLUIHack:SelectAvatar(String) (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:218)
<SetAvatar>c__AnonStorey0:<>m__0() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:153)
ProgressBar:UpdateProgress() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\ProgressBar.cs:107)
ProgressBar:Update() (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\ProgressBar.cs:83)
(Filename: C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/Assets/RTLUI/RTLUIHack.cs Line: 218)
Setting up 1 worker threads for Enlighten.
Thread -> id: 1b8c8 -> priority: 1
Waiting for finish

(Filename: C:/code/rtl-app/rtl-app/Assets/RTLUI/RTLUIHack.cs Line: 181)
Selecting Avatar Cristobal
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:Internal_Log(LogType, String, Object)
UnityEngine.DebugLogHandler:LogFormat(LogType, Object, String, Object[])
UnityEngine.Logger:LogFormat(LogType, String, Object[])
UnityEngine.Debug:LogFormat(String, Object[])
RTLUIHack:ChangeInputImage(String) (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:181)
RTLUIHack:SelectAvatar(String) (at C:\code\rtl-app\rtlapp\Assets\RTLUI\RTLUIHack.cs:191)
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View the Original Full Report at http://sadeghi.com/USC-Report

Attachment 12

PINSCREEN: CREATING PERFORMANCEDRIVEN AVATARS IN SECONDS

Real-Time Live!

Contact:
pinscreen.com
Pinscreen

With this fully automatic framework for creating a complete 3D avatar from a single
unconstrained image, users can upload any photograph to build a high-quality head
model within seconds. The model can be immediately animated via performance
capture using a webcam. It digitizes the entire model using a textured-mesh
representation for the head and volumetric strips for the hair. A simple web interface
uploads any photograph, and a high-quality head model, including animation-friendly
blend shapes and joint-based rigs, is reconstructed within seconds. Several animation
examples are instantly generated for preview purposes, and the model can be loaded
into Unity for immediate performance capture using a webcam.
The system integrates state-of-the-art advances in facial-shape modeling, appearance
inference, and a new pipeline for single-view hair generation based on hairstyle
retrieval from a massive database, followed by a strand-to-hair-strip conversion
method.
Pinscreen-generated models are visually comparable to state-of-the-art game
characters. With its scalable and instant asset generation, the method can significantly
influence next-generation virtual film and game production, as well as VR applications,
in which personalized avatars can be used for social interactions.
This live demonstration shows that compelling avatars and animations can be
generated in very little time by anyone, with minimal effort.

Hao Li
University of Southern California

SIGGRAPH 2017

Production Sessions & Real-Time Live!

Shunsuke Saito
Lingyu Wei
Iman Sadeghi
Liwen Hu
Jaewoo Seo

Koki Nagano
Jens Fursund
Yen-Chun Chen
Stephen Chen
Pinscreen, Inc.
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Attachment 13
Reviewer ID Role

Submission

45729 primary

realtime_0027

45729 primary

realtime_0027

45729 primary

realtime_0027

45729 primary

realtime_0027

45729 primary

realtime_0027

Title
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds

Answer
QuestionNumQuestion
Innovative use of Real Time
rendering (pushes the
1 boundaries)
Technical achievement within
2 Real Time context
Creativity/originality of
3 submission
Interest/Entertainment value
4 for conference participants
Production Values (appropriate
5 to its context)
Impressive tech, and the capture of the facial geometry from a single
image, plus rigging and real-time animation, is remarkable in that short
amount of time.

5
4
3
4
2

Hair shape reproduction is a really good start and it doesn't seem
production ready just yet. Blending some hair color on the scalp of the
head texture would help ease the sharp delineation between hair and
head. Further work on glints, texture variability, and alpha/softness
would be critical for getting this up to par with state-of-the-art game
characters.
Eyes would be another good place to improve - proper fitting in the
sockets would do wonders for the overall visual quality.

45729 primary

realtime_0027

45729 primary

realtime_0027

45729 primary

realtime_0027

39557 primary

realtime_0027

39557 primary

realtime_0027

39557 primary

realtime_0027

39557 primary

realtime_0027

39557 primary

realtime_0027

Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds

6 Public Comments
7 Private Comments

The character rendering and animation is impressive given the single
source image, but it's not up to state-of-the-art yet. Still seems like an
interesting real-time demo.
Live demonstration during the TED talk was kind of neat:
https://youtu.be/RBytZiKSiSU?t=10m15s

8 Overall Score
Innovative use of Real Time
rendering (pushes the
1 boundaries)
Technical achievement within
2 Real Time context
Creativity/originality of
3 submission
Interest/Entertainment value
4 for conference participants
Production Values (appropriate
5 to its context)

3.6

4
4
4
4
4
USC000443

39557 primary

realtime_0027

39557 primary

realtime_0027

39557 primary

realtime_0027

45728 primary

realtime_0027

45728 primary

realtime_0027

45728 primary

realtime_0027

45728 primary

realtime_0027

45728 primary

realtime_0027

45728 primary

realtime_0027

45728 primary

realtime_0027

45728 primary

realtime_0027

27791 primary

realtime_0027

27791 primary

realtime_0027

27791 primary

realtime_0027

27791 primary

realtime_0027

27791 primary

realtime_0027

27791 primary

realtime_0027

Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds

Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds

6 Public Comments
7 Private Comments

This is really interesting and has some fantastic potential use in social VR
and beyond. This reminds me of some research coming out of Industrial
Light & Magic where they were looking to drive automated facial rigs for
their characters - this solution has seemingly made it generic and easy to
use, which is exciting. It'd be great to hear more detail about the
underlying technology involved with evaluating the images and how the
rigs are generated based on the inputs.
Could be a lot of fun as a live demo for RTL - good entertainment value
potential.

8 Overall Score
Innovative use of Real Time
rendering (pushes the
1 boundaries)
Technical achievement within
2 Real Time context
Creativity/originality of
3 submission
Interest/Entertainment value
4 for conference participants
Production Values (appropriate
5 to its context)

6 Public Comments

4

2
5
3
4
4
There's a lot of amazing tech going on here. Honestly the categories in
which I can judge it don't really apply to this technology so it gets kinda
low marks. The magic doesn't actually happen in real-time, but it does
generate something that does. I dunno how to judge this!

7 Private Comments
8 Overall Score
Innovative use of Real Time
rendering (pushes the
1 boundaries)
Technical achievement within
2 Real Time context
Creativity/originality of
3 submission
Interest/Entertainment value
4 for conference participants
Production Values (appropriate
5 to its context)
6 Public Comments

3.6

2
4
2
3
2
Perhaps not the most technically advanced solution, but it did put a smile
on my face :)

USC000444

27791 primary

realtime_0027

27791 primary

realtime_0027

23345 primary

realtime_0027

23345 primary

realtime_0027

23345 primary

realtime_0027

23345 primary

realtime_0027

23345 primary

Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds

7 Private Comments

realtime_0027

Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds

8 Overall Score
Innovative use of Real Time
rendering (pushes the
1 boundaries)
Technical achievement within
2 Real Time context
Creativity/originality of
3 submission
Interest/Entertainment value
4 for conference participants
Production Values (appropriate
5 to its context)

23345 primary

realtime_0027

Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds

6 Public Comments

23345 primary

realtime_0027

23345 primary

realtime_0027

31519 primary

realtime_0027

31519 primary

realtime_0027

31519 primary

realtime_0027

31519 primary

realtime_0027

31519 primary

realtime_0027

31519 primary

realtime_0027

Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds

Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds

7 Private Comments

2.6

2
2
2
3
3
The presentation will provide an automatic capture and reconstruction of
low-resolution and low-animation-/rigging quality avatars from a single
image. That is actually quite an impressive achievement (especially since
the rig is automatically created). However, the rendering elements are
not that impressive. The authors also claim that they generate visually
comparable models to state of the art video game characters, which is
just outrageously wrong (take a look at any game shipping on PS4
currently). The capture and reconstruction technology is quite innovative
and interesting.
I'm not convinced this would be an exciting RTL presentation. Without a
doubt, there is a ton of excellent research in the reconstruction tech, but
the rest of the presentation is very bare-bones.

8 Overall Score
Innovative use of Real Time
rendering (pushes the
1 boundaries)
Technical achievement within
2 Real Time context
Creativity/originality of
3 submission
Interest/Entertainment value
4 for conference participants
Production Values (appropriate
5 to its context)

6 Public Comments

2.4

4
4
4
4
4
Nice demonstration for picture to 3D model. Although the model is a bit
crude, and the facial animation can be better, this submission should be
encouraged considering the complexity of putting the system together. I
hope by the time of presentation, the work can be more polished.
USC000445

31519 primary

realtime_0027

31519 primary

realtime_0027

Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds
Pinscreen: Creating PerformanceDriven Avatars in Seconds

7 Private Comments
8 Overall Score

4
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Attachment 14
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Iman Sadeghi
Kristen Grace
Re: Question
Monday, December 9, 2019 2:36:42 PM

Dear Kristen,
You are correct.
There were no connectivity issues at RTL and all presentations were supposed to be in Real-Time and Live.
In fact, SIGGRAPH RTL crew asked Pinscreen during the RTL Virtual Rehearsal, on July 7, 2017, if Pinscreen
needed extra bandwidth or special equipment to ensure that the Real-Time presentations would be executed
smoothly:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/14bMnCvs9NvIb3OLpOL4Jauf1XEQZxzOLXX6du7Wza74/edit#gid=0
Pinscreen had no alternative code other than the https://gitlab.com/pinscreen/rtl-app.git for its avatar generation
demo. If needed I can provide Skype messages in support of this.
Pinscreen intentionally misrepresented these manually prepared and pre-built avatars as autogenerated and in
Real-Time. "Li revealed his intention to deceive the RTL audience, in writing, on July 20, 2017, when he
proposed on 'PinscreenTeamAll' Skype thread that Pinscreen would 'give the people the feeling the avatar is not
pre-built' and that 'we should give them a sense that it is computing.' ” (See FAC PP 179-183)
Would you be able to share if you have been able to interview Carrie Sun? And to inquire Li about Leszek's
hair model (Haley_017.obj) which was misrepresented as automatic in Pinscreen's RTL submission, on April 4,
2017?
Regards,
-Iman
On Mon, Dec 9, 2019 at 1:05 PM Kristen Grace <gracekri@usc.edu> wrote:
Thanks for the info. What I meant to ask relates to the claim that Pinscreen was pre-recording avatar creation
in the event there were internet issues. The conference organizers indicated to him that it was acceptable to
do IF there was a problem. This would mean that the full working code was available, but that code was not
able to be implemented after running in real-time and having internet issues. At this point the decision would
be made to used a cashed version instead. If this were the case, the presenter should explain this to the
audience. According to you, the presenter, and the Skype conversations, there were no attempts to run a
working code at SIGGRAPH RTL, one that actually does what you presented, but could not run effectively
due to connectivity issues.
I’m just trying to counter Li’s argument that it is acceptable to present a non-realtime presentation based on
problems with connectivity. That argument is moot if there was no test at SIGGRAPH for any connectivity
problems. Either way, the presentation itself was misrepresented with no explanation to the audience. As
presentation of a newly researched and developed computer science technology, that in-and-of itself is
falsification and research misconduct. Verifying from you the presenter that the
https://gitlab.com/pinscreen/rtl-app.git was the only code available at the time and the one you presented to
the audience is a key piece of information. Also that you, as presenter, knew and admit that Pinscreen was
knowingly misleading the audience (under Li’s direction) by not informing them that the presentation was
manually created and pre-recorded and not a RT demo, as was introduced by the moderator, Li and you at the
time.
Kristen
On Dec 9, 2019, at 12:36 PM, Iman Sadeghi <sadeghi@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Kristen,

USC000447

There was no alternative code that would be able to actually autogenerate the avatars since
Pinscreen did not have the capability:
- The actual autogenerated avatars would take around 90 seconds and would likely result in
inaccurate hairstyles. (See First Amended Complaint Paragraphs 184-188)
The next step would be to request the code as it existed on https://gitlab.com/pinscreen/rtl-app.git
branch master on each day from July 24, to Aug 1, 2017:
- The historical snapshots of the code from July 24, to Aug 1, 2017, which are available through
Gitlab, would confirm that Carrie Sun manually and gradually improved the avatars and their
hair models. (See First Amended Complaint Paragraphs 200-214)
- If Pinscreen could actually autogenerate these avatars, there would have been no need for
Carrie Sun to manually create and gradually improve them.
Just to clarify your statement:
"As the presenter, it was obvious that there were no attempts by you to run a non-cashed code,
nor did you inform the audience that you were presenting an illustration of the technology."
Did you mean to say ... there were no attempts by you to run a cached version of the
presentation?
Regards,
-Iman

On Mon, Dec 9, 2019 at 11:30 AM Kristen Grace <gracekri@usc.edu> wrote:
Dear Dr. Sadeghi,
Thank you for getting back to me. We have done a full analysis of the code below, and it is as
you described. Dr. Li’s defense is the presentation was cashed in the event of internet
connectivity issues. This would indicate (as suggested by a conference coordinator) that if
there were an issue in this regard that the presenter could present a pre-cashed illustration or
movie of the technology but also making it clear to alert the audience to this fact. As the
presenter, it was obvious that there were no attempts by you to run a non-cashed code, nor did
you inform the audience that you were presenting an illustration of the technology.

While it is obvious from the Skype conversations that the cashing of pre-constructed avatars
and a false progress bar was premeditated, my question for you, as presenter, was there another
code (besides the Gitlab code) that you had access to at that time that could successfully run in
the event connectivity and band-with issues were no problem?

Thanks,
Kristen

From: Iman Sadeghi <sadeghi@gmail.com>
Date: Monday, December 9, 2019 at 11:18 AM
To: Kristen Grace <gracekri@usc.edu>
Subject: Re: Question

USC000448

Dear Dr. Grace,
The main repository related to Pinscreen's RTL 2017 presentation was stored at:
https://gitlab.com/pinscreen/rtl-app.git
The stored code corresponding to August 1, 2017 in this repository demonstrates that the
webcam avatar generation was fake:
"No matter who uses this version of the application to generate their own avatar from a
webcam—as Pinscreen demonstrated—the pre-built avatar of Sadeghi will be displayed every
time." (See Second Amended Complaint Paragraph 93)

The commit history of this repository prior to to August 1, 2017 demonstrates that all
supposedly autogenerated avatars presented during the demo were manually prepared by
Pinscreen employees including Carrie Sun.
If the code that you received does not match this description, then you have received an
inauthentic code.
Gitlab's legal department would be able to confirm the authenticity of the code that you have
received.
I am available to answer further questions via email or phone.
Regards,
-Iman Sadeghi, PhD

On Fri, Dec 6, 2019 at 1:22 PM Kristen Grace <gracekri@usc.edu> wrote:
Dear Dr. Sadeghi,

As USC finalizes one portion of its Investigation regarding the RTL 2017 presentation a
question has arisen. I have gained access to the GitLab code that was utilized for the
presentation and have had it fully analyzed. Was there any other code that was presented to
the SIGGRAPH RTL committee or stored elsewhere to be made available for RTL 2017?
Or a code stored elsewhere that would illustrate, at the time, that the ability to perform that
which was presented at RTL 2017 was impossible at that time?

Kristen Grace, M.D , Ph.D.
Research Integrity Officer
Office of Research

University of Southern California
3720 S Flower Street, Suite 325
(213) 821 7297

USC000449

View the Original Full Report at http://sadeghi.com/USC-Report

Attachment 15
From:
Subject:
Date:
To:
Cc:

Hao Li hao@p nscreen.com
Re: SIGGRAPH Rea -T me L ve quest on
January 19, 2019 at 5:34 PM
Hasegawa Isamu hase sam@square-en x.com
jun.kato@a st.go.jp

On Jan 15, 2019, at 3:14 AM, Hasegawa Isamu <hase sam@square-en x.com> wrote:
H Hao,
Our rep y as SIGGRAPH As a 2018 Rea -T me L ve! cha r and comm ttee are as fo ows:
Regard ng 1/A:
We(SA18 RTL comm ttee) supposed that w re ess network connect on that we prov ded dur ng SA18 m ght be unre ab e, and to d
you that dur ng the on ne rehearsa .
Regard ng 2/A and 3/A:
I, as the SA18 RTL cha r, determ ned that t s va d for SA18 RTL presenters to prepare "cache" as a fa back p an, and to perform
the r cache w th the r exp anat on n case of some troub es, s nce we(SA18 RTL comm ttee) a ready conﬁrmed that each presenters
techno ogy s su tab e for SA18 RTL at the po nt of our curat on, and the unre ab ty of the W F s not presenter s fau t.
In add t on, we have never requ red the cond t on "everyth ng must be Rea -T me" to presenters. Actua y some teams showed
mov es to exp a n the r context.
Regard ng 4/A:
At east n SIGGRAPH As a 2018, Rea -T me L ve! does not necessar y present presenter s "research outputs" as s.
And I, as the SA18 RTL cha r, judged that your presentat on dur ng SA18 RTL meets the requ rements of SA18 RTL.
If you have any further quest ons, p ease et us know.
Regards,
Isamu HASEGAWA
SIGGRAPH As a 2018 Rea -T me L ve! Cha r
SQUARE ENIX
On Jan 9, 2019, at 1:39 AM, Hao L <hao@p nscreen.com> wrote:
Dear Kato-San,
hope th ngs are we + Happy New year!
BTW can you prov de the fo ow ng conﬁrmat ons?
1/ A conﬁrmat on that dur ng SIGGRAPH As a, there cou d be unre ab e w re ess connect on, hence t s recommended that
SIGGRAPH Rea -T me L ve demos do not re y on w re ess.
2/ A conﬁrmat on that dur ng our on ne rehearsa , I exp c t y asked you f we shou d cache our resu ts as a fa back, s nce we
p anned to not used cach ng, but n case someth ng wou d go wrong t m ght be better, and you sa d "yes deﬁn te y cache".
3/ A conﬁrmat on, that you as a cha r for SIGGRAPH As a Rea -T me L ve, cach ng s okay to perform, s nce t s more a show
than a research presentat on, and a so there wou d be no need of exp c t y d sc os ng f someth ng wou d have been cached.
4/ SIGGRAPH Rea -T me ve does not necessar y present “research outputs”, but most y mpress ve nteract ve demos, more
s m ar to a tradeshow.

USC000451

View the Original Full Report at http://sadeghi.com/USC-Report

Attachment 16

USC000454-466

View the Original Full Report at http://sadeghi.com/USC-Report

Attachment 17
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Kristen Grace
Hao Li
Randolph W. Hall; Marty Levine; Rob Groome; Alan Hong
USC Mac Book Pro
Tuesday, J uly 2, 2019 11:25:43 AM

Dear Dr. Li,
It has come to my attention that the laptop you dropped off to ITS last week was not, in fact, your
ICT machine. We need you to drop off your university MacBook Pro with ICT tag “T06270” and serial
of C02SXE11GTF1 to ITS tomorrow morning. Please let me know what time you will be arriving and I
will have Alan available to collect and fill out the chain of evidence form.
Sincerely,
Kristen Grace

Kristen Grace, M.D., Ph.D.
Research Integrity Officer
Office of Research
University of Southern California
3720 S Flower Street, Suite 325
(213) 821 7297
gracekri@usc.edu

USC000467

Attachment 18

Michael J. DeNiro
Lawyer in Private Practice
Emeritus Professor of Stable Isotopy, University of California

as such (and that no one at the show would be misled), and that the likelihood of internet
connectivity issues was understood to be a sufficient reason to permit caching,
Third, as to both the abstract and the RTL presentation, the Committee improperly concludes
that Pinscreen did not have the capability to quickly produce avatars from a single image as of
August 2017, despite Prof. Li having submitted evidence (which the IC misinterprets) to the
contrary.
For these reasons, the investigation should either be dismissed, the draft report withdrawn, or
the report amended to determine that the evidence does not support a finding that Prof. Li
engaged in scientific misconduct.

RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT RESEARCH MISCONDUCT INVESTIGATION
REPORT
I.

The Investigation Committee Must Recuse Itself Because One of Its Members Had
an Undisclosed Actual or Potential Conflict of Interest in Violation of Section
A.3.1 of the Scientific Misconduct Policy.

USC Scientific Misconduct Policy (https://policy.usc.edu/scientific-misconduct/) at § A.3.1.
requires “[t]he Vice President of Research take reasonable steps to confirm that neither he or
she nor the members of the Investigation Committee have an actual or potential personal,
professional, or financial conflict of interest with the complainant, respondent, or witnesses,
…” (Emphasis added.)
Investigation Committee member Nenad Medvidovic had an actual or potential personal
and/or professional conflict of interest with a witness for the Committee. The author of the
Quandary Peak Research Consulting Report (“Attachment 11” to the Draft Report) is George
Edwards, Ph.D. George Edwards was Investigation Committee member Medvidovic’s Ph.D.
student, per the first page of Dr. Medvidovic’s Wikipedia entry as of 4/4/2020
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nenad_Medvidovi%C4%87), which lists on the first page
George Edwards as a Ph.D. student of Dr. Medvidovic.
The Vice President of Research (Former Vice President of Research Randolph Hall) did not
take reasonable steps to confirm that one of the members of the Investigation Committee does
not have an actual or potential personal and/or professional conflict of interest with a witness.
In response to my protesting to Research Integrity Officer Kristen Grace Investigation
Committee member Medvidovic’s actual or potential conflict of interest, The Office of

3
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Michael J. DeNiro
Lawyer in Private Practice
Emeritus Professor of Stable Isotopy, University of California

Research decided not to honor my request that it dismiss the Investigation Committee and
appoint another Investigation Committee with no undisclosed actual or potential conflict of
interest.
The Office of Research did, however, admit the existence of an undisclosed conflict of interest,
deciding:
to demonstrate the Office of Research’s commitment to the
integrity of the process, the University will immediately engage
a different third-party consulting firm to carry out the analysis
that had initially been completed by Quandary.
Pending the completion of this analysis, the Committee’s
recommended findings stand as stated in the Draft Investigation
Report. Therefore Prof. Li should respond to the committee's
report within the 30-day period.
In the event that the new third-party analysis leads the committee
to revise its report, Prof. Li would be given a new opportunity to
respond to the revised report. If the new analysis does not lead to
any revision, there will not be an additional opportunity for Prof.
Li to respond.
(See Att. S at p. 4 of the .pdf file.) [Note the Attachments referred to herein (“Att.” or plural
“Atts.) are in a .pdf portfolio “Attachments A-S re Prof. Li's Response to Draft Report
(4.6.2020)” attached to the email to which this document was also attached.)
I pointed out to USC Associate General Counsel Dawn Kennedy, who answered my request
to Research Integrity Officer Grace, that the Office of Research decision that “Prof. Li should
respond to the committee's report within the 30-day period”
falls short of a fair resolution of what is a serious violation of the
USC Scientific Misconduct Policy by USC itself.
It is impossible, for example, that a different third-party
consulting firm could reach the same conclusion as Quandary
Research Consulting did, at any but the most superficial level.
Look at the fine-grain analysis in Attachment 11. It is unfair for
Prof. Li to have to respond to the fine-grain analysis of the
Quandary Research Consulting report when it is a given that the
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fine-grain analysis of a different third-party consulting firm will
differ substantially in the details.
(See Att. S at p. 2 of the .pdf file.)
Thus, even if the Investigation Committee does not recuse itself, it will have to re-do the Draft
Report de novo if and inevitably when the third-party consulting firm report differs
substantially from the Quandary Peak Research Consulting Report.
The Investigation Committee should do what the Office of Research refused to require it to
do, and recuse itself because one of its members had an undisclosed actual or potential conflict
of interest in violation of Section A.3.1 of the SMP.
II.

The Office of Research Flouted the Scientific Misconduct Policy “Procedures and
Conditions of an Investigation of Research Misconduct” in Myriad Substantive
Ways that Prejudiced Prof. Li.

As we have already pointed out, the Investigation Committee and others at USC are abusing
their authority by authorizing a conflict of interest between a member of the Investigation
Committee and the supposedly “outside, independent consulting firm” that was paid to produce
“Attachment 11” to the Draft Report, that Attachment authored by a Ph.D. student of a member
of the Investigation Committee. But this is not the only abuse in a process rife with violations
of the Scientific Misconduct Policy.
First, the Scientific Misconduct Policy states the following:
If the Committee determines that it will not be able to complete
the Investigation in 120 calendar days of its initiation or within
the relevant federal agency’s time frame 2 if federal funding is
involved, the Investigation Committee must notify the Provost
as soon as possible and request a reasonable extension.
(SMP § A.3.5) (Emphasis added.)
Here, the Draft Report was circulated on 3/6/2020, which is at least 374 calendar days after
the Investigation Committee was charged on or before 2/26/2019. As to the two allegations
2
With respect to grant funding from the Office of Naval Research, the most recent R&D General Terms
and Conditions (available at https://www.onr.navy mil/-/media/Files/Contracts-Grants/docs/DoD-Research-GeneralTerms-and-Conditions-July-2018.ashx?la=en) refer to the Federal Research Misconduct Policy (available at
https://ori.hhs.gov/federal-research-misconduct-policy and https://ori.hhs.gov/federal-research-misconduct-policy),
which in turn generally defer to the time limits of the particular institution.
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that continue to be researched, 404 calendar days will have elapsed by the date Prof. Li is
providing this response, with no end in sight. Absent one or more timely extension requests –
of which Prof. Li was never informed and which were not included with or referenced in the
Draft Report – the Investigation has proceeded at least 254 days longer than permitted under
the Scientific Misconduct Policy. Be on notice that the extension request under the Scientific
Misconduct Policy is not optional.
Moreover, there is no evidence that the Provost ever submitted “a written request to the
relevant federal agency . . . for an extension,” “an explanation for the delay,” and “an estimate
for the date of completion,” all required under SMP § A.3.5. Prof. Li is entitled to proof that
extensions were requested and granted in accordance with the policy and, if they were not
requested and granted, the Investigation must be terminated and the allegations dismissed.
Second, the Scientific Misconduct Policy provides:
During the course of the Investigation, the Committee shall
provide the subject(s) with an opportunity to address the
Committee” and “shall also provide the subject(s) with either
copies of, or supervised access to, the data and other evidence
supporting the allegation, as well as an opportunity to respond
to the allegation and supporting evidence.”
(SMP§ A.3.3.) (Emphasis added.)
Here, however, much of the evidence relied upon was never disclosed to Prof. Li – particularly
the aforementioned Quandary Peak Research Report dated 11/21/2019 (Attachment 11); the
Information Security Summaries dated 7/8/2019 and 7/29/2019 (Attachments 9 & 10); and the
email chain between Dr. Grace and Dr. Sadeghi dated 12/9/2019 (Attachment 14) – until RIO
Grace provided him access to them on March 6, 2020. The “opportunity to respond” to this
data should have been provided during the Investigation process, not once the investigation
had already been completed and the Investigation Committee already having decided that Prof.
Li committed research misconduct.
This critical failure is a subversion of the investigatory process and deprived Prof. Li of the
ability to respond to these erroneous findings, and conclusions based on them, before the IC
rendered its determination.
Third, the Scientific Misconduct Policy provides:
The Committee must also give the subject of the allegations
written notice of any new allegations of research misconduct
within a reasonable amount of time of deciding to pursue
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was forwarded on 3/6/2020 is thus best described as an “interim report,” which is a stark
deviation from the actual requirements of the SMP. The reasonable resolution of this issue
would either be that Prof. Li’s response deadline be delayed until all four allegations are
investigated (assuming that the IC itself has requested the proper extensions), or that the 1st
and 2nd allegations be dismissed outright. As it stands, the implication is that Prof. Li will be
expected to expend his time and resources to respond at least one if not two additional times,
when the Investigation Committee deems it has completed another portion of its task. This is
in no way contemplated by the SMP itself nor does due process contemplate such a result.

III.

The Committee Improperly Relies, Often Exclusively, on the Statements of Dr.
Sadeghi, Including Those in His Stricken First Amended Complaint, Even Though
Dr. Sadeghi Has a Substantial Motive to Present Only Selected Facts or to Not
Tell the Truth..

Section A.3.4 of the SMP authorizes the IC to “consider whether the allegations were made in
good faith.” Although this is (surprisingly) not an affirmative obligation, the thrust of any
investigation must be to evaluate any potential motivations behind the complaint and to render
a credibility determination regarding the complainant himself or herself (see, e.g., SMP § 4.1
(allegation must be “sufficiently credible”). This was not done here.
As you know, on 6/11/2018, a month before Dr. Sadeghi came to USC, he had filed a 160page lawsuit entitled Dr. Iman Sadeghi v. Pinscreen, Inc. and Dr. Hao Li. On 10/5/2018, after
Defendants’ counsel informed Dr. Sadeghi’s attorneys of the numerous defects in his
Complaint, he filed a 274-page First Amended Complaint (the FAC, erroneously referred to in
the Draft Report as the “Second Amended Complaint” 4), asserting 15 causes of action against
five defendants, three of them newly named. It is the FAC, attached as Exhibit 1 to the Draft
Report, that is the Committee’s source for the bulk of the allegations and evidence. 5 Most of
that evidence is uncorroborated and, particularly such crucial points as internet connectivity at
RTL 2017 and the state of Pinscreen’s technology leading up to RTL 2017, Dr. Sadeghi is the
only source of information. (Report at ¶¶ 32-1(c), 28-2.)

4

See Dr. Li’s Attachment A (the Superior Court docket for the matter of Sadeghi v. Pinscreen, et al.) The
docket is a public document accessible by anyone. Thus, referring to an “Amended Complaint” as a “Second
Amended Complaint,” and consistently misrepresenting or ignoring the actual procedural posture of the case as
discussed, is inexcusable and epitomizes the lack of care displayed generally throughout the report. That lack of care
is further illustrated by duplicative numbering of paragraphs 28-32 (see pp. 9-11). These will be referred to here as
paragraph 28-1 vs. paragraph 28-2, etc.
5
See, e.g., paragraphs 29-1 – 32-1, 28-2 – 32-2.
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Dr. Sadeghi is a litigant with a direct pecuniary interest in USC rendering an adverse finding.
Yet there is nothing to suggest that Dr. Sadeghi’s integrity or the veracity of the FAC have
ever been questioned. This is a major problem because the very FAC that the IC relies upon
extensively was stricken in its entirety by the Court on its own motion nearly a year ago.
(See Att. B.) On 4/11/2019, after reviewing the FAC’s 15 causes of action spread over 439
paragraphs and 274 pages, including 200 pages of exhibits, the Court held that “[t]he complaint
does not comply with the letter or spirit” of the law, and “the court strikes the complaint as
not drawn in conformity with the laws of the state and rules of court and contains irrelevant
and improper material.” (Att. C) For a court to strike an entire pleading (rather than just
portions) because it is so poorly drafted is extraordinary. And for this key development to be
suppressed in an official report is shocking.
Nor is that the end of the story. On 5/1/2019, Dr. Sadeghi filed the actual Second Amended
Complaint (“SAC”). It was far shorter than the FAC but its fate was even worse. In two
hearings on 11/20 and 11/21/2019, Judge Martin sustained Defendants’ demurrers and
dismissed as to all but one 6 of Dr. Sadeghi’s 15 causes of action. The dismissed claims
included the claims of “fraud, violation of employment law and contracts, wrongful
termination, assault and battery, and research misconduct” referenced on page 2 of the Draft
Report. (See Atts. C and D.) For each of these claims, the Court agreed with Prof. Li,
Pinscreen, and their co-defendants that the SAC does not state facts sufficient to constitute a
cause of action and, as to several claims, no amendment could save it.
• As to his fraudulent misrepresentation claim (based on alleged “academic
misconduct” and “data fabrication”), the Court held, “There is no allegation of
a [false] representation that Pinscreen made” and “plaintiff has not pleaded any
cognizable damages.”
• As to his fraudulent concealment claim, the Court held that “there is no
sufficient description of representations that Pinscreen made” and again Dr.
Sadeghi had not pled any cognizable damages.
• As to the whistleblower and wrongful termination claims (alleging a retaliatory
termination for objecting to “academic misconduct,” “data fabrication,” etc.),
the Court held that “Plaintiff has not specified the protected activity in which
plaintiff was engaged or adequately alleged the nexus between the protected
activity and the adverse action the company took against him.” (Att. C, p. 3.)
Although Judge Martin gave Sadeghi a final chance to see if he could “fix” his fraud, wrongful
termination, and whistleblower claims, she denied leave to amend the assault, battery,
6

The sole exception was alleged negligence in its post-termination handling of his Mickey Mouse
sculpture. (See Att. C, pp. 5-6 (13th cause of action).)
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infliction of emotional distress, invasion of privacy, Labor Code §§ 203 and 2802, and Unfair
Business Practices claims. She was especially harsh in her criticism of the battery claim, which
she excoriated as a “sham pleading” and criticized Sadeghi for cynically changing the “time
and location” of the alleged battery between one version of the complaint. (Att. C, pp. 6-7
[Pinscreen]; Att. D, p. 6 [Prof. Li and individual defendants].)
But even that is not the end. On 12/6/2019, Dr. Sadeghi filed his Third Amended Complaint
(“TAC”), which with 30 pages, 135 paragraphs, and 6 causes of action (two fraud claims,
whistleblowing, breach of contract, wrongful termination, and negligence, the only claims
Judge Martin gave him a chance to try to “fix”) is a shell of the FAC and SAC. (Att. E.) The
three new defendants have been dismissed. Prof. Li and Pinscreen have again filed demurrers,
arguing that Sadeghi’s newest “changes” have done nothing to help him state a cause of action
and that the entire case (save the Mickey Mouse claim) should be dismissed. (Att. F.) The
demurrer will be heard on 10/2/2020. Meanwhile the three former defendants who have been
dismissed from the case, including Pinscreen employees and USC students Liwen Hu and HanWei Kung, intend to seek a judgment and recovery of costs against Dr. Sadeghi.
Thus, as it stands, despite four bites at the apple, and after two years of litigation, Dr. Sadeghi
has yet to pass through the initial threshold of filing a viable lawsuit. Yet the allegations in his
long-stricken FAC are inexplicably relied upon as gospel in the Draft Report, even though
there are others who directly question Dr. Sadeghi’s veracity and integrity. For example, Dr.
Etienne Vouga, Assistant Professor in Computer Science at the University of Texas at Austin,
and a member of the papers committee of SIGGRAPH, in a detailed responsa directed to the
USC Misconduct Inquiry Committee in January 2019, noted that “Iman’s actions over the
past year have struck me as very unusual, out of line with standards of professional conduct
in our research community, and more characteristic of a retaliation campaign than of a
well-intentioned whistleblower shining a light on scientific misconduct.” (Att. L, at p. 5.)
Dr. Vouga noted that Dr. Sadeghi’s smear campaign included “sen[ding] copies of his lawsuit,
unsolicited, to me and a large number of other prominent members of the computer graphics
community”; “post[ing] sensationalist comments and articles on his web site and social media,
including a ‘Truth Challenge’ to Hao and Pinscreen”; “publicizing his lawsuit and his ‘Truth
Challenge to attendees” of SIGGRAPH events; and that his lawsuit “contains unnecessary,
sensationalist elements … whose purpose seem to be solely to embarrass Hao, rather than to
advance any valid concerns about Hao’s scientific conduct.” (Att. L, at p. 5.) Similarly, Ken
Anjyo, Conference Chair of SIGGRAPH Asia 2018, noted that Dr. Sadeghi’s antics and threats
required SIGGRAPH to “provide[] additional security guards for Hao and his team’s
presentations to reduce the possibility of a situation arising.” (Att. H, at p. 1.) Mike Seymour
(Chair of Real Time Live 2019 Brisbane) stated point-blank that Dr. Sadeghi was engaged in
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a “campaign of harassment” that is “grossly unfair and insulting to your researchers and our
organization.” (Att. K, at p. 5.)
Dr. Sadeghi’s communicating with USC should be viewed in their proper context as simply a
means to leverage (extort would be a better word) a windfall settlement against Prof. Li and
Pinscreen, or alternatively to ruin Prof. Li’s career in revenge for terminating him. And in
fact on 1/8/2018, six months before he came to USC, Dr. Sadeghi sent an 80-page “demand”
letter to counsel for Pinscreen and Prof. Li. (Att. G.) In that letter, he demanded three
immediate monetary payments, that Pinscreen and Prof. Li sign a “mutual non-disclosure
agreement,” and that Pinscreen provide a “meaningful response” to his letter. (Id. at pp. 7980.) 7
And, if Pinscreen and Prof. Li did not comply with all of Dr. Sadeghi’s demands, he threatened
to file a lawsuit and only at that point tell USC about it:
If Dr. Sadeghi’s counsel does not receive [the demanded payments, etc.],
[he] will proceed with filing the lawsuit. [¶] Dr. Sadeghi will also contact
University of Southern California (USC), USC Viterbi Department of
Computer Science, USC Institute for Creative Technologies (ICT),
Pinscreen’s investors (Softbank Ventures Korea, Colopl Next, and Lux
Capital), the SIGGRAPH community, ETH Zurich Computer Science
Department and the tech news media outlets and share the content of the
lawsuit. (Att. G, p. 80 (emphasis added).)
We understand that USC has an obligation to conduct an investigation into Dr. Sadeghi’s
allegations. But that does not mean that Dr. Sadeghi and his lawsuit should be the only source
of information, or that his uncorroborated statements given a level of credence denied to Prof.
Li and those who wrote letters of support. Yet we note a disturbing level of credulity in
connection with Dr. Sadeghi’s assertions, reflecting the IC’s own bias toward a predetermined
result.

7

He also provided an extravagant and frequently bizarre wish-list for a negotiated settlement. Of special
interest is his request to “keep the unlawful termination of Dr. Sadeghi fully confidential and to list Dr. Sadeghi as
the VP of Engineering in all representations.” (Id. at pp. 78, 79.) In other words, he wanted Pinscreen – the
company who he claims defrauded himself and others and whose CEO engaged in academic misconduct – to
continue holding him out to the world as its current VP of Engineering, five months after his termination.
He also complained that Dr. Li’s “unfriending” and “blocking” him on Facebook and not tagging Dr.
Sadeghi’s picture on a post stating “Great Job to the entire team” for SIGGRAPH Asia 2017. (Id. at p. 79.) In other
words, although he complained to USC about purported “academic misconduct” in association with SIGGRAPH
Asia 2017, he was upset that Dr. Li did not publicly hold him out as a member of the SIGGRAPH Asia team. Not to
mention that he also demanded compensation for betrayal of his “polar bear heart,” reflecting a questionable grip on
reality. (Att. G, p. 78.)
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Thus, on 12/9/2019, the investigator states to Dr. Sadeghi, “I’m just trying to counter Li’s
argument that it is acceptable to present a non-realtime presentation based on problems
with connectivity.” This is the role of an advocate, not an investigator. Similarly, when Dr.
Sadeghi refused to explain the contradiction between his complain of fabrication and his own
failure to “as the presenter to run a non-cashed {sic} code, nor did [to] inform the audience
that [he was] presenting an illustration of the technology,” the investigator failed to follow up.
In providing undeserved credence to Dr. Sadeghi, while painting Prof. Li in the worst possible
light, the Office of Research and the Committee fail in their mandate to conduct “a thorough,
competent, objective, and fair research misconduct proceeding.” (SLP § 4.1.)
IV.

There Is No Scientific Misconduct Associated with Either the RTL Abstract or the
RTL Performance.
A.

The Committee’s allegations are predicated on a document that is not even
the RTL abstract submitted by Pinscreen, which describes the technology
as a “Proposed System” rather than as existing technology.

In connection with the purported RTL Abstract, the Committee concluded the following:
The Committee finds that Dr. Hao Li falsely presented his research in an
abstract submitted to . . . SIGGRAPH Real-Time-Live 2017. Specifically,
Dr. Li: [¶] Knowingly and intentionally submitted an abstract falsely
claiming that he and his colleagues had developed software to automatically
generate an avatar from a head shot in seconds and that it would be
demonstrating such software at the SIGGRAPH Real-Time-Live show on
August 1, 2017. (Draft Report at p. 12 (emphases added).)
There are two aspects to this. First, the report asserts Prof. Li claimed back on 4/4/2017 that
he “had developed software to automatically generate an avatar . . . in seconds.” Second, the
report asserts that Prof. Li claimed that this precise software “would be demonstrat[ed]” at the
2017 RTL. Both of these are gross misrepresentations.
First, the document is not an abstract at all – rather, it is Pinscreen’s submission statement
“used for marketing” on the SIGGRAPH website and compiled by SIGGRAPH in or around
July 2017, shortly in advance of the event itself. (Exhibits P, R.) The pdf is a composite
document that introduces each of the Real Time Live presenters. It was produced The
pamphlet was produced contemporaneously with RTL to act as a companion for the 8/01/2017
show. Thus, on page 16, the introduction by RTL Chair Cristobal Cheng states, “On behalf of
ACM SIGGRAPH and my team, welcome to SIGGRAPH 2017 Real-Time Live! [¶ . . . ¶] My
committee and I sincerely hope that you enjoy the show.”
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Pinscreen’s actual abstract from 4/4/2017 is a completely different document that the Draft
Report does not attach as an exhibit, even though Dr. Li provided it as evidence prior to the
completion of the Preliminary Inquiry. It is attached again hereto as Attachment Q. In the
actual abstract, Pinscreen stated the following in relevant part:
A simple web interface allows us to upload any photograph and a highquality head model, including animation-friendly blendshapes and jointbased rigs, is reconstructed within seconds . . . . The proposed system
integrates state-of-the-art advances in facial shape modeling, appearance
interface, and a new pipeline for single-view hair generation based on
hairstyle retrieval from a massive database, followed by a strand-to-hair-strip
conversion method. (Att. Q.)
Thus, although much of the language reads as present tense, it can only reasonably be read as
a description of the “proposed system.” Yet the Draft Report ignores Pinscreen’s actual
submission and instead quoting from the version of the abstract altered and published by
SIGGRAPH four months later as though this were the original language. (See Draft Report ¶¶
6(i)–6(iii). 8)
Indeed,
the
video
that
accompanied
the
submission
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OZ2O3SXF0tE) reflects a wait time of at least 18
seconds (and in fact there is no representation that the wait time from 0:20 to 0:38 was the
entire elapsed time).
In describing a “proposed system,” rather than a completed system, Pinscreen was indeed
operating within the guidelines of the RTL submission process. Per USC’s policy, a claim of
scientific misconduct requires, a priori, that there be misconduct connection with “research,”
as defined. Yet SIGGRAPH’s own administrators are adamant in their testimonials that the
abstracts and video submissions connected with the RTL Show are not themselves research.
Moreover, the abstracts/submissions are entitled to demonstrate proof of a concept, rather than
a “research output.” Thus, Ken Anjyo, Conference Chair of SIGGRAPH Asia 2018, succinctly
described this distinction in his letter of 1/24/2019:
RTL! in SIGGRAPH (North America) selects the live performances through
a review process similar to the papers program. However, RTL! does not
8

The Draft Report also states that the RTL abstract was “based on work described in a paper entitled
‘Avatar Digitization From a Single Image For Real-time Rendering’ submitted to SIGGRAPH Asia on May 23,
2017.” (Draft Report ¶ 7.) But that cannot be the case considering that the abstract preceded the paper by nearly two
months, a contradiction that is never explained by the Committee (nor is the relevance clear). Equally erroneous is
the statement that “[o]n May 17, 2017, Dr. Li received reviewer comments regarding the SIGGRAPH RTL 2017
abstract.” (Draft Report ¶ 10 & Att. 13.) But the reviewers were not commenting on the abstract itself. Rather,
they were commenting on the video “Creating Performance-Driven Avatars in Seconds” (linked above), and the
mixed nature of the reviews accurately reflects the developmental stage of the technology.
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necessarily have to be a research output… Unlike a SIGGRAPH paper, an
RTL! submission video may contain material that are proof of concept,
rather than technical/theoretical evidences. In particular, illustrations of the
submission do not need to be final outputs of the submitted technology,
but need to depict the intended outcome in a reasonable way. Then it will be
accepted, if the committee can be convinced by the authors that they can
demonstrate their high-quality content by the day of their live
performance.
(Att. H, p. 2 (emphases added).) Similarly, speaking specifically about the 2017 RTL, Dr.
Vouga, himself an academic researcher, stated, “Real-time Live! is not a publication venue
for academic research” and “[t]here are no academic papers associated with Real-time Live
presentations,” which are not peer-reviewed. (Att. L, pp. 1-2 (emphasis added).)
For the same reason, SIGGRAPHS letter to Pinscreen dated 6/1/2017 advising that its
submission had been accepted (after it was initially rejected), Real Time Live! Chair
Cristobal Cheng wrote that, Pinscreen (just like all other RTL presenters) could make
“Changes to Your Submission” and to “upload a new version of your abstract.” (Att. R.)
This shows that the “abstract” and the submissions themselves were very fluid and changes
could be made to both into June. Thus, it would be doubly unfair to critique the abstract
submitted in April (which nevertheless announced the technology as a “Proposed System”)
as though it were set in stone – RTL clearly envisioned a fluid, dynamic process.
For these reasons, (1) the RTL submission process is not a scientific presentation of “research”
and thus the abstract and video fall outside the Scientific Misconduct Policy; and (2) even if
they fell within the policy, Pinscreen’s submission did not falsify, fabricate, or mislead as to
the actual state of technology because it described a “proposed system,” and the submission
video constituted a “proof of concept,” all of which is explicitly in line with RTL standards.
B.

There Is No Scientific Misconduct Associated with the RTL Show.

In connection with Pinscreen’s RTL 2017 presentation of 8/1/2017, the IC determined the
following:
Dr. Li . .. [k]nowingly and intentionally presented a falsified demonstration
of his software at the SIGGRAPH Real-Time-Live show on August 1, 2017
with the intention to mislead the audience into believing that they were
viewing a real-time demonstration of the automatic avatar-generating
software that he and his team claimed to have developed, when in fact, Dr.
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Li and his team presented pre-programmed, manually produced avatar
generation.
(Draft Report, p. 12.) The conclusions underpinning this determination are (1) that Prof. Li
was “performing research” or “reporting research results” at RTL; (2) that “caching” the avatar
of Dr. Sadeghi was improper absent actual evidence of technology issues; (3) that not
informing the audience that the avatar was cached was misleading. These conclusions are all
wrong.
1.

Prof. Li Was Not “Performing Research” or “Reporting Research
Results” at RTL.

Similar to the abstract submission process, the RTL performance is neither expected nor
intended to constitute “research” or the “reporting of research,” the threshold requirement of
SMP § 3.2. Prof. Li has testified to this fact, and indeed not even Dr. Sadeghi explains why
RTL performances should be held to scientific research standards. Most significantly, all of
the statements submitted in support of Prof. Li by respected SIGGRAPH conference
organizers, chairs, and committee members, emphasize this fact:
• Ken Anjyo: “The technical papers program at SIGGRAPH (and SIGGRAPH Asia)
provides leading technical research papers . . . under a double-blind, peer review
process. On the other hand, RTL! presents cutting-edge realtime technologies and/or
entertainment though live performances.” (Att. H.)
• Isamu Hasegawa: “Real-Time Live does not necessarily present presenter’s ‘research
outputs’ as is.” (Att. I.)
• J.P. Lewis: “From the point of view of someone questioning Pinscreen's work, this
allegation is at best a grey area. SIGGRAPH is part scientific conference and part trade
show, and the RTL event has an entertainment aspect to it.” (Att. J.)
• Mike Seymour: “This is not a traditional academic double blind process” and that “RTL
is not a benchmarking technical event but a joyous celebration of the latest advances
in technology.” (Att. K.)
• Etienne Vouga, Ph.D, Assistant Professor at UT Austin: “Real-time Live! is not a
publication venue for academic research. There are no academic papers associated with
Real-time Live! presentations, and though they are selected by a jury, they are not peerreviewed. The event is a pageant/celebration of cutting edge technology (contributed
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by both academia and industry) and neither the conference organizers, attendees, nor
the computer graphics research community consider contributions to this event as
constituting computer graphics academic literature.” (Att. L.) 9
Moreover, in the 6/1/2020 acceptance letter by RTL Chair Cristobal Cheng, Mr. Cheng
writes that in connection with the “Virtual Rehearsal” in June, “The Real-Time Live!
committee will aid you in enhancing your presentation to make it even more impressive
and energetic.” (Att. R.) If RTL was a truly scientific venue, the RTL staff itself would
never interfere by offering to “enhance” the presentation or make it “more impressive and
energetic.” Are we to assume that RTL is actively conspiring to suborn academic
misconduct by offering to “enhance” or make “more impressive” the empirical results of
scientific research ? Of course not. But since RTL is an entertainment spectacle, such an
offer makes perfect sense.
Since all of the above state with absolute certainty that RTL performances are not academic
presentations, why does USC seek to shoehorn a non-academic performance into an academic
misconduct inquiry? If the answer is that USC believes some work performed for RTL may
have derived from grants to USC or been assisted by USC students, that is a separate question
that Prof. Li is fully capable of responding to, but that fact itself does not convert RTL into
something it is not. Nor does Prof. Li’s or RTL’s organizers’ truthful representations of his
affiliation with USC constitute any sort of misrepresentation or confer an academic status on
RTL. Prof. Li is a USC professor. If USC would like to prohibit any of its faculty members
from identifying themselves as such in any non-research conduct (presumably including offtopic Facebook posts or tweets), USC should make that position clear. But it is a vital error to
attribute the same expectations to a live RTL performance (and “performance” is the operative
word) as to a research paper. Yet this is precisely what the Investigation Committee has done.
2.

Caching Images Is Acceptable at RTL.

Using charged and terms such as “planned” and “premeditated” (usually reserved for first
degree murder), the Draft Report claims that Pinscreen’s use of a “cached” avatar of Dr.
Sadeghi during a live show, without announcing that fact to the audience, constitutes academic
misconduct. There are two questions which the Draft Report does a poor job of separating:
first, whether using a cached image is inherently problematic; and second, whether using a
cached image without informing the audience is inherently problematic.

9

There is no indication that the Office of Research ever reached out to any of the individuals who wrote
letters supportive of Prof. Li, although though each provided their contact information and openly invited such a
dialogue.
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As to both questions, as discussed above, RTL is not a “research output,” so whether the avatar
was cached or created live is immaterial. There is no need to announce such, and the claim
that anyone in the audience was deluded but the failure to announce ignores the reality of
RTL’s role as a “pageant” or “celebration” of technology, where the audience comes to be
entertained. Moreover, there is no question that, once rendered, the “tracking” of the avatar
was live, and this tracking was indeed a major aspect of the show.
Even if we were to accept the premise that an RTL show implicates the SMP, there is still no
misconduct. Even the Investigative Committee concedes that it would be acceptable to have
used caching as a “fallback plan,” but only if there were “internet connectivity issues.” (See
Draft Report ¶ 22.) It concludes that in the absence of such issues, caching was prohibited
even under RTL’s guidelines. It is incorrect.
According to the committee, RTL 2018 chair Isamu Hasegawa states “that it is valid for
presenters to prepare ‘cache’ as a fallback plan, and to perform their cache with explanation
in case of some troubles.” (Draft Report ¶ 32-1; see Att. I.) This is virtually the only
acknowledgment of any letter supporting Prof. Li, since the IC bends over backwards to
suppress Prof. Li’s corroborating evidence. And the committee misquotes Mr. Hasegawa,
whose letter actually states that in RTL 2018, presenters were permitted “to perform their
cache with their explanation in case of some troubles.” (Id.) The IC omitted the word “their”
to distort Mr. Hasegawa’s meeting. But in context, “perform their cache with their
explanation,” simply means, perform their cached image with their explanation of the
technology (i.e., the same explanation that would be used in the absence of caching). Mr.
Hasegawa goes on to state that caching was acceptable, “since we . . . already confirmed that
each presenter[‘]s technology is suitable for SA18 RTL at the point of our curation, and
unreliability of the WiFi is not presenter’s fault.” Indeed, Mr. Hasegawa reports warning the
presenters during rehearsal that “wireless network connection . . . might be unreliable.”
Therefore, the expectation for RTL 2018 was that there would likely be connectivity issues,
and it is not at all clear that Mr. Hasegawa meant that the presenters would only be able to use
cached images if they themselves experienced problems during the presentation. Rather, the
guidance was, “We can’t guarantee connectivity so you should just go with your fallback.” 10
This is confirmed even more forcefully by Ken Anjyo, Conference Chair of SIGGRAPH Asia
2018, who Anjyo states that “While RTL! presents live performances, caching is acceptable
and there is no obligation to disclose during the show. Rather we encourage the presenters
to do caching in case the event does not run smoothly.” (Att. I.) Mike Seymour stated, “The
committee wants the demonstrations to not be adversely affected by internet problems or Wifi
10

Pinscreen’s RTL 2018 performance is available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rPam5CHFQMQ
(starting at approximately 1:15:53).
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connections given the vast audience (many of whom are on their devices during the event). As
such it is not uncommon for the organisers to encourage backups at rehearsals so the event
does run smoothly.” (Att. K) In other words, once the actual technology is demonstrated to
SIGGRAPH, it is preferable to use the backup at the actual show because it is possible or even
likely that there would be connectivity issues.
Most convincing is Professor Vouga’s statement that for purposes of RTL, the key is
The main concern of Real-Time Live! organizers and contributors is ensuring
the demos are entertaining and compelling and that the event runs smoothly.
To that end, precomputing some results offline, or even recording videos
beforehand and playing back those videos during the event, is acceptable
and expected practice for mitigating against embarrassing failures during
the live presentation (due to hardware or software faults, problems with the
notoriously poor conference Internet connection, etc.).
(Att. L.) Whatever the situation, it is clear that none of the chairs or organizers of SIGGRAPH
– who set and apply the rules policies – express any concern that Pinscreen cached Dr.
Sadeghi’s avatar (just as Dr. Sadeghi himself would have expressed no concern had Prof. Li
and Pinscreen paid him off). While each of these statements is slightly different, the thread
running through each of these is that SIGGRAPH did not want anything to go awry during
RTL, and caching was acceptable if there was any chance that internet connectivity could be
a problem.
The email correspondence between Pinscreen’s team and the SIGGRAPH committee, reveals
how noncommittal the committee was on the ability to guarantee reliable connectivity. In
Justin Stimatze’s email dated June 15, 2017, after advising on a fall-back option, he states the
following, after Pinscreen had requested a bandwidth of 50 MBps for downloads and 20 MBps
for uploads (Att. Q):
In years past, we have paid many tens of thousands of dollars for 18Mbit/s
shared across the whole conference. We have been unable to guarantee
even 1 Mbit/s to contributors . . ., which has caused some challenges with
presentations and frustration for all involved. Fortunately, things are looking
more flexible this year but I hope that explains the concern! We want you to
have a fantastic and successful presentation with as little stress as possible
about networking risks.
(Att. M; see also Att. N (June 27, 2017 organizer email stating, “I am cautiously optimistic but
cannot guarantee 20Mbit/s.” (although 50 MBps had originally been requested).) “More
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flexible” does not mean that bandwidth is guaranteed, and “as little stress as possible about
networking risks” means for presenters to fashion their presentations so as not to rely on
networking. These same points were reiterated in the run-up to the 2018 RTL, when the
organizers warned Prof. Li that “there are other risks introduced by establishing a temporary
connection to external corporation and making sure is reliable and sorting out last minute
connection issue due to the unknown unknowns that can come up.” (Att. O.)
Dr. Grace never bothered to contact Mr. Stimatze, or anyone else involved with RTL 2017 (or
RTL 2018), to discuss these points, yet the Committee concluded that connectivity was not a
problem, or that caching was only permissible in the event of a technical disaster. The record
simply does not bear that out, and since Pinscreen could not be assured of stable bandwidth,
the only viable – and reasonable – option was to rely on a cached image. This is not the stuff
that scientific misconduct is made of.
3.

Prof. Li’s Technology Was Capable of Producing Avatars in the Speed and
Quality of the Sadeghi Avatar.

The only person who claims that Pinscreen’s technology was not capable of producing highquality avatars as of the time of the show is Dr. Sadeghi himself. The IC claims that Prof. Li’s
technology took five minutes to create an avatar, but as Prof. Li discussed, the technology
being prepared for SIGGRAPH Asia was far more robust than that used for RTL, as the RTL
show utilized a scaled-down version of the technology.
Prof. Li has consistently argued that the avatars displayed at SIGGRAPH accurately reflected
Pinscreen’s technology. In fact, before the RTL show began, Pinscreen invited curious
attendees to sample the actual technology for themselves. The technology successfully
created realistic avatars for these random audience members, the results of which Pinscreen
still maintains and which it has provided to the Committee. (See Draft Report, Attach. 3 (“We
have also demonstrated the non-cached pipeline on stage before the show for various people.
I have provided these evidences, including time stamped reconstructions on the day of the
event.”).) Prof. Li has already shared time-stamped results of these contemporaneous
demonstrations, which is ignored by the Committee. Indeed, Prof. Li is also authorized by
Pinscreen to share its Amazon Web Services (“AWS”) password for USC to be able to recreate
the results itself. Please advise.
Finally, the assertion that Prof. Li should have somehow announced (or demanded that Dr.
Sadeghi announce) that Dr. Sadeghi’s avatar image was cached, or that the status bar would
be inappropriate and bizarre during an entertainment-oriented show. Prof. Li would have no
expectation that USC would hold RTL itself to the same standard as research paper. And
having watched the RTL performances of all presenters, it is clear that all viewed it as
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spectacle, as a celebration of their technology rather than a scientific demonstration of that
technology.
The only question is whether the cached technology presented approximated Pinscreen’s
capabilities at the time, and to that question SIGGRAPH’s executives have answered
affirmatively, because Prof. Li was required to demonstrate the technology before being
permitted to participate in the presentation, and he previously produced evidence of the avatars
created from live audience members before the show. Relying on Dr. Sadeghi’s allegations,
the Committee incorrectly insists that this is not the case, and also that the technology took 5
minutes to create the avatar, as (accurately) described in Prof. Li’s SIGGRAPH Asia paper. 11
However, it refuses to accept that the avatar technology for purposes of SIGGRAPH Asia –
several months down the road – was intended to be, and was, far more robust and complex
than that used for RTL. The most hardware-intensive processes involving approximately 97%
of the computing time were not part of the RTL framework. Thus:
SIGGRAPH RTL 2017
SIGGRAPH 2017 RTL:
1/ face model fitting: <1-2 sec
2/ secondary component fitting and facial
rigging: 1 sec
3/ hair digitization:
* retrieving closest exemplar: < 5 sec

SIGGRAPH Asia 2017
1/ face model fitting (fine tuned): 0.5 sec
2/ secondary component fitting and facial
rigging: 1 sec
3/ hair digitization:
* hair polystrip reconstruction: 1 sec
* retrieving closest exemplar
(accelerated datastructure): 1 sec
* deformation of hairstyle: 10 sec
* collision handling: 5 sec
* polystrip patching optimization: 1
min
4/ neural facial texture synthesis:
* feture correlation extraction: 75 sec
* convex blending weight: 14 sec
* final synthesis: 172 sec

11
Finally, the Committee also improperly concludes that Prof. Li engaged in some type of malfeasance by
imaging the electronic devices he submitted in connection with the investigation, thus “aggravating” the severity of
the alleged violation. There is nothing untoward in creating a backup of hardware submitted for an investigation.
Creating a backup is not “tampering” with a device, and even if some dates became inadvertently altered in the
process, the investigator should still determine what the technology actually does. Moreover, the fact that Prof. Li
did not use his USC-issued computer is not evidence of malfeasance. He simply did not use his USC laptop – why
should he have submitted it in the first instance? He was only asked to submit relevant evidence, which in
connection with the RTL show was on Pinscreen devices. However, Prof. Li will fully address this issue after the
results of a new forensic are completed, as the IC’s determination is largely influenced by the conflict-compromised
report of Quandary Peak Research.
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Total: 7-8 seconds

Total: Approx. 4.7 minutes (280.5 seconds)

Once again, as the question of how much time it took to create the avatar (rather than whether
it was cached) was not a central point of the inquiry, Dr. Li will provide his AWS password so
that the IC can replicate the actual computation time as of August 2017.
V.

Conclusion.

This investigation is a tempest in a teapot. It seeks to punish an esteemed, tenured university
professor whose reputation has been built on creating cutting-edge technology because his
company allegedly did not apply empirical research methodologies to an entertainment-driven
trade show. The investigators have found no actual evidence of malfeasance, and their
conclusions are based purely on uncorroborated testimony and ignore contrary evidence that
is highly corroborated. The only person it will benefit is a single self-interested litigant, who
himself was the presenter of the technology that he claims was fabricated, and who for nearly
three years has sought to leverage his “whistleblowing” to extract a windfall settlement. This
is a monumental waste of resources, at a time where the University should prioritize matters
of greater significance, and in multiple respects the Committee has violated the Scientific
Misconduct Policy’s investigatory and reporting requirements. These violations themselves
warrant dismissal of part or all of the complaint, the dissolution of the current committee,
and/or extensions in time to respond to newly disclosed evidence. However, the most
straightforward resolution would be for the Committee to acknowledge that none of the
allegations are substantiated and to dismiss the matter on the merits, which is what the facts
warrant.
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